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INTRODUCTORY NOTES AND CAUTIONARY STATEMENTS 

GENERAL 

In this Annual Information Form (“AIF”), Orla Mining Ltd., together with its subsidiaries, as the context requires, is referred 
to as the “Company” and “Orla”. Unless otherwise stated, all information contained in this AIF is as at December 31, 2023, 
being the last day of the Company’s most recently completed financial year. 

This AIF should be read in conjunction with the Company’s audited consolidated financial statements and management’s 
discussion and analysis for the financial year ended December 31, 2023, which are available under the Company’s profile 
on the System for Electronic Document Analysis and Retrieval + (“SEDAR+”) at www.sedarplus.ca and through the United 
States Securities and Exchange Commission’s (“SEC”) Electronic Data Gathering and Retrieval System (“EDGAR”) at 
www.sec.gov. 

CURRENCY PRESENTATION AND EXCHANGE RATE INFORMATION 

This AIF contains references to Canadian dollars (“C$”) and United States dollars (“$”, “US$”, or “US dollars”). All dollar 
amounts referenced, unless otherwise indicated, are expressed in United States dollars. Unless otherwise indicated, 
Canadian dollar amounts have been converted to United States dollars at the indicative exchange rate on December 31, 
2023, as quoted by the Bank of Canada, of US$0.7561 = C$1.00. 

GOLD PRICES   

The high, low, average, and closing London PM fix gold (“gold” or “Au”) prices in United States dollars per troy ounce for each 
of the three years preceding the period ended December 31, 2023, as quoted by the London Bullion Market Association, 
were as follows: 

 Year Ended December 31 

2023 2022 2021 
High $2,078 $2,039 $1,943 
Low $1,811 $1,629 $1,684 
Average $1,941 $1,800 $1,799 
Closing $2,078 $1,814 $1,806 

SILVER PRICES   

The high, low, average, and closing London fix silver (“silver” or “Ag”) prices in United States dollars per troy ounce for each 
of the three years preceding the period ended December 31, 2023, as quoted by the London Bullion Market Association, 
were as follows: 

 Year Ended December 31 

2023 2022 2021 
High $26.03 $26.18 $29.59 
Low $20.09 $17.77 $21.53 
Average $23.35 $21.71 $25.14 
Closing $23.79 $23.95 $23.09 

http://www.sedarplus.ca/
http://www.sec.gov/
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CAUTIONARY NOTE REGARDING FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS   

This AIF contains “forward-looking statements” or “forward-looking information” within the meaning of applicable securities 
legislation (collectively, “forward-looking statements”). Forward-looking statements are included to provide information 
about management’s current expectations and plans that allows investors and others to get a better understanding of the 
Company’s operating environment, the business operations, and financial performance and condition.  

Forward-looking statements include, but are not limited to, statements regarding: the estimation of Mineral Resources and 
Mineral Reserves (each as defined herein); statements regarding planned exploration, development and mining activities, 
and expenditures, including estimated rates of production, timing, all-in sustaining costs (“AISC”), cash costs, sustaining and 
operating costs, mine production plans, projected mining and process recovery rates, and proposed exploration plans and 
expected results and timing thereof; feasibility studies and economic results thereof, including future production, net 
present value, internal rate of return, costs, payback period, and expenses; mining dilution assumptions; timeline for receipt 
of any required agreements, approvals, or permits; closure costs and requirements; terms of and ability to reach a 
subsequent agreement with Fresnillo plc (“Fresnillo”) to access the sulphide Mineral Resource at the Camino Rojo Project 
(as defined below) and obtaining regulatory approvals related thereto; Orla’s ability to obtain required mine licences, mine 
permits, required agreements with third parties, and regulatory approvals required in connection with exploration plans 
and future mining and mineral processing operations, including necessary permitting required to implement expected 
future exploration plans; community and ejido relations; the expected price of gold and silver; the Company’s sustainability 
strategy and its short-term and long-term sustainability goals; the Transaction with Contact (as such terms are defined 
below), including the receipt of necessary court, securityholder, and regulatory approvals, and the timing thereof; the 
Company’s ability to report on Mineral Reserve and Mineral Resource estimates for the Cerro Quema Project (as defined 
below) in future periods; and the Company’s objectives and strategies. Any statements that express or involve discussions 
with respect to predictions, expectations, beliefs, plans, projections, objectives, assumptions or future events or 
performance (often, but not always, identified by words or phrases such as “expects”, “is expected”, “anticipates”, “believes”, 
“plans”, “projects”, “estimates”, “assumes”, “intends”, “strategy”, “goals”, “objectives”, “potential”, “possible”, or variations 
thereof or stating that certain actions, events, conditions or results “may”, “could”, “would”, “should”, “might”, or “will” be 
taken, occur or be achieved (or the negative of any of these terms and similar expressions) are not statements of fact and 
may be forward-looking statements.  

Forward-looking statements are based upon a number of factors and assumptions that, if untrue, could cause actual results, 
performance, or achievements to be materially different from future results, performance, or achievements expressed or 
implied by such statements. Forward-looking statements are based upon a number of estimates and assumptions that, 
while considered reasonable by the Company at this time, are inherently subject to significant business, economic, and 
competitive uncertainties and contingencies that may cause the Company’s actual financial results, performance, or 
achievements to be materially different from those expressed or implied herein. Some of the material factors or 
assumptions used to develop forward-looking statements include, without limitation: the future price of gold and silver; 
anticipated costs and the Company’s ability to fund its programs; the Company’s ability to carry on exploration, 
development, and mining activities; tonnage of ore to be mined and processed; ore grades and recoveries; decommissioning 
and reclamation estimates; currency exchange rates remaining as estimated; prices for energy inputs, labour, materials, 
supplies and services remaining as estimated; the Company’s ability to secure and to meet obligations under property 
agreements, including the Layback Agreement (as defined below); that all conditions of the Revolving Facility (as defined 
below) will be met; the timing and results of drilling programs; Mineral Reserve and Mineral Resource estimates and the 
assumptions on which they are based; the discovery of Mineral Resources and Mineral Reserves on the Company’s mineral 
properties; the obtaining of a subsequent agreement with Fresnillo to access the sulphide Mineral Resource at the Camino 
Rojo Project and develop the entire Camino Rojo Project Mineral Resources estimate; that political and legal developments 
will be consistent with current expectations; the timely receipt of required approvals and permits, including those approvals 
and permits required for successful project permitting, construction, and operation of projects; the timing of cash flows; the 
costs of operating and exploration expenditures; the Company’s ability to operate in a safe, efficient, and effective manner; 
the Company’s ability to obtain financing as and when required and on reasonable terms; the impact of coronavirus (“COVID-
19”) on the Company’s operations; completion of the Transaction with Contact, including receipt of required securityholder, 
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regulatory, and court approvals; that the Company’s activities will be in accordance with the Company’s public statements 
and stated goals; and that there will be no material adverse change or disruptions affecting the Company or its properties.  

Forward-looking statements are subject to a variety of known and unknown risks, uncertainties, and other factors that could 
cause actual events or results to differ from those expressed or implied. There can be no assurance that such statements 
will prove to be accurate, as actual results and future events could differ materially from those anticipated in such 
statements. Certain important factors that could cause actual results, performance, or achievements to differ materially 
from those in the forward-looking statements include, among others: uncertainty and variations in the estimation of Mineral 
Resources and Mineral Reserves; the Company’s dependence on the Camino Rojo Oxide Mine (as defined below); risks 
related to the Company’s indebtedness; risks related to exploration, development, and operation activities; foreign country 
and political risks, including risks relating to foreign operations; risks related to the Cerro Quema Project; delays in obtaining 
or failure to obtain governmental permits, or non-compliance with permits; environmental and other regulatory 
requirements; delays in or failures to enter into a subsequent agreement with Fresnillo with respect to accessing certain 
additional portions of the Mineral Resource at the Camino Rojo Project and to obtain the necessary regulatory approvals 
related thereto; the Mineral Resource estimations for the Camino Rojo Project being only estimates and relying on certain 
assumptions; loss of, delays in, or failure to get access from surface rights owners; uncertainties related to title to mineral 
properties; water rights; risks related to natural disasters, terrorist acts, health crises, and other disruptions and dislocations, 
including the COVID-19 pandemic; financing risks and access to additional capital; risks related to guidance estimates and 
uncertainties inherent in the preparation of feasibility studies; uncertainty in estimates of production, capital, and operating 
costs and potential production and cost overruns; the fluctuating price of gold and silver; unknown labilities in connection 
with acquisitions; global financial conditions; uninsured risks; climate change risks; competition from other companies and 
individuals; conflicts of interest; risks related to compliance with anti-corruption laws; volatility in the market price of the 
Company's securities; assessments by taxation authorities in multiple jurisdictions; foreign currency fluctuations; the 
Company’s limited operating history; litigation risks; the Company’s ability to identify, complete, and successfully integrate 
acquisitions; intervention by non-governmental organizations; outside contractor risks; risks related to historical data; the 
Company not having paid a dividend; risks related to the Company’s foreign subsidiaries; risks related to the Company’s 
accounting policies and internal controls; the Company’s ability to satisfy the requirements of SOX (as defined below); 
enforcement of civil liabilities; the Company’s status as a PFIC (as defined below) for U.S. federal income tax purposes; 
information and cyber security; the Company’s significant shareholders; gold industry concentration; shareholder activism; 
the failure to obtain securityholder, regulatory, or court approvals in connection with the Transaction with Contact; and 
other risks associated with executing the Company’s objectives and strategies. 

This list is not exhaustive of the factors that may affect any of the Company’s forward-looking statements. Although the 
Company believes its expectations are based upon reasonable assumptions and have attempted to identify important 
factors that could cause actual actions, events, or results to differ materially from those described in forward-looking 
statements, there may be other factors that cause actions, events, or results not to be as anticipated, estimated, or intended. 
See the section entitled “Risk Factors” below for additional risk factors that could cause results to differ materially from 
forward-looking statements. 

Investors are cautioned not to put undue reliance on forward-looking statements. The forward-looking statements 
contained herein are made as of the date of this AIF and, accordingly, are subject to change after such date. The Company 
does not intend, and does not assume any obligation, to update this forward-looking information, except as required by 
law. Investors are urged to read the Company’s filings with Canadian securities regulatory agencies, which can be viewed 
online under the Company’s profile on SEDAR+ at www.sedarplus.ca and the Company’s documents filed with, or furnished 
to, the SEC, which are available on EDGAR at www.sec.gov. 

As set forth under “Risk Factors” herein, investors are cautioned that all of the mineralization comprising the Company’s 
Mineral Resource estimate with respect to the Camino Rojo Project is contained on mineral titles controlled by the Company. 
However, the Mineral Resource estimate assumes that the north wall of the conceptual floating pit cone used to 
demonstrate reasonable prospects for eventual economic extraction extends onto lands where mineral title is held by 
Fresnillo and that waste would be mined on Fresnillo’s mineral titles. On December 21, 2020, Orla announced that it had 
entered into the Layback Agreement. The Layback Agreement allows Orla to expand the Camino Rojo Project oxide pit onto 

http://www.sedarplus.ca/
https://orlamining.sharepoint.com/sites/CorporateReporting/Shared%20Documents/Public%20Reporting/2021/Rptg%202021-Q4/06%20AIF%202021%20YE/www.sec.gov
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part of Fresnillo’s mineral concession located immediately north of Orla’s property. This expansion will increase oxide and 
transitional ore available for extraction on Orla’s property below the pit outlined in Orla’s previous 2019 Feasibility Study as 
set forth in the technical report titled “Feasibility Study, NI 43-101 Technical Report on the Camino Rojo Gold Project, Municipality 
of Mazapil, Zacatecas, Mexico” dated June 25, 2019 (the “2019 Camino Rojo Report”). The Layback Agreement is only with 
respect to the portion of the heap leach material included in the current Mineral Reserve. As such, any potential 
development of the Camino Rojo Project that includes an open pit encompassing the entire Mineral Resource estimate 
would be dependent on an additional agreement with Fresnillo (or any potential subsequent owner of the mineral titles). It 
is estimated that approximately two-thirds of the mill Mineral Resource estimate and one-quarter of the leach Mineral 
Resource estimate comprising the Mineral Resource estimate are dependent on this additional agreement being entered 
into with Fresnillo. The leach Mineral Resource dependent on the additional agreement is mainly comprised of less oxidized 
transitional material with the lowest predicted heap-leach recoveries. Delays in, or failure to obtain, an additional agreement 
with Fresnillo would affect the development of a significant portion of the Mineral Resources of the Camino Rojo Project 
that are not included in the 2021 Camino Rojo Report (as defined below) mine plan, in particular by limiting access to 
significant mineralized material at depth. There can be no assurance that the Company will be able to negotiate such 
additional agreement on terms that are satisfactory to the Company and Fresnillo or that there will not be delays in obtaining 
the necessary additional agreement. Should such a subsequent agreement with Fresnillo not be obtained on favourable 
terms, the economics of any potential mine development using the full Mineral Resource estimate would be significantly 
negatively impacted. 

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION   

Unless otherwise indicated, scientific and technical information in this AIF relating to the Company’s mineral properties has 
been reviewed and approved by J. Andrew Cormier, P.Eng., Chief Operating Officer of the Company, and Sylvain Guerard, P. 
Geo., Senior Vice President, Exploration of the Company. Mr. Cormier and Mr. Guerard are each a “Qualified Person” as 
defined under National Instrument 43-101 – Standards of Disclosure for Mineral Projects (“NI 43-101”). 

The disclosure included in this AIF uses Mineral Reserves and Mineral Resources classification terms that comply with 
reporting standards in Canada and the Mineral Reserves and Mineral Resources estimations are made in accordance with 
the Canadian Institute of Mining, Metallurgy and Petroleum (“CIM”) Definition Standards on Mineral Reserves and Mineral 
Resources adopted by the CIM Council on May 10, 2014 (the “CIM Standards”) and NI 43-101. NI 43-101 is a rule developed 
by the Canadian Securities Administrators that establishes standards for all public disclosure an issuer makes of scientific 
and technical information concerning mineral projects. The following definitions are reproduced from the CIM Standards: 

A “Mineral Resource” is a concentration or occurrence of solid material of economic interest in or on the Earth’s crust in 
such form, grade or quality and quantity that there are reasonable prospects for eventual economic extraction. The location, 
quantity, grade or quality, continuity and other geological characteristics of a Mineral Resource are known, estimated, or 
interpreted from specific geological evidence and knowledge, including sampling. Mineral Resources are sub-divided, in 
order of increasing geological confidence, into Inferred, Indicated and Measured categories.   

An “Inferred Mineral Resource” is that part of a Mineral Resource for which quantity and grade or quality are estimated 
based on limited geological evidence and sampling. Geological evidence is sufficient to imply but not verify geological and 
grade or quality continuity. An Inferred Mineral Resource has a lower level of confidence than that applying to an Indicated 
Mineral Resource and must not be converted to a Mineral Reserve. It is reasonably expected that most of the Inferred 
Mineral Resources could be upgraded to Indicated Mineral Resources with continued exploration.   

An “Indicated Mineral Resource” is that part of a Mineral Resource for which quantity, grade or quality, densities, shape, and 
physical characteristics are estimated with sufficient confidence to allow the application of Modifying Factors in sufficient 
detail to support mine planning and evaluation of the economic viability of the deposit. Geological evidence is derived from 
adequately detailed and reliable exploration, sampling and testing and is sufficient to assume geological and grade or quality 
continuity between points of observation. An Indicated Mineral Resource has a lower level of confidence than that applying 
to a Measured Mineral Resource and may only be converted to a Probable Mineral Reserve.   
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A “Measured Mineral Resource” is that part of a Mineral Resource for which quantity, grade or quality, densities, shape, and 
physical characteristics are estimated with confidence sufficient to allow the application of Modifying Factors to support 
detailed mine planning and final evaluation of the economic viability of the deposit. Geological evidence is derived from 
detailed and reliable exploration, sampling and testing and is sufficient to confirm geological and grade or quality continuity 
between points of observation. A Measured Mineral Resource has a higher level of confidence than that applying to either 
an Indicated Mineral Resource or an Inferred Mineral Resource. It may be converted to a Proven Mineral Reserve or to a 
Probable Mineral Reserve.  

A “Mineral Reserve” is the economically mineable part of a Measured and/or Indicated Mineral Resource. It includes diluting 
materials and allowances for losses, which may occur when the material is mined or extracted and is defined by studies at 
Pre-Feasibility or Feasibility level as appropriate that include application of Modifying Factors. Such studies demonstrate 
that, at the time of reporting, extraction could reasonably be justified. The reference point at which Mineral Reserves are 
defined, usually the point where the ore is delivered to the processing plant, must be stated. It is important that, in all 
situations where the reference point is different, such as for a saleable product, a clarifying statement is included to ensure 
that the reader is fully informed as to what is being reported. Mineral Reserves are sub-divided in order of increasing 
confidence into Probable Mineral Reserves and Proven Mineral Reserves. The public disclosure of a Mineral Reserve must 
be demonstrated by a Pre-Feasibility Study or Feasibility Study.   

A “Probable Mineral Reserve” is the economically mineable part of an Indicated, and in some circumstances, a Measured 
Mineral Resource. The confidence in the Modifying Factors applying to a Probable Mineral Reserve is lower than that 
applying to a Proven Mineral Reserve. Probable Mineral Reserve estimates must be demonstrated to be economic, at the 
time of reporting, by at least a Pre-Feasibility Study.   

A “Proven Mineral Reserve” is the economically mineable part of a Measured Mineral Resource. A Proven Mineral Reserve 
implies a high degree of confidence in the Modifying Factors. Proven Mineral Reserve estimates must be demonstrated to 
be economic, at the time of reporting, by at least a Pre-Feasibility Study.   

“Modifying Factors” are considerations used to convert Mineral Resources to Mineral Reserves. These include, but are not 
restricted to, mining, processing, metallurgical, infrastructure, economic, marketing, legal, environmental, social, and 
governmental factors.   

CAUTIONARY NOTE TO UNITED STATES INVESTORS CONCERNING ESTIMATES OF MEASURED, 
INDICATED, AND INFERRED MINERAL RESOURCES 

This AIF has been prepared in accordance with Canadian standards for the reporting of Mineral Resource and Mineral 
Reserve estimates, which differ from the previous and current standards of the United States securities laws. In particular, 
and without limiting the generality of the foregoing, the terms “Mineral Reserve”, “Proven Mineral Reserve”, “Probable 
Mineral Reserve”, “Inferred Mineral Resources”, “Indicated Mineral Resources”, “Measured Mineral Resources”, and “Mineral 
Resources” used or referenced in this AIF are Canadian mineral disclosure terms as defined in accordance with NI 43-101 
and the CIM Standards. 

For United States reporting purposes, the SEC has adopted amendments to its disclosure rules (the “SEC Modernization 
Rules”) to modernize the mining property disclosure requirements for issuers whose securities are registered with the SEC 
under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended. The SEC Modernization Rules more closely align the SEC’s disclosure 
requirements and policies for mining properties with current industry and global regulatory practices and standards, 
including NI 43-101, and replace the historical property disclosure requirements for mining registrants that were included 
in Industry Guide 7 under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “US Securities Act”). As a foreign private issuer that is 
eligible to file reports with the SEC pursuant to the multi-jurisdictional disclosure system, the Company is not required to 
provide disclosure on its mineral properties under the SEC Modernization Rules and provides disclosure under NI 43-101 
and the CIM Standards. Accordingly, Mineral Reserve and Mineral Resource information contained in this AIF may not be 
comparable to similar information disclosed by United States companies. 
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As a result of the adoption of the SEC Modernization Rules, the SEC now recognizes estimates of “Measured Mineral 
Resources”, “Indicated Mineral Resources”, and “Inferred Mineral Resources.” In addition, the SEC has amended its 
definitions of “Proven Mineral Reserves” and “Probable Mineral Reserves” to be “substantially similar” to the corresponding 
CIM Standards that are required under NI 43-101. While the above terms are “substantially similar” to CIM Standards, there 
are differences in the definitions under the SEC Modernization Rules and the CIM Standards. There is no assurance any 
Mineral Reserves or Mineral Resources that the Company may report as “Proven Mineral Reserves”, “Probable Mineral 
Reserves”, “Measured Mineral Resources”, “Indicated Mineral Resources”, and “Inferred Mineral Resources” under NI 43-101 
would be the same had the Company prepared the reserve or resource estimates under the standards adopted under the 
SEC Modernization Rules or under the prior standards of Industry Guide 7. Accordingly, information contained in this AIF 
may not be comparable to similar information made public by U.S. companies subject to the reporting and disclosure 
requirements under the United States federal securities laws and the rules and regulations thereunder. 

NON-GAAP MEASURES 

This AIF includes certain performance measures (“non-GAAP measures”) which are not specified, defined, or 
determined under generally accepted accounting principles (in the Company’s case, International Financial Reporting 
Standards, or “IFRS”), namely AISC and cash costs per ounce. These are common performance measures in the gold 
mining industry, but because they do not have any mandated standardized definitions, they may not be comparable 
to similar measures presented by other issuers. Accordingly, the Company uses such measures to provide additional 
information and readers should not consider them in isolation or as a substitute for measures of performance 
prepared in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles.   

Please see the information under the heading “Non-GAAP Measures” in the Company’s management’s discussion and 
analysis for the financial year ended December 31, 2023, which section is incorporated by reference in this AIF, for a 
description of the non-GAAP measures noted above. The Company’s management’s discussion and analysis may be 
found on SEDAR+ at www.sedarplus.ca and on EDGAR at www.sec.gov.  

DESCRIPTION OF THE BUSINESS 

OVERVIEW   

Orla is a Canadian company listed on the Toronto Stock Exchange (“TSX”) under the symbol “OLA” and on the NYSE American 
LLC (the “NYSE American”) under the symbol “ORLA”. Orla’s corporate strategy is to acquire, explore, develop, and operate 
mineral properties where its expertise can substantially increase stakeholder value. Orla has two material gold projects for 
the purposes of NI 43-101: 

• the Camino Rojo project (“Camino Rojo” or the “Camino Rojo Project”) located in Zacatecas, Mexico, which consists 
of the Camino Rojo oxide gold mine (the “Camino Rojo Oxide Mine”), which achieved commercial production 
effective April 1, 2022, and the Camino Rojo sulphides project (the “Camino Rojo Sulphides”), and  

• the South Railroad project (“South Railroad” or the “South Railroad Project”) located in Nevada, which consists of 
the Dark Star and Pinion deposits and is situated within a prospective land package along the Carlin trend.  

For further details regarding the Camino Rojo Project and the South Railroad Project, including information regarding their 
associated NI 43-101 technical reports, see “Summary of Mineral Reserve and Mineral Resource Estimates” and “Mineral 
Projects”.   

http://www.sedarplus.ca/
http://www.sec.gov/
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NAME, ADDRESS AND INCORPORATION 

The Company was incorporated under the Business Corporations Act (Alberta) on May 31, 2007 as a Capital Pool Company (as 
defined by the TSX Venture Exchange). On June 3, 2010, the Company was continued into British Columbia under the 
Business Corporations Act (British Columbia) and on April 21, 2015, the Company was continued into Ontario under the 
Business Corporations Act (Ontario). On June 12, 2015, the Company changed its name from “Red Mile Minerals Corp.” to 
“Orla Mining Ltd.” On December 2, 2016, in order to facilitate the acquisition of Pershimco Resources Inc. (“Pershimco”), the 
Company was continued as a federal company under the Canada Business Corporations Act (the “CBCA”). Following the 
continuance, on December 6, 2016, the plan of arrangement under the CBCA involving Orla and Pershimco was affected. 
Pursuant to the plan of arrangement, among other things, Orla and Pershimco were amalgamated and continued as one 
company under the name “Orla Mining Ltd.” 

The Company’s registered office and its head and principal office is located at Suite 1010 – 1075 West Georgia Street, 
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada, V6E 3C9. 

INTERCORPORATE RELATIONSHIPS 

The following is a diagram of the intercorporate relationships among Orla and its subsidiaries, including their respective 
jurisdictions of incorporation. 

 
Certain inactive subsidiaries with both less than 10% of the total assets of the Company and 10% of the total revenues of 
the Company are excluded from the diagram. The Company holds 100% of the shares of each subsidiary, provided that, as 
required under Mexican corporate law, Minera Camino Rojo SA de CV (“Minera Camino Rojo”) has two shareholders – Orla 
Mining Ltd. holds 98% of the shares and 2% are held by a Canadian subsidiary of the Company, which holds its shares in 
trust for the Company. 

THREE YEAR HISTORY 

Developments During 2021 

On January 11, 2021, the Company announced the results of an updated Feasibility Study and Mineral Reserve estimate on 
the Camino Rojo Project. On February 9, 2021, the Company filed the associated technical report for the Feasibility Study 
titled “Unconstrained Feasibility Study NI 43-101 Technical Report on the Camino Rojo Gold Project Municipality of Mazapil, 
Zacatecas, Mexico” dated effective January 11, 2021 (the “2021 Camino Rojo Report”) on SEDAR+ at www.sedarplus.ca and 
EDGAR at www.sec.gov. The 2021 Camino Rojo Report superseded the 2019 Camino Rojo Report. See “Mineral Projects – 
Camino Rojo Project”. 

http://www.sedar.com/
http://www.sec.gov/
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On February 26, 2021, the Company announced that it had closed the layback agreement (the “Layback Agreement”) with 
Fresnillo following receipt of approval from the Mexican Federal Competition Commission (Comisión Federal de 
Competencia Económica). The Layback Agreement, originally announced by the Company on December 21, 2020, allows 
the Company to expand the Camino Rojo Project Oxide Mine onto part of Fresnillo’s mineral concession located immediately 
north of the Company’s property. This provided the Company with access to oxide and transitional heap leachable Mineral 
Resources on the Company’s property below the open pit outlined in the 2019 Camino Rojo Report, subject to receipt of 
required permits. In addition, the Layback Agreement provides Orla with the right to mine from Fresnillo’s mineral 
concession, and recover for Orla’s account, all oxide and transitional material amenable to heap leaching that is within an 
expanded open pit. Pursuant to the terms of the Layback Agreement, the Company was required to pay total cash 
consideration of $62.8 million through a staged payment schedule, with remaining payments bearing interest at 5% per 
annum until the date of payment. The final payment under the Layback Agreement were made by the Company in 
November 2023.  

On June 30, 2021, the Company announced a $35.0 million non-brokered prospectus financing consisting of 9,085,263 
Common Shares priced at C$4.75 per Common Share for total gross proceeds of $35,000,000 (C$43,155,000). The financing 
was subscribed to by accredited investors, including Pierre Lassonde, Agnico Eagle Mines Limited (“Agnico Eagle”), Trinity 
Capital Partners Corporation, and a large institutional investor. The financing was completed on July 14, 2021.  

On December 13, 2021, the Company completed the first gold pour at the Camino Rojo Oxide Mine.  

Developments During 2022 

On March 1, 2022, the Company appointed Chafika Eddine as Chief Sustainability Officer, a newly created position within 
the Company.  

The Company declared commercial production at the Camino Rojo Oxide Mine effective April 1, 2022.  

On April 28, 2022, the Company entered into a credit agreement (the “Original Credit Agreement”) in respect of a US$150 
million secured credit facility, which consisted of a US$100 million term facility and a US$50 million revolving facility, through 
a syndicate of lenders composed of The Bank of Nova Scotia, Bank of Montreal, and Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce.  

On June 12, 2022, Orla entered into a definitive arrangement agreement with Gold Standard Ventures Corp. (“Gold 
Standard”) pursuant to which Orla agreed to acquire all of the issued and outstanding shares of Gold Standard by way of a 
court-approved plan of arrangement under the Business Corporations Act (British Columbia) (the “BCBCA”). Under the terms 
of the transaction, Gold Standard shareholders received, in exchange for each Gold Standard common share held, 0.1193 
of a Common Share and C$0.0001 in cash. The transaction closed on August 12, 2022, resulting in total cash consideration 
paid of $28,700 and the issuance of 43,688,556 Common Shares to Gold Standard shareholders. Gold Standard's key asset 
was the South Railroad Project, a feasibility-stage, open pit, heap leach project located on the Carlin trend in Nevada. As part 
of the transaction, Orla also acquired the Lewis Project, a strategically located, prospective land package on the Battle 
Mountain trend in Nevada. See “Mineral Projects – South Railroad Project” and “Mineral Projects – Other Projects – Lewis Project” 
below for additional information.  

On June 23, 2022, the Company held its 2022 annual general meeting. At the meeting, Tamara Brown and Scott Langley 
were elected as directors of the Company, with Mr. Langley replacing Eric Colby as Newmont Corporation’s (“Newmont”) 
nominee under the investor rights agreement between Newmont and the Company. George Albino and Ritch Hall did not 
stand for re-election and, accordingly, their term in office as Directors of the Company expired at the close of the annual 
general meeting.  

Developments During 2023 

On April 13, 2023, the Company filed a short form base shelf prospectus (the “2023 Base Shelf Prospectus”) with the 
securities regulatory authorities in each of the provinces and territories of Canada, which allows the Company to offer for 
sale and issue from time to time Common Shares, warrants to purchase Common Shares, subscription receipts, units and 
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debt securities, or any combination thereof (collectively, the “Securities”) during the 25-month period that the 2023 Base 
Shelf Prospectus, including any amendments thereto, remains effective. The 2023 Base Shelf Prospectus was part of a 
registration statement on Form F-10 which the Company also filed with the SEC under the U.S. Securities Act relating to the 
Securities. The Company’s previous base shelf prospectus was set to expire in April of 2023. The renewed 2023 Base Shelf 
Prospectus is effective for a further 25-month period and also qualifies for distribution in the United States. 

On June 21, 2023, the Company held its 2023 annual general meeting. At the meeting, Ms. Ana Sofía Ríos was elected as a 
director of the Company.  

On August 21, 2023, the Company released its inaugural Sustainability Report, which highlighted the Company’s approach 
and performance on its environmental, social, and governance (“ESG”) initiatives. See “Description of the Business – 
Environmental, Social and Governance” below for additional information.   

On August 28, 2023, the Company amended and restated the Original Credit Agreement (the “Amended Credit Agreement”) 
in respect of an amended credit facility through its existing syndicate of lenders comprised of The Bank of Nova Scotia, Bank 
of Montreal, and Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce. The amended facility consists of a US$150 million revolving term 
facility (the “Revolving Facility”), with the ability to increase the facility to US$200 million, subject to receipt of additional 
binding commitments and satisfaction of certain conditions precedent. The Revolving Facility has a four-year term, with full 
payment due upon maturity. The applicable interest rate for the Revolving Facility is based on the term Secured Overnight 
Financing Rate (SOFR), plus an applicable margin ranging from 2.50% to 3.75% based on the Company’s leverage ratio at the 
end of each fiscal quarter. A standby fee is payable on the undrawn portion of the facility. As of the date of this AIF, the 
Company has $88.35 million drawn under the Revolving Facility.  

The Company appointed Mr. Rob Krcmarov to its Board of Directors on November 20, 2023.  

On December 15, 2023, the Panamanian Ministry of Commerce and Industry (“MICI”) rejected the Company’s requests for 
extension for the three mining concessions comprising the Company’s Cerro Quema gold project (the “Cerro Quema 
Project”), declared the concessions cancelled and declared the area comprising the concessions to be a reserve area. On 
December 26, 2023, Minera Cerro Quema, S.A. (“MCQSA”), the Company’s subsidiary that holds the Cerro Quema Project, 
filed requests for reconsideration of MICI’s decisions. On March 11, 2024, MICI rejected the requests for reconsideration. 
The Company, both for itself and MCQSA, intends to pursue its rights under the Canada-Panama Free Trade Agreement (the 
“FTA”). See “Mineral Properties – Other Properties – Cerro Quema Project” and “Risk Factors –The Cerro Quema Project” for 
additional information. 

Developments During 2024 

On February 25, 2024, Orla entered into a definitive arrangement agreement with Contact Gold Corp. (“Contact”) pursuant 
to which the Company has agreed to acquire all of the issued and outstanding common shares of Contact (the “Contact 
Shares”) pursuant to a court-approved plan of arrangement under the BCBCA. Under the terms of the proposed transaction 
(the “Transaction”), Contact shareholders will receive, in exchange for each Contact Share held, 0.0063 of a Common Share. 
Contact's key asset is the 100%-owned Pony Creek property, a 4,500-hectare exploration land package, strategically located 
adjacent to the South Railroad Project in the Carlin trend in Nevada. The Transaction is subject to securityholder, stock 
exchange, and court approval, along with the satisfaction of certain other closing conditions customary in a transaction of 
this nature. The Transaction is expected to close in late April 2024.  

ENVIRONMENTAL, SOCIAL, AND GOVERNANCE (ESG) 

OVERVIEW 

Orla’s commitment to ESG practices is critical to adding value to its business by allowing Orla to attract and retain top talent, 
earn the trust of key stakeholders, effectively manage risk, and ensure Orla’s long-term competitiveness and sustainability.  
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Orla is committed to conducting business in a responsible manner at all times, which means respecting the health and 
safety of its employees, protecting the environment, respecting the human rights of employees and the residents in the 
communities in which the Company operates, and contributing to the sustainable development of those communities. Orla 
believes that it is its responsibility to transform Mineral Resources into a net positive benefit for its stakeholders. 
 
Orla has been focused on strengthening its ESG approach through aligning Company practices to industry leading standards 
and adopting a more robust reporting and sustainability disclosure.  
 
Orla has also conducted an ESG Materiality Assessment, which focused on identifying and prioritizing the ESG factors with 
the greatest potential to impact the value of the business. The ESG Materiality Assessment considered leading ESG 
frameworks and standards (including the Sustainability Accounting Standards Board and the recommendations of the Task 
Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures) as well as relevant ESG regulations and initiatives. The ESG Materiality 
Assessment is reviewed and updated annually. 
 
In 2023, Orla also released its inaugural Sustainability Report, highlighting the Company’s approach and performance on ESG 
initiatives. The Sustainability Report enhances Orla’s ESG disclosure and introduces a long-term roadmap through the 
Company’s “Towards 2030 Sustainability Strategy”. This strategy sets clear priorities, key performance indicators, action plans 
and timelines to drive progress in areas such as health and safety, climate change mitigation, water stewardship, 
biodiversity, community impact management, workforce diversity, equity, and inclusion. The Sustainability Report also 
outlined the Company’s key sustainability performance highlights for 2022, notably:  
 

• 25% of Orla's corporate goals were linked to ESG objectives, all of which were successfully met. 

• ESG performance evaluations were conducted for all executives and managerial-level employees. 

• A strong safety record was achieved, with a lost time injury frequency rate of 1.49 across various sites in 2022. 

• Significant community contributions being made at Camino Rojo, including local employment, local procurement, 
land leases, and local infrastructure investments. 

• The Company’s achievements in reducing air emissions and water use. 

The full text of the Sustainability Report can be found on Orla’s website at www.orlamining.com/about-us/environmental-
social-and-governance-esg. 

The following sections provide an overview of certain aspects of Orla’s approach to ESG. 

ESH&S COMMITTEE AND POLICIES  

The Board has established an Environmental, Sustainability, Health & Safety Committee which is responsible for all ESG 
matters particularly as they apply to environmental, sustainability, health, and safety concerns, assessing environmental 
and social risks and the Company’s risk management thereof. Orla has also adopted a number of policies in support of its 
sustainability goals, as further discussed below. The full text of these policies can be found on Orla’s website at 
www.orlamining.com/about-us/environmental-social-and-governance-esg. 

Environmental, Sustainability, Health & Safety Policy.  

The Company is committed to meeting or surpassing regulatory requirements in all of its exploration and development 
activities while working to protect the environment both within and beyond the Company’s operational boundaries. In 
keeping with this commitment, Orla has adopted an Environmental, Sustainability and Health & Safety Policy. The Company 
will conduct all of its operations in a manner that ensures full compliance with its Environmental, Sustainability and Health & 
Safety Policy, applicable legislation and government requirements. The aim of this policy is to protect the surroundings in 
which the Company operates, to minimize and manage environmental risk, and to enhance sustainable environmental 
practices. Orla will ensure that all of its activities are conducted in an environmentally safe and responsible manner and will 
ensure that its contractors adhere to the same high environmental standards. 

http://www.orlamining.com/about-us/environmental-social-and-governance-esg
http://www.orlamining.com/about-us/environmental-social-and-governance-esg
http://www.orlamining.com/about-us/environmental-social-and-governance-esg
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Corporate Social Responsibility  

The Company is committed to conducting its business in a responsible manner at all times. In keeping with this commitment, 
Orla has implemented a Corporate Social Responsibility Policy (the “CSR Policy”) which sets out the guidelines by which the 
Company will (i) endeavour to respect the health and safety of its employees, (ii) protect the environment, (iii) respect the 
human rights of its employees and the residents in the communities in which the Company operates and (iv) contribute to 
the sustainable development of those communities.    

Human Rights Policy  

The Company is committed to respecting the human rights of all individuals impacted by its operations, including local 
communities and Indigenous peoples and the Company’s employees, contractors, consultants, and other stakeholders. In 
support of this commitment, the Company has adopted a Human Rights Policy, which sets out the Company’s commitment 
to human rights and seeks to integrate human rights best practices into the Company’s management, business 
relationships, governance structures, and programs. 

Indigenous Peoples Policy 

Further to its Human Rights Policy, the Company also recognizes that it operates within the traditional territories and along-
side the communities of a diversity of Indigenous peoples. The Company has therefor adopted an Indigenous Peoples Policy, 
which confirms the Company’s recognition of the importance of reconciliation between Indigenous peoples and broader 
society. The Indigenous Peoples Policy reiterates the Company’s commitment to building positive and sustainable 
relationships with Indigenous peoples, based on trust and respect, and focused on finding common goals through open 
dialogue. The Company also recognizes the importance of the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous 
Peoples (UNDRIP) and the International Labour Organization Convention 169. 

ENVIRONMENT 

Mining, exploration, development, and production activities are subject to various levels of federal, provincial, state, and 
local laws and regulations relating to the protection of the environment at all phases of operation. These regulations govern 
exploration, development, tenure, production, taxes, labour standards, occupational health, waste disposal, protection and 
remediation of the environment, reclamation, mine safety, toxic substances management, and other matters. These 
regulations mandate, among other things, the maintenance of air and water quality standards and land reclamation. They 
also set forth limitations on the general handling, transportation, storage, and disposal of solid and hazardous waste. 
Environmental legislation is evolving in a manner which will require stricter standards and enforcement, increased fines and 
penalties for non-compliance, more stringent environmental assessments of proposed projects and a heightened degree 
of responsibility for companies and their officers, directors, and employees. To the best knowledge of the Company, it is in 
compliance with all environmental laws and regulations in effect where its properties are located.  
 
Environmental protection requirements did not have a material effect on the capital expenditures, earnings, or competitive 
position of Orla during the 2023 financial year and are not expected to have a material effect during the 2024 financial year. 
Orla is committed to ensuring that all its activities are conducted in an environmentally safe and responsible manner and 
will require that its contractors adhere to the same high environmental standards.   

For 2023, there were no category 4 or 5 incidents across the Company operations and projects as defined by the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency and none of the Company’s sites were charged with fines or sanctions related to 
environmental incidents.   
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SOCIAL  

OVERVIEW 

The Company strives to actively engage and make positive contributions in the communities where it currently operates.   

At the Camino Rojo Project, the Company has agreements in place with the ejidos of San Tiburcio, El Berrendo, La Pardita, 
and San Francisco de los Quijano, with commitments to deliver land leasing payments and certain social support such as 
scholarships, community infrastructure upgrades, social and economic development initiatives, impact investments, food 
and medicines to the most vulnerable community members. The Company also established a community response 
mechanism to receive, document, and resolve community requests, concerns, and complaints. As noted above, the 
Company has implemented the CSR Policy and has a full-time community relations team for the Camino Rojo Project. The 
Company has also contracted an independent consulting firm to evaluate the CSR program and advise on its continued 
development.   

At the South Railroad Project, the focus in 2023 for social initiatives was oriented to providing donations to local non-profit 
organizations, schools, youth activities, and community events, including donations to local charities and local baseball, 
softball, football, and soccer youth sport programs. The Company has also initiated a plan to map local stakeholders and 
enhance engagement at the project, and local knowledge of the project by hosting a community meeting to provide 
introductions and a project overview to Elko County community leaders. 

HEALTH AND SAFETY 

The Company is committed to the health and safety of its employees and strives to create and maintain a safe working 
environment by complying with all applicable health and safety laws, rules, and regulations. Orla acknowledges that there 
are safety risks associated with its business and, through proactive risk management, continuously aims to minimize and 
control these risks. The Company now has a Health and Safety department with full time personnel at Camino Rojo and 
South Railroad and continues to develop Health and Safety policies and procedures to comply with regulations and industry 
best practices. For 2023, the Company had a lost time injury frequency rate (LTIFR) of 1.71 across all sites. See “Environmental, 
Social, and Governance – ESH&S Committee and Policies” above for additional information on the Company’s commitment to 
health and safety.  

EMPLOYEES 

As at December 31, 2023, the Company had (327) employees, which includes employees located in Canada (25), Panama (8), 
Mexico (281) and Nevada (13). In addition, there were 286 contractors working on the Camino Rojo Project, two at the 
corporate offices in Canada, and no contractors on the South Railroad or the Cerro Quema Projects.  No management 
functions of the Company are performed to any substantial degree by a person other than the Directors or executive officers 
of the Company.  

The Company respects and supports the rights of its employees and contractors, including freedom of association and 
collective bargaining, and the Company promotes ongoing engagement and proactive dialogue with its workers’ unions. In 
total, approximately 54% of the workforce at Camino Rojo was unionized in 2023. In 2023, Minera Camino Rojo entered into 
a collective bargaining agreement with the union Sindicato Nacional de Trabajadores Mineros Metalúrgicos y Similares de 
la República Mexicana, Section #335.  

GOVERNANCE 

Orla recognizes the importance of corporate governance to the effective management of Orla and to the protection of its 
stakeholders. Orla’s approach to significant issues of corporate governance is designed with a view of ensuring that the 
business and affairs of Orla are effectively managed to enhance stakeholder value. Additional information on Orla’s 
corporate governance practices is contained in Orla’s Management Information Circular dated May 11, 2023, prepared for 
its most recent annual meeting of shareholders held on June 21, 2023 and filed on SEDAR+ at www.sedarplus.ca and on 

http://www.sedar.com/
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EDGAR at www.sec.gov. This information will also be contained in the Management Information Circular of the Company to 
be prepared in connection with the Company’s 2024 annual meeting of shareholders currently scheduled to be held in June 
2024, which will be available on SEDAR+ at www.sedarplus.cawww.sedarplus.ca and on EDGAR at www.sec.gov. Orla’s 
current governance policies can be found on Orla’s website at www.orlamining.com/about-us/environmental-social-and-
governance-esg/corporate-governance/. 

FURTHER INFORMATION 

SPECIALIZED SKILL AND KNOWLEDGE 

All aspects of the Company’s business require specialized skills and knowledge. Such skills and knowledge include the areas 
of geology, mining, metallurgy, environmental, permitting, corporate social responsibility, finance, accounting, and legal. 
Orla faces competition for qualified personnel with these specialized skills and knowledge, which may increase costs of 
operations or result in delays.  

COMPETITIVE CONDITIONS 

The mineral exploration and mining business is competitive. Competition is primarily for: (a) mineral properties that can be 
developed and operated economically; (b) technical experts that can find, develop, and mine such mineral properties; (c) 
labour to operate the mineral properties; and (d) capital to finance development and operations. 

The Company competes with other mining companies, some of which have greater financial resources and technical 
facilities, for the acquisition and exploitation of mineral concessions, claims, leases, and other interests, to finance its 
activities and in the recruitment and retention of qualified employees. The ability of the Company to acquire, develop, and 
operate precious metal properties will depend not only on its ability to raise the necessary funding and operate its properties 
economically, but also on its ability to select and acquire suitable prospects for precious metal development and operation 
or metal exploration. See “Financing Risks” and “Competition” under “Risk Factors”. 

BANKRUPTCY AND SIMILAR PROCEDURES 

There have been no bankruptcy, receivership, or similar proceedings against the Company or any of its subsidiaries, or any 
voluntary bankruptcy, receivership, or similar proceedings by the Company or any of its subsidiaries, within the three most 
recently completed financial years or during or proposed for the current financial year. 

FOREIGN OPERATIONS 

The locations of the Company’s Camino Rojo Project in Mexico and South Railroad Project in Nevada expose the Company 
to certain risks, including currency fluctuations and possible political or economic instability that may result in the 
impairment or loss of mining titles or other mineral rights and opposition from environmental or other non-governmental 
organizations. Mineral exploration and mining activities in foreign jurisdictions may also be affected in varying degrees by 
political stability and governmental regulations relating to the mining industry; labour unrest; expropriation; renegotiation, 
or termination of existing concessions; ability of governments to unilaterally alter agreements; surface land access; illegal 
mining; changes in taxation policies or laws; and repatriation of funds. Any changes in regulations or shifts in political 
attitudes in such foreign countries are beyond the Company’s control and may adversely affect the Company’s business.  

The Company also holds an interest in the Cerro Quema Project in Panama. In November 2023, Panama passed a legislative 
moratorium on mining activity and in December 2023, cancelled the Company’s renewal applications for the mining 
concessions comprising the Cerro Quema Project.  

See “Risk Factors – Foreign Country and Political Risk”, “– Foreign Subsidiaries” and “– Cerro Quema Project”.  

http://www.sec.gov/
http://www.sedar.com/
http://www.sedar.com/
http://www.sec.gov/
https://orlamining.com/about-us/environmental-social-and-governance-esg/corporate-governance-1/
https://orlamining.com/about-us/environmental-social-and-governance-esg/corporate-governance-1/
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REORGANIZATIONS 

There have been no material reorganizations of the Company or any of its subsidiaries within the three most recently 
completed financial years or during or proposed for the current financial year.  

PRINCIPAL MARKETS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Company currently sells its refined gold and silver to customers located in the United States. The Company evaluates 
the counterparties to which it sells its product. The Company is not economically dependent on a limited number of 
customers for the sale of its gold and silver as its products can be sold through numerous world-wide commodity markets, 
traders, and financial institutions. 

SUMMARY OF MINERAL RESERVE AND MINERAL RESOURCE ESTIMATES 

MINERAL RESERVES 

The following tables summarize the Company’s Mineral Reserve estimates on its material mineral properties, the Camino 
Rojo Project and South Railroad Project, in both cases as at the dates set out in the footnotes. 

 Proven Probable Proven and Probable 

Gold (Au) 000’s t g/t koz 000’s t g/t koz 000’s t g/t koz 

Mexico Camino Rojo Oxide 14,488  0.78 362 35,917  0.71 821  50,404  0.73 1,183  

  Sulphide  -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -       

Nevada South Railroad Oxide 8,960  1.15 333  56,239  0.70 1,271  65,199  0.77 1,604  

  Sulphide  -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -       

 Total Gold 23,448 0.92 694 92,156 0.71 2,092  115,604 0.75 2,787 
            

SILVER (Ag)   000's t g/t koz 000's t g/t koz 000's t g/t koz 

Mexico Camino Rojo Oxide 14,488 15.4 7,195  35,917 15.3 17,624  50,404  15.3 24,819  

  Sulphide  -     -     -     -        -        -        -        -        -       

Nevada South Railroad Oxide 2,049  6.6 437  33,992  5.2 5,700  36,040  5.3 6,137  

  Sulphide  -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -       

 Total Silver 16,536 14.4 7,632 69,908 10.4 23,324 86,445 11.1 30,956 

Mineral Reserve Footnotes 

All Mineral Reserves 

1. The Mineral Reserve estimates have been prepared in accordance with the CIM Standards. 
2. Rounding as required by reporting guidelines may result in summation differences. 
3. The estimate of Mineral Reserves may be materially affected by geology, environment, permitting, legal, title, taxation, sociopolitical, marketing, or 

other relevant issues. 
4. koz = 1,000 troy ounces; t = tonne (1,000 kilograms). 

Camino Rojo, Mexico 

1. Stephen Ling, P.Eng. Of Orla Mining is the qualified person responsible for the Mineral Reserve estimate for Camino Rojo.  
2. The Mineral Reserve estimate for Camino Rojo has an effective date of December 31, 2023. 
3. Mineral Reserves are based on prices of $1,500/oz gold and $20/oz silver. 
4. Mineral Reserves are based on net smelter returns (“NSR”) cut-off of $7.34 per tonne. 
5. NSR value for leach material is as follows: 

• Kp Oxide: NSR ($/t) = 32.80 x gold (g/t) + 0.055 x silver (g/t), based on gold recovery of 70% and silver recovery of 11%. 
• Ki Oxide: NSR ($/t) = 26.24 x gold (g/t) + 0.075 x silver (g/t), based on gold recovery of 56% and silver recovery of 15%. 
• Tran-Hi: NSR ($/t) = 28.12 x gold (g/t) + 0.136 x silver (g/t), based on gold recovery of 60% and silver recovery of 27%. 
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• Tran-Lo: NSR ($/t) = 18.74 x gold (g/t) + 0.171 x silver (g/t), based on gold recovery of 40% and silver recovery of 34%. 
6. The NSR values account for metal recoveries, refining costs, and refinery payable percentages. 
7. Stockpiles are all derived from Camino Rojo mined material and are calculated using reconciled production figures adjusted for mining accuracy. 

Stockpile grades are calculated from grade control block grades. For the stockpile, no cut‐off grade is used for reporting. 
8. See “Mineral Properties – Camino Rojo Project – Mineral Reserves” for additional information.  

South Railroad, Nevada 

1. The Mineral Reserve estimate for South Railroad has an effective date of February 17, 2022. 
2. Consistent with the Company’s other reported Mineral Reserves, the Mineral Reserve estimate for the South Railroad Project in this AIF has been 

reported in metric units, which has been converted from Imperial system units currently in use at South Railroad and in the South Railroad Report 
(as defined below), using a conversion rate of 0.9071847 between short tonnes and metric tonnes and a conversion rate of 34.285718 between 
oz/short ton and g/metric tonne. 

3. The qualified person responsible for the Mineral Reserves at South Railroad is Jordan M. Anderson of RESPEC Company LLC (“RESPEC”), formerly 
Mine Development Associates (“MDA”).  

4. Mineral Reserves were defined based on pit designs that follow Whittle optimized pit shells created using $1,450 per oz Au and $18.76 per oz Ag. 
Pit designs followed pit slope recommendations provided by Golder and Associates. 

5. Reserves are reported using break-even cut-off grades based on variable recoveries provided by Gary L. Simmons and processing and general and 
administrative costs: 
• Dark Star leach cut-off grade 0.17g/t. 
• Pinion oxide leach cut-off grade 0.17 g/t. 
• Pinion transition leach cut-off grade 0.24 g/t. 

6. Silver is reported for Pinion reserves only. 
7. The Mineral Reserves point of reference is the point where is material is placed onto the leach pad. 
8. Energy prices of $0.66 per liter of off-road diesel were used to estimate mining costs. 
9. See “Mineral Properties – South Railroad Project – Mineral Reserves” for additional information.  

MINERAL RESOURCES 

The following tables summarize the Company’s Mineral Resource estimates on its material mineral properties, the Camino 
Rojo Project and South Railroad Project, in both cases as at the dates set out in the footnotes. 

Measured and Indicated Resources 

 Measured Indicated Measured and Indicated 

Gold (Au) 000's t g/t koz 000's t g/t koz 000's t g/t koz 

Mexico Camino Rojo Oxide 17,715  0.79 449 60,916 0.71 1,396 78,631 0.73 1,846 

  Sulphide 3,358  0.69 74  255,445  0.88 7,221  258,803  0.88 7,296  

Nevada South Railroad Oxide 9,561  1.12 343  65,450  0.67 1,410  75,011  0.73 1,753  

  Sulphide  -        -        -       311  3.10 31  311  3.10 31  

Total Gold  30,633 0.88 866 382,122  0.82 10,059  412,755  0.82 10,925  
          

Silver (Ag) 000's t g/t koz 000's t g/t koz 000's t g/t koz 

Mexico Camino Rojo Oxide 17,715 14.5 8,285 60,916 12.8 25,010 78,631 13.2 33,295 

  Sulphide 3,358  9.1 997  255,445  7.4 60,606  258,803  7.4 61,603  

Nevada South Railroad Oxide 2,336  6.5 488  41,193 5.0 6,617  43,529 5.1 7,105  

   Sulphide  -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -       

 Total Silver 23,409 13.0 9,770  357,554  8.0 92,233  380,963  8.3 102,003  
          

Lead (Pb) 000's t % Mlb 000's t % Mlb 000's t % Mlb 

Mexico Camino Rojo Oxide  -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -       

  Sulphide 3,358 0.13% 9 255,445 0.07% 404 258,803 0.07% 414 

Nevada South Railroad Oxide  -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -       

  Sulphide  -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -       

 Total Lead 3,358 0.13% 9 255,445 0.07% 404 258,803 0.07% 414 
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 Measured Indicated Measured and Indicated 

Zinc (Zn) 000's t % Mlb 000's t % Mlb 000's t % Mlb 

Mexico Camino Rojo Oxide  -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -       

  Sulphide 3,358 0.38% 28 255,445 0.26% 1,469 258,803 0.26% 1,497 

Nevada South Railroad Oxide  -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -       

  Sulphide  -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -       

 Total Zinc 3,358 0.38% 28 255,445 0.26% 1,469 258,803 0.26% 1,497 
 

Inferred Mineral Resources 

 

Mineral Resource Notes 

All Mineral Resources 

1. All figures are rounded to reflect the relative accuracy of the estimate and therefore numbers may not appear to add precisely. Columns may not 
sum exactly due to rounding.  

2. Mineral Resources that are not Mineral Reserves do not have demonstrated economic viability. Mineral Resources are inclusive of Mineral Reserves. 
An Inferred Mineral Resource has a lower level of confidence than that applying to an Indicated Mineral Resource and must not be converted to a 
Mineral Reserve. It is reasonably expected that the majority of Inferred Mineral Resources could be upgraded to Indicated Mineral Resources with 
continued exploration. 

3. The Mineral Resource estimates have been prepared in accordance with the CIM Standards. 
4. koz = 1,000 troy ounces; mlb = million pounds (imperial); t = tonne (1,000 kilograms).  

Camino Rojo, Mexico  

1. The effective dates of the Mineral Resource estimates for Camino Rojo are: (i) December 31, 2023, for the oxides (leach material); and (ii) June 7, 
2019 for the sulphides (mill material). The oxide Mineral Resource estimate has been updated from the 2022 Camino Rojo Report to account for 
depletion from mining operations at the Camino Rojo Oxide Mine and for current gold and silver price and costs. 

2. Michael G. Hester, FAusIMM, of IMC, is the qualified person responsible for the Mineral Resource estimate for Camino Rojo. 
3. Mineral Resources that are not Mineral Reserves do not have demonstrated economic viability.  
4. Mineral Resources for leach (oxide) material are based on prices of $1,800/oz gold and $23/oz silver.  
5. Mineral Resources for mill (sulphide) material are based on prices of $1,400/oz gold, $20/oz silver, $1.05/lb lead, and $1.20/lb zinc.  
6. Mineral Resources are based on NSR cut-off grades of $7.20/t for leach material and $13.71/t for mill material.  
7. NSR value for leach material is as follows:  

• Kp Oxide: NSR ($/t) = 39.38 x gold (g/t) + 0.066 x silver (g/t), based on gold recovery of 70% and silver recovery of 11%  
• Ki Oxide: NSR ($/t) = 31.50 x gold (g/t) + 0.089 x silver (g/t), based on gold recovery of 56% and silver recovery of 15%  
• Tran-Hi: NSR ($/t) = 33.75 x gold (g/t) + 0.161 x silver (g/t), based on gold recovery of 60% and silver recovery of 27%  
• Tran-Lo: NSR ($/t) = 22.50 x gold (g/t) + 0.202 x silver (g/t), based on gold recovery of 40% and silver recovery of 34%.  

8. NSR value for mill material is 36.75 x gold (g/t) + 0.429 x silver (g/t) + 10.75 x lead (%) + 11.77 x zinc (%), based on recoveries of 86% gold, 76% silver, 
60% lead, and 64% zinc. 

 Inferred  Inferred 

Gold (Au) 000's t g/t koz Silver (Ag) 000's t g/t koz 

Mexico Camino Rojo Oxide 4,258 0.60 83 Mexico Camino Rojo Oxide 4,258 5.7 773 

  Sulphide 56,564 0.87 1,577   Sulphide 56,564 7.5 13,713 

Nevada South Railroad Oxide 18,662 0.45 271 Nevada South Railroad Oxide 1,178 2.4 92 

  Sulphide 3,601 3.87 448   Sulphide  -        -        -       

 Total Gold 83,084 0.89 2,379  Total Silver 62,000 7.31 14,578 
        

Lead (Pb) 000's t % Mlb Zinc (Zn) 000's t % Mlb 

Mexico Camino Rojo Oxide  -        -        -       Mexico Camino Rojo Oxide  -        -        -       

  Sulphide 56,564 0.05% 63   Sulphide 56,564 0.23% 290 

Nevada South Railroad Oxide  -        -        -       Nevada South Railroad Oxide  -        -        -       

  Sulphide  -        -        -         Sulphide  -        -        -       

 Total Lead 56,564 0.05% 63  Total Zinc  56,564 0.23% 290 
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9. The NSR values account for metal recoveries, refining costs, and refinery payable percentages. 
10. Includes 2.5% NSR royalty and a US dollar:Mexican Peso exchange rate of 1:19.3. 
11. Mineral Resources are reported in relation to a conceptual constraining pit shell in order to demonstrate reasonable prospects for eventual economic 

extraction, as required by the definition of Mineral Resource in NI 43-101; mineralization lying outside of the pit shell is excluded from the Mineral 
Resource. 

12. The Mineral Resource estimate assumes that the conceptual constraining pit shell used to constrain the estimate extends onto land held by Fresnillo. 
Any potential development of the Camino Rojo Project that includes an open pit encompassing the entire Mineral Resource estimate (particularly 
Mineral Resources amenable to milling) would be dependent on obtaining an agreement with Fresnillo (in addition to the Layback Agreement, which 
is only with respect to a portion of the heap leach material included in the Mineral Reserve estimate). 

13. The Mineral Resources are inclusive of those Mineral Resources that were converted to Mineral Reserves. 
14. The Mineral Resources reported are contained on mineral titles controlled by Orla and mineral titles in the existing Layback Agreement with Fresnillo. 
15. Stockpiles are all derived from Camino Rojo mined material and are calculated using reconciled production figures adjusted for mining accuracy. 

Stockpile grades are calculated from grade control block grades and depleted by mining accuracy where appropriate. For the stockpile, no cut‐off 
grade is used for reporting. 

16. See “Mineral Properties – Camino Rojo Project – Mineral Resources” for additional information.  

South Railroad, Nevada 

1. The effective date of all Mineral Resources at the South Railroad Project is January 31, 2022. 
2. Michael S. Lindholm, CPG, of RESPEC, is the qualified person responsible for the Mineral Resource estimate for the South Railroad Project.  
3. Consistent with the Company’s other reported Mineral Resources, the Mineral Resource estimate for the South Railroad Project in this AIF has been 

reported in metric units, which have been converted from Imperial system units currently in use at South Railroad and in the South Railroad Report, 
using conversion factors of 0.90718474 between short tons and metric tonnes and 34.285714 between oz/short ton and g/metric tonne. 

4. For all deposits, the cutoff for open pit oxide and transitional Mineral Resources is 0.171 g/t Au, and for sulfide Mineral Resources is 1.543 g/t Au. The 
cutoff for underground sulphide Mineral Resources is 3.429 g/t Au. 

5. Resources are based on a US$1,750/oz gold price.  The silver prices were adjusted to maintain a constant silver to gold ratio, which is $22.64/oz at 
the resource base case. 

6. Metallurgical recoveries for optimization were applied as follows:  
• Dark Star – ROM recoveries vary based on formulas using model block gold grade, redox zone and silicification zone. 
• Pinion – ROM recoveries vary based on formulas using model block gold grade, redox zone, silicification zone and lithology. 
• Jasperoid Wash – ROM recoveries vary based on gold grade. 
• North Bullion – Oxide recovery is 70% from heap leach pad, Sulphide recovery is 85% from mill. 
• The Mineral Resource has been confined by “reasonable prospects of eventual economic extraction” open pits and underground shells. 

7. Pit slope angles are: 
• Dark Star – Varies from 35 degrees to 47 degrees depending on lithology and face direction. 
• Pinion – Varies from 31 degrees to 52 degrees depending on lithology and face direction. 
• Jasperoid Wash and North Bullion – 45 degrees. 

8. Bulk density measurements were obtained by the immersion method on drill core samples, and applied bedrock densities are: 
• Dark Star - 2.27 to 2.63 
• Pinion - 2.46 and 3.00 
• Jasperoid Wash - 2.40 to 2.55 
• North Bullion – 2.34 to 2.80, quantity of density data for Sweet Hollow, POD and South Lodes is minimal, so density data from other 

deposits in the same formations was used. 
9. Due to a lack of silver outside Pinion, silver resources are reported for Pinion only rather than as consolidated resources to avoid reporting erroneous 

average silver grade. 
10. See “Mineral Properties – South Railroad Project – Mineral Resources” for additional information.  

MINERAL PROJECTS 

The Company's focus is on the acquisition, exploration, development and exploitation of mineral properties in which the 
Company's exploration, development, and operating expertise could substantially enhance shareholder value. The 
Company’s two material projects are the Camino Rojo Project and the South Railroad Project. The Company also holds a 
100% interest in the Cerro Quema Project and the Lewis project (the “Lewis Project”) located in Nevada. The Cerro Quema 
Project and the Lewis Project are not considered to be material projects for the Company for the purposes of NI 43-101. The 
Company previously held an interest in the Monitor Gold exploration project located in Nevada, however, the Company 
terminated its interest in this project in 2023.  

THE CAMINO ROJO PROJECT 

The following disclosure relating to the Camino Rojo Project has been derived, in part, from the 2021 Camino Rojo Report 
for the Camino Rojo Project, prepared by Carl E. Defilippi, RM, SME of Kappes, Cassiday and Associates (“KCA”), Matthew D. 
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Gray, Ph.D., C.P.G. of Resource Geosciences Incorporated (“RGI”), Michael G. Hester, FAusIMM of IMC and John J. Ward, C.P.G. 
of John Ward, RG, Groundwater Consultant, LLC, each of whom is independent of the Company and a qualified person under 
NI 43-101. Reference should be made to the full text of the 2021 Camino Rojo Report, which is available under the Company’s 
profile on SEDAR+ at www.sedarplus.ca and on EDGAR at www.sec.gov, as the 2021 Camino Rojo Report contains additional 
assumptions, qualifications, references, reliances, and procedures that are not fully described herein. 

Unless otherwise indicated, technical information disclosed herein since the release of the 2021 Camino Rojo Report has 
been updated under the supervision of, or reviewed, in the case of Mineral Resources, by Michael G. Hester, FAusIMM, at 
IMC, and in the case of mining and Mineral Reserves, by Stephen Ling, P.Eng., Director of Technical Services at Orla, each of 
whom is a “Qualified Person” under NI 43-101. 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION, LOCATION, AND ACCESS   

The Camino Rojo Project is a gold-silver-lead-zinc deposit located in the Municipality of Mazapil, State of Zacatecas, Mexico 
near the village of San Tiburcio. The project lies 190 km northeast of the city of Zacatecas, 48 km south-southwest of the 
town of Concepcion del Oro, Zacatecas, 260 km southwest of Monterrey, and 54 km south-southeast of Newmont’s 
Peñasquito Mine. The Camino Rojo Project area is centered at approximately 244150E 2675900N UTM NAD27 Zone 14N. 

Access to the project site is by the paved four lane Mexican Highway 54 and Route 62, a secondary paved highway that 
passes through San Tiburcio. Access to the project is limited to one main gate to access process and camp areas, ensuring 
only authorized employees, contractors, and visitors are allowed onto the property or inside the critical facilities.  

Both Monterrey and Zacatecas have airports with regularly scheduled flights south to Mexico City or north to the USA. There 
are numerous gravel roads within the property linking the surrounding countryside with the two highways, Highways 54 
and 62, which transect the property. In addition, there is a railway approximately 40 km east of San Tiburcio. There are very 
few locations within the property that are not readily accessible by four-wheel drive vehicles.  

The Camino Rojo property consisted of seven concessions held by Minera Camino Rojo, a subsidiary of Orla, covering in 
aggregate 138,636 ha, with one concession expiring in 2057 and the remaining six expiring in 2058. As part of the 
requirements to maintain the concessions in good standing, bi-annual fees must be paid based upon a per-hectare 
escalating fee, work expenditures must be incurred in amounts determined on the basis of concession size and age, and 
applicable environmental regulations must be respected. 

Pursuant to the agreement whereby Orla acquired the Camino Rojo Project from Goldcorp (which was subsequently 
acquired and is wholly-owned by Newmont 1) (the “Camino Agreement”), Newmont was granted a 2% NSR on all metal 
production from the Camino Rojo Project, except for metals produced under the sulphide joint venture option stipulated in 
the Camino Agreement.  On October 29, 2020, this 2% NSR royalty that pertains to oxide material was acquired by Maverix 
Metals Inc. (which was subsequently acquired and is wholly-owned by Triple Flag Previous Metals Corp). A 0.5% royalty is 
also payable to the Mexican government as an Extraordinary Mining Duty, mandated by Federal law, and applies to precious 
metal production from all mining concessions, regardless of owner or other royalty encumbrances. A Special Mining Duty 
of 7.5% is also payable to the Mexican government on income derived from mineral production. 

Orla is the operator of the Camino Rojo Project and has full rights to explore, evaluate, and exploit the property. Pursuant 
to the option agreement dated November 7, 2017 between Newmont and the Company, if a sulphide project is defined 
through a positive Pre-Feasibility Study outlining one of the development scenarios A or B below, Newmont may, at its 
option, enter into a joint venture for the purpose of future exploration, advancement, construction, and exploitation of the 
sulphide project.  

 

1 Note: Where applicable, all references to Goldcorp in this AIF have been changed to Newmont. 

http://www.sedarplus.ca/
http://www.sec.gov/
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● Scenario A: A sulphide project where material from the Camino Rojo Project is processed using the existing 
infrastructure of the Peñasquito mine, mill and concentrator facilities. In such circumstances, the sulphide project 
would be operated by Newmont, who would earn a 70% interest in the sulphide project, with Orla owning 30%.  

● Scenario B: A standalone sulphide project with a mine plan containing at least 500 million tonnes of Proven and 
Probable Mineral Reserves using standalone facilities not associated with Peñasquito. Under this scenario, the sulphide 
project would be operated by Newmont, who would earn a 60% interest in the sulphide project, with Orla owning 40%.  

Following exercise of its option, if Newmont elects to sell its portion of the sulphide project, in whole or in part, then Orla 
would retain a right of first refusal on the sale of the sulphide project. 

On December 21, 2020, Orla announced that it had completed the Layback Agreement with Fresnillo, granting Orla the right 
to expand the Camino Rojo oxide pit onto 21.8 ha of Fresnillo’s 782 ha “Guachichil D1” mineral concessions, Title 245418, 
located immediately to the north of Orla’s property. The Layback Agreement is only with respect to the portion of the heap 
leach material included in the Mineral Reserve. As such, any potential development of the Camino Rojo Project that includes 
an open pit encompassing the entire Mineral Resource estimate would be dependent on an additional agreement with 
Fresnillo (or any potential subsequent owner of the mineral titles).  

Surface rights in the project area are owned by several Ejidos, which are Federally defined agrarian communities and private 
landowners. The land overlying the Mineral Resource at the Camino Rojo Project, is controlled by Orla under an agreement 
with the San Tiburcio Ejido, comprised of approximately 360 voting members who collectively control 37,154 ha. Exploration 
work at the Camino Rojo Project has been carried out under the terms of surface access agreements negotiated with the 
San Tiburcio Ejido and two neighbouring Ejidos.  

Camino Rojo SA de CV (then, a Goldcorp subsidiary) executed two agreements that are still current with the San Tiburcio 
Ejido that cover the Camino Rojo deposit. Camino Rojo SA de CV subsequently passed the rights and obligations of these 
agreements to Minera Peñasquito SA de CV (then, a Goldcorp subsidiary), who subsequently transferred the rights and 
obligations to Minera Camino Rojo. Another agreement to cover surface access for exploration was signed in 2018. 

The two agreements currently in effect with Ejido San Tiburcio are: 

(a) Previous to Expropriation Occupation Agreement (“COPE”) executed on February 26, 2013 by and between Camino 
Rojo SA de CV, in its position of “occupant”, and Ejido San Tiburcio, as the owner, with regards to a surface of 2,497.30 
ha. In 2022, this surface area was expanded to 2,524.80 ha. The rights and obligations of this agreement were passed 
to Minera Camino Rojo and the agreement stipulates that the Ejido expressly and voluntarily accepts the expropriation 
of Ejido lands by Minera Camino Rojo, in effect converting the Ejido land to fee simple private land titled to Minera 
Camino Rojo. In the event that the Federal agency responsible for the expropriation process, the Secretario de 
Desarollo Agrario Territorial y Urbano, denies the petition to cede the Ejido lands to Minera Camino Rojo, the 
agreement automatically converts to a 30-year temporary occupation agreement. Payments are due on a monthly 
basis and Minera Camino Rojo has made all required payments. This agreement is valid and expires in 2043 and covers 
the area of the Mineral Resources and Mineral Reserves estimate disclosed in this AIF.  

(b) Collaboration and Social Responsibility Agreement (“CSRA”), executed on February 26, 2013 by and between Camino 
Rojo SA de CV, in its position of “collaborator”, and Ejido San Tiburcio, as “beneficiary”, with regards to certain social 
contributions to be provided in favour of this last CSRA. The rights and obligations of this agreement were passed to 
Minera Camino Rojo and the agreement stipulates that Minera Camino Rojo will contribute 10,000,000 Pesos annually 
to the Ejido to be used to promote and execute diverse social and economic development programs to benefit the 
Ejido. Additionally, at its discretion, Minera Camino Rojo will provide support for adult education, career training, 
business development assistance, cultural programs, and scholastic scholarships. The agreement expires when 
exploration or exploitation activities at the Camino Rojo Project end. Minera Camino Rojo has made all required 
payments, thus this agreement is valid and remains in effect until mine closure or project cancellation.  

Minera Camino Rojo signed a Temporary Occupation Agreement (“COT”) with Ejido La Pardita on August 4, 2022 that covers 
4,205 ha for a three-year period expiring on August 3, 2025. This COT requires annual payments of $3,574,250 Pesos. None 
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of the Mineral Resources or Mineral Reserves disclosed in this AIF, nor proposed infrastructure, is located on Ejido La Pardita 
land. Minera Camino Rojo has made all required payments and the agreement is in good standing. 

Minera Camino Rojo signed a COT with Ejido San Francisco Los Quijano on July 22, 2021 that covers 5,322 ha for a four-year 
period expiring on July 22, 2025. This COT requires annual payments of $4,532,200 Pesos. None of the Mineral Resources 
or Mineral Reserves disclosed in this AIF , nor proposed infrastructure, is located on Ejido San Francisco Los Quijano land. 
Minera Camino Rojo has made all required payments and the agreement is in good standing.  

Fresnillo controls surface rights needed for exploration and mining on the Guachichil D1 mineral concession. Pursuant to 
the Layback Agreement, 27.5 ha of surface rights controlled by Fresnillo has been acquired by Minera Camino Rojo to mine 
on a portion of the Guachichil D1 mineral concession that covers the area outside of the Orla concession required for the 
Camino Rojo Oxide Mine.  

No environmental liabilities are apparent on the Camino Rojo Project property. Prior to Orla’s development of the Camino 
Rojo Project, the property did not contain active or historic mines or prospects, and there were no pre-existing plant facilities 
nor tailings piles present within the project area. All exploration work has been carried out by Minera Camino Rojo and prior 
operators in accordance with Mexican environmental standards and regulations. Conditional upon continued compliance, 
permits for normal exploration activities are expected to be readily attainable. 

Exploration and mining activities in Mexico are subject to control by the federal agency of the Secretaria del Medio Ambiente 
y Recursos Naturales (Secretary of the Environment and Natural Resources), known by its acronym “SEMARNAT”, which has 
authority over the two principal Federal permits:  

• a Manifesto de Impacto Ambiental (Environmental Impact Statement), known by its acronym as an “MIA” 
accompanied by an Estudio de Riesgo (Risk Study); and  

• Cambio de Uso de Suelo (Change of Land Use) permit, known by its acronym as a “CUS”, supported by an Estudio 
Tecnico Justificativo (Technical Justification Study).  

The Company submitted MIA and CUS permit applications to SEMARNAT on August 29, 2019 and August 30, 2019, 
respectively, for the construction and operation of an open pit mine as per the project described in the 2019 Camino Rojo 
Report. Federal environmental authorities approved the CUS permit in December 2019, Minera Camino Rojo made the 
requisite payment to the National Forestry Commission on January 23, 2020 and Minera Camino Rojo received the CUS 
permit on February 6, 2020, allowing mine development and operation affecting 816.25 ha. The project as described in the 
2021 Camino Rojo Report will require an additional CUS permit to allow for additional surface disturbances related to 
development of a pit layback onto lands not considered in the August 2019 CUS permit application. The application for the 
additional CUS permit was submitted to SEMARNAT in February 2023. In July 2023, the permit was declined for procedural 
reasons due to SEMARNAT’s internal process timelines. We expect to resubmit the additional CUS permit application in 
2024. 

With respect to the MIA, Minera Camino Rojo received the MIA permit on August 11, 2020, authorizing mine construction 
and operation of the project described in the 2019 Camino Rojo Report. The project described in the 2021 Camino Rojo 
Report requires a modification of the MIA permit to allow for additional production related to development of a pit layback 
onto lands not considered in the August 2019 permit application, which the Company submitted. In March 2022, the 
Company submitted for a second modification of the MIA permit to allow for the open pit east-west expansion, as well as 
waste and low-grade ore stockpiles. In 2024, both MIA modifications were not approved by SEMARNAT. The Company is in 
discussion with SEMARNAT to obtain clarity on the reasons for the non-approval. The Company is in the process of appealing 
these decisions and will refile a request for modification of the MIA in 2024.  The Company does not expect these delays in 
receiving the requested amendments to have an impact on the 2024 production guidance. 

Federal regulations require staged postings of a bond or financial guarantee for the estimated cost of reclamation, 
proportional to the pending reclamation work created by the project in each development phase, as determined by a 
technical economic study. On November 11, 2020, Minera Camino Rojo submitted the required first stage reclamation bond 
of 89.5 Mexican Pesos (approximately $4.5 million) which was accepted by the Federal Treasury, with formal notice given to 
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the Procuraduria Federal de Proteccion al Ambiente on November 13, 2020. All MIA and CUS permit conditions were 
satisfied, which allowed for site activities to commence for the Project described in the 2019 Camino Rojo Report. In 
November 2023, the reclamation bond was renewed for $210.8 million Mexican Pesos (approximately $12.47 million). The 
increase related to additional disturbance from site activities. 

Minera Camino Rojo currently has all major permits required to operate the project described in the 2019 Camino Rojo 
Report, including the permits by the Secretaría de la Defensa Nacional for the purchase, storage and use explosives in 
mining activities. There are no impediments to mining and processing activities for the already authorized project. Minera 
Camino Rojo commenced the start of earthworks on November 26, 2020. Camino Rojo achieved first gold pour on December 
13, 2021 and reached commercial production effective April 1, 2022.  

Approximately two-thirds of the Mineral Reserves described below are within the currently permitted mine plan. The 
remaining portion will require additional permits for an expanded pit, as further described above. These permits are 
expected to be approved in a reasonable timeline. 

HISTORY  

The mining concessions comprising the Camino Rojo property were originally staked to the benefit of Canplats de Mexico, 
S.A. de C.V., a subsidiary of Canplats Resources Corporation (“Canplats”), in 2007. By August of 2008, Canplats drilled a total 
of 92 RC, and 30 diamond-core holes, for a total of 23,988 and 16,044 m respectively. In October 2009, Canplats publicly 
released a PEA on the project, which is historical in nature and is no longer current and should not be relied upon. 

Canplats was acquired by Goldcorp in early 2010. By the end of 2015, Goldcorp had a total of 295,832 m in 445 diamond 
core holes, 44,557 m in 188 RC drill holes, and 31,286 m of rotary air blast (“RAB”) drilling had been completed. Airborne 
gravity, magnetic and transient electromagnetic (“TEM”) surveys were also carried out. 

Mineral Reserve and Mineral Resource tabulations for the Camino Rojo Project were publicly disclosed by Goldcorp as 
recently as June 2016. The Goldcorp estimates are regarded as historical estimates only and have since been replaced by 
the current Mineral Reserve and Mineral Resource estimates as detailed above under the heading “Summary of Mineral 
Reserves and Mineral Resources”.   

Orla acquired the Camino Rojo Project from Goldcorp in 2017. 

For information on mineral production from the Camino Rojo Project subsequent to the 2021 Camino Rojo Report, see 
“Production, Outlook, and Future Plans” below.     

GEOLOGICAL SETTING, MINERALIZATION, AND DEPOSIT TYPES  

Regional, Local and Property Geology  

The Camino Rojo Project deposit is located beneath a broad pediment of Tertiary and Quaternary alluvium along the 
boundary between the Mesa Central physiographic province and the Sierra Madre Oriental fold and thrust belt near the 
pre-Laramide continental-margin. Oldest rocks are Triassic metamorphic continental rocks overlain by Early to Middle 
Jurassic red beds. Upper Jurassic to Upper Cretaceous marine facies rocks overlie the red beds at a disconformity and 
comprise a package of shelf carbonate rocks comprising the Zuloaga to Cuesta del Cura Formations and the basin-filling 
flysch sediments of the Indidura and Caracol Formations. The deposit lies within the southern extent of the northwest 
striking San Tiburcio fault zone.  

On the Camino Rojo Project, a gold-silver-zinc-lead deposit lies concealed below shallow (<1 m to 3 m) alluvial cover in a 
large pediment along the southwest border of the Sierra Madre Oriental. Small water storage pits and trenches expose a 
portion of the oxide deposit in the discovery area known as Represa zone. The Late Cretaceous Caracol Formation is the 
primary mineralization host, and at depth, the upper Indidura Formation is a minor mineralization host along the Caracol 
contact. The gold-silver-lead-zinc deposit is situated above, and extends down into, a zone of feldspathic hornfels developed 
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in the sedimentary strata, and variably mineralized dacitic dikes. The mineralized zones correspond to zones of sheeted 
sulfidic veins and veinlet networks, creating a bulk-mineable style of gold mineralization. Skarn mineralization has been 
encountered in the deeper portions of the system. The observed geologic and geochemical characteristics of the gold-silver-
lead-zinc deposit at Camino Rojo are consistent with those of a distal oxidized gold skarn deposit. The metal suite and style 
of mineralization at Camino Rojo are similar to the intrusion-related deposits in the Caracol Formation and underlying 
carbonate rocks adjacent to the diatremes at the Peñasquito mine.  

Mineralization styles in the region include polymetallic and copper-gold skarn and limestone manto (replacement) silver-
lead-zinc sulphide ores in the Concepcion del Oro District, approximately 50 km north-northeast of the Camino Rojo Project, 
and gold-silver-lead-zinc mineralized igneous diatreme-breccia, and sulphide-sulosalt-carbonate veinlets and fracture filings 
in the Caracol Formation at Newmont’s Peñasquito mine. 

Mineralized Zones  

The Camino Rojo deposit comprises intrusive related, clastic sedimentary strata hosted polymetallic gold, silver, arsenic, 
zinc, and lead mineralization. Three stages of mineralization, including two styles of high-grade gold-silver mineralization, 
have been observed in the Camino Rojo deposit: 

• Stage 1 K-metasomatism (adularia)-pyrite – K-metasomatism with disseminated pyrite replaced the mudstone, 
siltstone and fine-grained sandstones in the Caracol Formation. Mineralization is typically low-grade gold with 0.1-
0.4 g/t. 

• Stage 2 Intermediate Sulphidation (“IS”) veins – IS veins with pyrite-arsenopyrite-sphalerite±galena, calcite and 
minor quartz. Moderate to high grade gold (0.4 to +4.0 g/t), high zinc grades (0.5 to >2.0% Zn) and high values of As, 
Pb and Ba, with variable Ag. 

• Stage 3 LS veins – colloform banded quartz veins, drusy-coxcomb quartz veins, and quartz-cemented, polymictic 
hydrothermal breccia with pyrite-galena-sulphosalts, adularia and electrum. Moderate to high gold grades (2.0 to 
15.0 g/t) with high silver (100 to 500 g/t), and high As and Sb values, but variable to low Zn, Pb, and Ba values. 

At hand specimen scale, mineralization is controlled by bedding and fractures. The sandy and silty beds of the turbidite 
sequences of the Caracol Formation are preferentially mineralized, with pyrite disseminations and semi-massive stringers 
hosted within them, presumably due to higher syn-mineralizing fluid porosity and permeability relative to the enclosing 
shale beds. Basal layers of the turbiditic sandstone beds are often preferentially mineralized. Bedding discordant open 
space filling fractures and structurally controlled breccia zones host banded sulphide veins and sulphide matrix breccias. 
Some higher-grade vein and breccia zones are localized along the margins of dikes of intermediate composition. Gold-silver 
mineralization has been observed in drill core over vertical intervals greater than 400 m, with gold-silver mineralization 
occurring in a broad NE-SW trending elongate zone as much as 300 m wide and 700 m long.  

Oxidation was observed to range from complete oxidation in the uppermost portions of the deposit, generally underlain or 
surrounded by a zone of mixed oxide and sulphide mineralization where oxidation is complete along fracture zones and 
within permeable strata, but lacking in the remainder of the rock, which then is generally underlain by a sulphide zone in 
which no oxidation is observed. Oxidation of the deposit is approximately 100%, generally extending from surface to depths 
of 100 m to 150 m and to depths of as much as 400 m along fracture zones. The underlying transitional zone of mixed 
oxide/sulphide extends over a vertical interval in excess of 100 m and is characterized by partial oxidation controlled by 
bedding and fractures. The sandy layers of the turbiditic sequence are preferentially oxidized, creating a stratigraphically 
interlayered sequence of oxide and sulphide material at the centimetre-scale, with oxidation along structures affecting all 
strata. Gold bearing strata of the of the Caracol Formation are preferentially oxidized and auriferous zones range from 
partially to completely oxidized, thus the metallurgical characteristics of mixed oxide/sulphide may vary greatly, with some 
material exhibiting characteristics similar to oxide material. 
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The 2021 Camino Rojo Report concludes that the distribution of mineralization at Camino Rojo is controlled by both primary 
bedding and discordant open space filling structures. Pervasive, near surface oxidation extends to depths in excess of 100 
m and extends to greater depths along structurally controlled zones of fracturing and permeability. 

Deposit Types  

The observed geologic and geochemical characteristics of the gold-silver-lead-zinc deposit are consistent with those of a 
distal oxidized gold skarn deposit. The near surface portion of the Camino Rojo deposit has characteristics consistent with 
those of the distal skarn zone, transitional to epithermal mineralization, and overlies garnet bearing skarn mineralization 
encountered in the deeper portions of the system. Skarn deposits often exhibit predictable patterns of mineral zoning and 
metal zoning. Application of skarn zoning models to exploration allows for inferences about the possible lateral and depth 
extents of the mineralized system at the Camino Rojo deposit and can be used to guide further exploration drill programs.  

EXPLORATION AND DRILLING 

2021 Camino Rojo Report 

Orla has conducted reconnaissance geological evaluations of portions of its mining concessions. Exploration activities 
completed included: geologic mapping; rock chip and soil geochemical sampling; and IP geophysical surveys. As of the 
effective date of the 2021 Camino Rojo Report, 695.2 line-km of IP surveys had been completed in four separate grids over 
the known area of mineralization, over the proposed area of infrastructure development, and to the west and south of the 
resource area, and over five separate grids in the Camino Rojo 5 concession. All grids were designed with 400 m line 
separation and stations every 100 m. Dipole spacing was selected to search for features at depths greater than 100 to 200 
m. Chargeability anomalies with some similarities to the Camino Rojo deposit were identified. Three anomalies in the vicinity 
of the Represa zone were drill tested by nineteen RC holes totalling 5,662.5 m. No significant mineralization was 
encountered. Five separate IP grids in the Camino 5 claim defined several chargeability anomalies with some similarities to 
the Camino Rojo Project. As of the date of the 2021 Camino Rojo Report, one of the chargeability anomalies at the Las 
Miserias target has been drill tested by seven RC drillholes totaling 2,096.5 m. No significant mineralization was encountered. 

A small orientation soil survey was conducted over the resource area and 66 soil samples were collected. Results from the 
survey indicate the geochemical “halo” over the deposit is tightly restricted to sub/outcrop. Anomalous gold (>0.2 g/t) is most 
closely associated with elevated arsenic (>100 parts per million (“ppm”)) and zinc (>300 ppm). More than 1,500 rock chip 
samples have been collected from throughout the mining concessions comprising the project. No significant rock chip gold 
anomalies were identified, but low-level anomalies were detected in the Las Miserias area, associated with a silicified breccia 
and a chargeability anomaly. 

Regional exploration continues to field check interpreted targets, consisting of coincident historical geochemical, airborne 
geophysical and satellite imagery anomalies. Ten areas of alteration of sedimentary strata have been identified, and 
although no significant geochemical results have been returned from them to date, they are considered of interest as 
possible distal alteration zones to mineralized areas. 

The drillhole database used for the Feasibility Study contains 911 drillholes and 370,566 m of drilling. During 2007 and 2008, 
Canplats drilled 121 holes for 39,831 m of drilling, about 11% of the drilling by metres. This was 92 RC holes and 29 core 
holes. Between 2011 and 2015, Goldcorp drilled 779 holes for 328,587 m of drilling. These were 95 RC holes, 306 RAB holes, 
and 378 core holes. The 2015 holes and some of the late 2014 holes were drilled for geotechnical investigations. Orla drilling 
included in the Mineral Resource estimate was conducted during 2018 and consisted of 6 RC holes for 803 m of drilling and 
5 core holes for 1,345 m of drilling, totalling 11 holes and 2,148 m of drilling. There was limited non-resource drilling 
completed by Orla in 2018, 2019, and 2020. 

The 2021 Camino Rojo Report concludes that the drilling and sampling procedures for the Camino Rojo drill samples are 
reasonable and adequate and there do not appear to be any drilling, sampling, or recovery factors which would materially 
impact the accuracy and reliability of the results that are included in the database used for the Mineral Resource estimate 
or the Mineral Reserve estimate.  
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Analytical work comparing various drilling campaigns and drilling types indicates potential down hole contamination in 
some of the wet Canplats RC drilling. The suspect sample intervals were not used for the resource modeling for the 2021 
Camino Rojo Report. This impacted about 2,100 m, or about 5%, of the Canplats drilling.  

In addition to the 11 holes drilled by Orla used in the Mineral Resource model database, through the effective date of the 
2021 Camino Rojo Report, Orla completed geotechnical, metallurgical, condemnation, regional exploration, sulphide zone 
exploration, and water exploration and development drilling totalling 21.8 km, as summarized in the table below.  

Non-Resource Drilling Completed by Orla, 2018, 2019 and 2020 

Purpose Drillhole Type 
Total Number 

of Holes 
Total (m) 

Clay Exploration DDH   5   56.00 

Condemnation RC   7   1,767.85 

Geotech Infrastructure Substrate DDH  19   323.35 

Geotech/Condemnation DDH   4   642.00 

Metallurgy DDH  14   2,288.50 

Infill/Sulphide Zone DDH  3 1,959.70 

Regional Exploration RC 26 7,748.50 

Monitoring Wells RC/rotary  11   916.51 

Water Exploration RC  16   5,340.51 

Water Production RC/rotary   2   715.60 

    
The clay exploration drilling indicated that clay required for leach pad and pond construction is present but was not able to 
confirm adequate amounts. The condemnation holes verified that the proposed sites for project infrastructure will not 
impede development of Mineral Resources. The geotechnical holes provided the information necessary to determine pit 
slope stabilities and design criteria for the process plant, leach pad, waste dumps, and ponds, and confirmed that the 
proposed locations for each are suitable. Metallurgical drillholes provided material for testing. The water exploration, 
monitoring, and development drilling provided information needed for hydrologic modeling and indicated that wells at the 
project site can provide an adequate water supply to the Camino Rojo Project.  

Exploration Subsequent to the 2021 Camino Rojo Report 

2021 Exploration  

In addition to the Camino Rojo sulphide zone directional diamond drilling program (started in Q4 2020) that was completed 
in early April 2021 (4,119 metres drilled in 2021, of the 2020-21 program totaling 6,079m), the Camino Rojo regional 
exploration program continued in 2021 and included geophysical airborne (drone) magnetic survey (approximately 319 
square km), RAB reconnaissance drilling as well as soil geochemical sampling and mechanical trenching. In addition, a 
geophysical IP (induced polarization) survey totaling 85.7 line-km has been completed. This target definition work led to the 
definition of exploration targets to the north-east and south-west of the Camino Rojo deposit as well as over an area located 
3 km to the south.  

2022 Exploration 

Near-mine exploration continued in 2022 and consisted of directional diamond drilling at the Camino Rojo sulphide zone 
(9,174 m drilled) as well as conventional diamond drilling to test for near-pit oxide mineralization extension (3,093 m drilled). 
Drilling at the Camino Rojo sulphide zone has continued to confirm the continuity of wider, higher-grade (>2 g/t) gold 
mineralization and better defined the geological controls on gold mineralization. Near-pit oxide extension drilling has 
indicated potential for additional oxide material near the current ultimate pit boundaries.  
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Regional exploration also continued in 2022. The regional exploration program included geophysical airborne (drone) 
magnetic survey (approximately 271 square km), induced polarization survey (approximately 125 line-km), and RAB, RC, and 
diamond drill core drilling of priority exploration targets to the northeast and southwest of the Camino Rojo Oxide Mine 
deposit.  

2023 Exploration 

In 2023, Orla conducted near-mine exploration drilling, completing 2,500 meters of core drilling to validate oxide gold 
mineralization on the Fresnillo plc property that is subject to the Layback Agreement. This area is situated directly north of 
and adjacent to the Camino Rojo Oxide Mine open pit. Additionally, Orla executed 4,000 meters of drilling, focusing on 
extending oxide gold mineralization along key structures that control deeper levels of oxide mineralization, both within and 
beyond the existing design of the oxide open pit.  

Orla also completed 35,070 meters of directional and conventional drilling to complete the infill drilling program of higher-
grade parts of the Camino Rojo Sulphides deposit. Selected drillholes on the infill program were also extended to test 
potential extensions of sulphide mineralization below the currently defined Mineral Resource (referred to as the Camino 
Rojo Extension). Additionally, a separate drill section consisting of four drillholes (2,607 meter) was executed 450 metres 
down plunge of the existing resources. This drill section tested and confirmed the open extension of the mineralization into 
lower stratigraphic formations. 

Regional exploration also continued in 2023. The regional program included drill testing exploration targets along the 
northwest-southeast mine trend and northwest-southeast mine trend. Target generation activities also continued, including 
geophysical airborne (drone) magnetic survey (approximately 207 square km) ground gravity survey (approximately 66 
square km), soil geochemical survey, geological mapping and prospecting.  

See “Production, Outlook, and Future Plans” below for information on planned exploration activities subsequent to December 
31, 2023.  

SAMPLING, ANALYSIS, AND DATA VERIFICATION  

Drilling and survey procedures observed are to acceptable industry standards, are appropriate to the deposits being drilled 
and are appropriate for Mineral Resource estimation. 

Core and RC samples are commonly taken at one and half metre intervals. According to the current procedures, the core 
sample intervals take into consideration the boundaries between different material and rock types. All samples are 
immediately removed from the field upon drilling and core is marked up in the core shed in a secure facility located at the 
exploration camp. Drill core sampling intervals are defined then cut in half with a diamond saw along the core length. 
Samples are collected by an ALS Minerals truck and driven directly to the ALS sample preparation facility in Zacatecas. 

All gold results at Camino Rojo were obtained by ALS Minerals (Au-AA23) using fire assay fusion and an atomic absorption 
spectroscopy finish. All samples are also analyzed for multi-elements, including silver, copper, lead and zinc using a four-
acid digestion with ICP-AES finish (ME-ICP61) method at ALS Laboratories in Canada. If samples were returned with gold 
values in excess of 10 ppm or base metal values in excess of 1% by ICP analysis, samples are re-run with gold (Au-GRA21) 
by fire assay and gravimetric finish or base metal by (OG62) four acid overlimit methods.  

Drill program design, Quality Assurance/Quality Control and interpretation of results were performed by qualified persons 
employing a Quality Assurance/Quality Control program consistent with NI 43-101 and industry best practices. Standards 
were inserted at a frequency of one in every 50 samples, and blanks were inserted at a frequency of one in every 50 samples 
for Quality Assurance/Quality Control purposes by the Company as well as the lab.  

ALS Laboratories is independent of Orla. There are no known drilling, sampling, recovery, or other factors that could 
materially affect the accuracy or reliability of the drilling data at Camino Rojo. 
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MINERAL PROCESSING AND METALLURGICAL TESTING  

Historical metallurgical test work programs on the Camino Rojo property were commissioned by the prior operators of the 
project between 2010 and 2015. A confirmatory metallurgical test program was commissioned by Orla in 2018 to confirm 
the results and conclusions from the previous campaigns. In total, 107 column leach tests (85 on representative samples for 
the material types and pit area) and 164 bottle roll tests had been completed to date the date of the 2021 Camino Rojo 
Report on the Camino Rojo ore body as well as physical characterization and preliminary flotation test work.  

Based on the metallurgical tests completed on the Camino Rojo deposit, key recovery parameters (based on an 80 days 
leach cycle) include: 

• Estimated gold recoveries (including 2% field deduction) of: 
• 70% for Kp Oxide; 
• 56% for Ki Oxide; 
• 60% for Trans-Hi; and  
• 40% for Trans-Lo; 

• Estimated silver recoveries (including 3% field deduction) of: 
• 11% for Kp Oxide;  
• 15% for Ki Oxide; 
• 27% for Trans-Hi and  
• 34% for Trans-Lo. 

The key design parameters are based on a substantial number of metallurgical tests including 85 column leach tests on 
samples representative of domains in the current deposit model. These 85 representative samples from documented drill 
holes with good spatial distribution in the proposed pit include 41 columns tests on Kp Oxide material, 7 column tests on Ki 
Oxide material, 16 column tests on Trans-Hi material and 21 column tests on Trans-Lo material. The 22 non-representative 
columns were excluded based on materials not in the Mineral Reserves and samples outside pit area.  

An additional 54 bottle roll leach tests with direct correlations with the column tests have been included as part of the 
evaluation to support these results and conclusions. 

In general, the Camino Rojo deposit shows variability in gold and silver recoveries based on material type and geological 
domain with preg-robbing organic carbon being the only significant deleterious element identified, which is primarily 
associated with the transition material at depth along the outer edges of the deposit. Recoveries for the oxide material are 
good and will yield acceptable results using conventional heap leaching methods with cyanide. Recoveries for the transition 
material are lower compared with the oxide material for conventional leaching with some areas of transition showing 
reasonably high recoveries. Reagent consumptions for all material types are reasonably low.  

Preg robbing, a phenomenon where gold and gold-cyanide complexes are preferentially absorbed by carbonaceous, and to 
a lesser extent, other material within the orebody, presents a low risk to the overall project. A significant investigation by 
Orla into the preg robbing material indicates that potentially preg robbing material represents a small percentage of the 
total material to be processed and will not be encountered until later in the project life and can be mitigated by proper ore 
control. 

Since the start of operations in commercial production on April 1, 2022, site laboratory testing and external third-party 
laboratory tests are completed regularly to ensure the gold and silver recovery estimates, along with other processing 
parameters, are appropriately calibrated for production forecasting and Mineral Reserves.  

MINERAL RESOURCE ESTIMATES  

See “Summary of Mineral Reserve and Mineral Resource Estimates” above for the Mineral Resources estimate table.  

The Mineral Resource estimate includes potential mill resources, which are sulphide dominant, and the potential heap leach 
resources, which are oxide dominant and were the emphasis of the 2021 Camino Rojo Report. The Mineral Resources are 
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based on a block model developed by IMC during November 2023. This updated model incorporated recent Orla drilling 
program and updated geologic models.  

The gold and silver Mineral Resource includes material amenable to heap leach recovery methods (leach material) and 
material amenable to mill and flotation concentration methods (mill material). The resources amenable to heap leach 
methods are oxide dominant and were the emphasis of the updated Feasibility Study. 

The lead and zinc Mineral Resources are in sulphide dominant material and are recovered along with the gold and silver in 
the mill material. 

The Mineral Resources from the leach material are reported inclusive of those Mineral Resources that were converted to 
Mineral Reserves. The Mineral Resources from the mill material were excluded from the mine design in the 2021 Camino 
Rojo Report and the current year-end 2023 Mineral Reserves estimate. 

There are certain risks associated with the Mineral Resource estimate that investors should be aware of.  Please see “Risk 
Factors – The Camino Rojo Project Mineral Resource estimate assumes that the Company can access mineral titles and lands that 
are not controlled by the Company” and “Risk Factors – Mineral Resource estimations for the Camino Rojo Project are only estimates 
and rely on certain assumptions”.  

Except as set out herein, neither the Company nor the authors of the 2021 Camino Rojo Report believe that there are 
significant risks to the Mineral Resource estimates based on environmental, permitting, legal, title, taxation, socio-economic, 
marketing, or political factors. The Camino Rojo Project is in a jurisdiction friendly to mining. The most significant risks to 
the Mineral Resource are related to economic parameters such as prices lower than forecast, recoveries lower than forecast, 
or costs higher than the current estimates. 

The Mineral Resource estimate was prepared based on the Qualified Person’s reasoned judgment, in accordance with CIM 
Best Practices Guidelines and his professional standards of competence, that there is a reasonable expectation that all 
necessary permits, agreements and approvals will be obtained and maintained, including the additional agreement with 
Fresnillo to allow mining of waste material on its mineral concessions. In particular, when determining the prospects for 
eventual economic extraction, consideration was given to industry practice, and a timeframe of 10-15 years. 

MINERAL RESERVE ESTIMATES  

See “Summary of Mineral Reserve and Mineral Resource Estimates” above for the Mineral Reserves estimate table.  

The effective date of the updated Mineral Reserve estimation is December 31, 2023. The Mineral Reserve estimation is based 
on an open pit mine plan and mine production schedule developed by Orla. Processing is based on crushing and heap 
leaching to recover gold and silver. The Mineral Reserve, relies on the Mineral Resources with an effective date of December 
31, 2023, is based on a gold price of $1,500 per ounce and a silver price of $20.00 per ounce. Measured Mineral Resource in 
the mine production schedule was converted to Proven Mineral Reserve and Indicated Mineral Resource in the schedule 
was converted to Probable Mineral Reserve. 

The Mineral Reserve estimate was calculated based on an NSR considering the gold and silver proportions with a block. The 
NSR cut-off is US$7.34 per tonne, which includes the processing, G&A, ore rehandle, and sustaining capital costs.  

The Mineral Reserve estimate includes allowances for mining dilution and ore loss as compositing assays into composites 
and estimating blocks with multiple composites introduces some smoothing of model grades that are analogous to dilution 
and ore loss effects. Current pit surfaces and new cost assumptions were used in the dilution and ore loss comparison. The 
Company believes that reasonable amounts of dilution and loss were incorporated into the block model used for the Mineral 
Reserve estimate.  

All of the mineralization comprised in the Mineral Reserve estimate with respect to the Camino Rojo Project is contained on 
mineral titles controlled by Orla. In the 2021 Camino Rojo technical report, all material to be mined on the Fresnillo mineral 
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concession was considered waste, however, the current Mineral Reserves does not include such constraint as per the 
Layback Agreement. See “Mineral Projects – Camino Rojo – Project Description, Location, and Access” for additional information. 

Approximately two-thirds of the Mineral Reserves are within the currently permitted mine plan. The remaining portion will 
require a CUS and related permit amendments for an expanded pit. 

Orla does not believe that there are significant risks to the Mineral Reserve estimate based on metallurgical or infrastructure 
factors or environmental, permitting, legal, title, taxation, socio-economic, marketing, or political factors. There has been a 
significant amount of metallurgical testing and the infrastructure requirements are relatively straightforward compared to 
many operations. However, recoveries lower than forecast would result is loss of revenue for the project. There has also 
been some potential preg-robbing material identified in the deposit, as discussed in the 2021 Camino Rojo Report, but this 
does not appear to represent a significant risk.  

There is risk to the Mineral Reserve estimate based on mining factors. The slope angle assumptions are based on careful 
application of wall control blasting. Failure of the wall control blasting to perform as expected would result in less ore 
available for the process plant and potentially a shorter project life. Other risks to the Mineral Reserve estimate are related 
to economic parameters such as prices lower than forecast or costs higher than the current estimates. The impact of these 
is modeled in a sensitivity analysis on a regular basis. 

MINING OPERATIONS  

Camino Rojo open pit mining commenced in August 2021.   

The Camino Rojo mine is a conventional open pit mine. Mine operations consist of drilling medium diameter blast holes 
(approximately 17 cm), blasting with either explosive slurries or ammonium nitrate/fuel oil (“ANFO”) depending on water 
conditions, and loading into large off-road trucks with hydraulic shovels and wheel loaders. Ore is delivered to the primary 
crusher and waste is delivered to the waste storage facility southeast of the pit.  

Contract mining services is used at the Camino Rojo open pit and is currently provided by PEAL MÉXICO, S.A. DE C.V. The 
contractor’s loading units consists of 120 t class backhoe excavators and 130 t class wheel loader, while the main hauling 
truck fleet has a capacity of 100 t.  

The mine plan is based on three mining phases. The phase 1 starter pit will target relatively high-grade Mineral Reserves in 
the central portion of the deposit. Phase 2 pushes the pit to final mining limits in the south and in a portion of the east and 
west side. The phase 3 final pit pushes walls to final positions in the north, east and west side. The mine plan was developed 
to supply ore to a conventional crushing and heap leach facility with the capacity to process 18,000 tonnes per day (“tpd”). 
There is also a low-grade stockpile facility to store marginal resource for processing at the end of commercial pit operations.  

In 2023, the majority of the mining occurred in Phase 1 with some small amounts of stripping in Phase 2. The total material 
moved in 2023 was 11,598,551 tonnes with 7,436,960 of ore at an average gold grade of 0.75 g/t Au containing 179,083 
ounces of gold.  

PROCESSING AND RECOVERY OPERATIONS  

Camino Rojo Project commenced operation in October 2021, followed by the stacking circuit in November 2021 and the 
Merrill-Crowe plant in December 2021.  The first gold pour occurred on December 13, 2021 and commercial production was 
achieved effective April 1, 2022. Ore delivered from mine to the crushing circuit using haul trucks which will direct-dump 
into a dump hopper; front-end loaders will feed material to the dump hopper as needed from a run of mine (“ROM”) 
stockpile located near the primary crusher. The ore is crushed to a final product size of 80% passing 28mm (100% passing 
38mm) using a two-stage closed crushing circuit. The crushing circuit will operate 7 days/week, 24 hours/day with an overall 
estimated availability of 75%. 
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The crushed product is stockpiled using a fixed stacker, reclaimed by belt feeders to a reclaim conveyor, and conveyed to 
the heap stacking system by an overland conveyor system. Pebble lime is added to the reclaim conveyor belt for pH control; 
agglomeration with cement is not needed.  

Stacked ore is leached using a drip irrigation system for solution application; sprinkler irrigation will be used after several 
years of operations to increase evaporation rates and avoid the need for water treatment from pit dewatering. After 
percolating through the ore, the gold and silver bearing pregnant leach solution will drain by gravity to a pregnant solution 
pond where it is collected and pumped to a Merrill-Crowe recovery plant. Pregnant solution is pumped through clarification 
filter presses to remove any suspended solids before being deaerated in a vacuum tower to remove oxygen. Ultra-fine zinc 
dust is added to the deaerated pregnant solution to precipitate gold and silver values, which is collected by precipitate filter 
presses. Barren leach solution leaving the precipitate filter presses flows to a barren solution tank and is then pumped to 
the heap for further leaching. High strength cyanide solution is injected into the barren solution to maintain the cyanide 
concentration in the leach solutions at the desired levels. 

The precipitate from the Merrill-Crowe recovery plant is processed in the refinery. Precipitate is treated by an electric 
mercury retort with a fume collection system for drying and removal of mercury before being mixed with fluxes and smelted 
using an induction smelting furnace to produce the final doré product.  

An event pond and pregnant solution pond are used to collect contact solution from storm or solution surge events if 
required. Solution collected will be returned to the process as soon as practical. Evaporators will be installed in the event 
pond after several years of operation, or as needed, to control excess solution generated by pit dewatering. 

Camino Rojo is design for an annual process capacity of 6.57 million tonnes at a crushing rate of 18,000 tonnes per day.  

The gold recoveries for oxide material ranges from 56% to 70% and transitional material ranges from 40% to 60%, with the 
overall gold recovery around 62%. The silver recoveries for oxide material ranges from 11% to 15% and transitional material 
ranges from 27% to 34%, with the overall silver recovery of 20%.  

In 2023, Camino Rojo stacked 7,005,694 tonnes at an average gold grade of 0.79 g/t Au for a total of 121,877 oz gold 
produced. 

INFRASTRUCTURE  

Camino Rojo buildings are primarily prefabricated steel buildings or concrete masonry unit buildings and include an 
administration building, mine camp facilities, a Merrill-Crowe Process Facility, refinery, laboratory, process maintenance 
workshop, reagent storage building, mine truck shop, contractor mine office building, light duty truck shop, fuel stations, 
warehouse, explosives magazine, guard house, and medical clinic.  

Power supply to the Camino Rojo Project is connected to the national grid at Concepción del Oro. Overhead powerlines 
connect 34.5 kV, three phase and 60 Hz power system, to a metering and switching substation located nearby. Power from 
the main substation is distributed at 34.5 kV. Emergency power generators supply electric power to critical process 
equipment, the mine camp, and the raw water pumping system. Internet and limited cellular communications are currently 
available, though these systems will be expanded for operations. 

Total site water supply is sourced from production wells located within the property boundary. Total water consumption for 
2023 averaged 23 liters per second (“L/s”) with a peak water demand of 37 L/s. Several production wells have been drilled 
between 2 km to 4 km from the raw water tank. 

The project infrastructure includes a one km by 30 m air strip to allow for small passenger planes to land and take off at the 
project site. The air strip does not include any infrastructure or provisions for fueling or maintenance of planes or other 
aircraft.  

The onsite operations camp consists of 112 rooms with a capacity of 176 persons.  
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Additional infrastructure for the Camino Rojo Project includes an-exploration office, core preparation, and storage facility 
located in San Tiburcio.   

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES, PERMITTING, AND SOCIAL OR COMMUNITY IMPACT 

Baseline environmental studies required for mine permitting were commissioned by Orla in April 2018 and were completed 
in May 2019 by independent consultants.  

A key objective of the Company is to design, build and operate the Camino Rojo Project in such a way that it does not cause 
significant adverse effects during construction, operation, closure, and post-closure. To aid this objective, a number of 
environmental management plans were developed prior to the start of construction. Reclamation will be undertaken during 
mining activities where possible, but the majority of work will occur after the completion of mining and final gold recovery. 
The reclamation land use objective will be to return the land to its traditional use as a grazing area for goats and wildlife 
habitat. Costs for concurrent reclamation and closure have been estimated at $28.6 million over the life of the project (in 
addition to $7.6 million for G&A costs during closure activities). These costs are in addition to any reclamation and closure 
costs considered in the normal operating and sustaining cost estimates. 

Through the agreements established with the ejidos of San Tiburcio, El Berrendo, La Pardita, and San Francisco de los 
Quijano, the Company has committed to making fair payments for land leases, which have allowed the Company to continue 
its activities of exploration and mining without interruption. These agreements entail commitments to various forms of 
social support, including scholarships, upgrades to community infrastructure, initiatives for social and economic 
development, impact investments, as well as provisions of food and medicines to support the most vulnerable members of 
the community. The agreements follow procedures and frameworks determined by the Mexican Agrarian Law. Furthermore, 
the Company has instituted a community response mechanism to address and resolve community requests, concerns, and 
complaints. The Company also maintains a dedicated community relations team to ensure the effectiveness of its corporate 
social responsibility initiatives.  

CAPITAL AND OPERATING COST 

Item 2023 Actual 2024 Guidance 

Sustaining Capital ($m) 9.4 18.0 

Non-Sustaining Capital ($m) 11.4 13.0 

All-In Sustaining Cost ($/oz) 736 875-975 

Camino Rojo’s sustaining capital expenditures during 2023 were $9.4 million, which included part of the construction of an 
ore stockpile dome cover for dust mitigation and other several small operational improvement activities.  

PRODUCTION, OUTLOOK, AND FUTURE PLANS  

Production  

Camino Rojo achieved first gold pour in December 2021 and commercial production was achieved effective April 1, 2022. 
The following table sets forth production at Camino Rojo since the first gold pour in December 2021. For additional 
information, see the heading “Discussion of Operations – Camino Rojo Operational Update” in the Company’s management’s 
discussion and analysis for the financial year ended December 31, 2023.  

Year Ore Mined (t) Mined Grade(1) (g/t) Ore Stacked (t) Stacked Grade 
(g/t) 

Gold Production 
(oz) 

2021 2,058,041 0.71 1,188,328 0.74 2,422 

2022 8,299,621 0.71 6,882,063 0.82 109,596 
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Year Ore Mined (t) Mined Grade(1) (g/t) Ore Stacked (t) Stacked Grade 
(g/t) 

Gold Production 
(oz) 

2023 7,436,960 0.75 7,005,694 0.79 121,877 
Note: (1) Includes low grade material that was stockpiled.  

Production in 2024 will continue from the Phase 1 pit while pushing back to the next phases of the pit. Camino Rojo is 
expected to produce 110,000 oz to 120,000 oz at an AISC of between $875-975/oz. Sustaining capital expenditures is 
expected to increase from $9.4 million in 2023 to $18.0 million in 2024 and is primarily related to the heap leach pad 
expansion and new water well construction. Non-sustaining capital expenditures is expected to increase from $11.4 million 
in 2023 to $13.0 million in 2024, with the capitalized sulphide exploration drilling as the main contribution. 

Planned 2024 Exploration 

In 2024, Orla expects to continue both near-mine and regional exploration initiatives. Building upon the successes of 2023, 
near-mine exploration will focus on testing the potential for additional structurally controlled oxide mineralization southeast 
of the current pit extents in the near-surface. Furthermore, Orla intends to continue drill testing at depth for poly-metallic 
deposits located beneath the currently defined Mineral Resources. Regional exploration will extend into 2024, involving drill 
testing of priority exploration targets on the Camino Rojo property.  Target generation work, consisting of geochemical and 
geophysical surveys, prospecting and mapping will also continue in 2024.  

THE SOUTH RAILROAD PROJECT 

The following disclosure relating to the South Railroad Project has been derived, in part, from the technical report entitled 
“South Railroad Project Form 43-101F1 Technical Report Feasibility Study, Elko County, Nevada” dated March 14, 2022, with 
an effective date of February 23, 2022 (the “South Railroad Report”), prepared by Matthew Sletten, PE, of M3 Engineering & 
Technology Corp. (“M3”), Benjamin Bermudez, PE, of M3; Art S. Ibrado, PE, of Fort Lowell Consulting PLLC; Michael S. 
Lindholm, CPG, of RESPEC; Thomas Dyer, PE, of RESPEC; Jordan Anderson, QP RM-SME, of RESPEC; Gary L. Simmons, QP-
MMSA, of GL Simmons Consulting, LLC; Richard DeLong, QP-MMSA, RG, PGm of EM Strategies; and Kevin Lutes, PE, of 
NewFields Mining Design & Technical Services, each of whom is independent of the Company and a qualified person under 
NI 43-101. 

The South Railroad Report was prepared for Gold Standard. Following the Company’s acquisition of Gold Standard, the 
Company filed the technical report under its profile on SEDAR+ at www.sedarplus.ca and on EDGAR at www.sec.gov. 
Reference should be made to the full text of the South Railroad Report, as it contains additional assumptions, qualifications, 
references, reliances, and procedures that are not fully described herein.  

PROPERTY DESCRIPTION, LOCATION, AND ACCESS 

The South Railroad Project is situated on the Railroad-Pinion property, which comprises two contiguous areas of mineral 
tenure held by the Company that straddle the Piñon Range in the Railroad mining district at the southeast end of the Carlin 
trend, a northwest-southeast trending belt of prolific gold endowment in northern Nevada. In previous technical reports, 
the northern portion of the land holdings, now referred to as the North Railroad portion of the property, has been referred 
to as the Railroad project and the Railroad property. The southern portion of the Railroad-Pinion property, now referred to 
as the South Railroad portion of the property, was referred to as the Pinion project and the Pinion property in previous 
technical reports. In November 2017, Gold Standard published a technical report on the Railroad-Pinion property, which 
included a Mineral Resource estimate for the North Bullion, POD, and Sweet Hollow gold deposits, located in the North 
Railroad portion of the Railroad-Pinion property, approximately 6 miles north of the Dark Star and Pinion deposits. Based 
on available information, North Bullion, POD, and Sweet Hollow would not likely share a common mining infrastructure with 
Dark Star and Pinion. 

http://www.sedarplus.ca/
http://www.sec.gov/
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The Railroad-Pinion property in the Piñon Range is accessed primarily from the four-lane transcontinental U.S. Interstate 80 
(“I-80”), approximately 275 miles west of Salt Lake City, Utah, and 290 miles east of Reno, Nevada. The project is located 
between 8 and 18 miles south of I-80 and can be reached by a series of paved and gravel roads from Elko, Nevada 
(population 18,300). The property is centered approximately at UTM NAD27 Zone 11 coordinates of 585,000E and 
4,480,000N. 

The North and South Railroad portions of the Railroad-Pinion property constitute a combined land position totaling 53,570 
acres, and with partial interests taken into consideration, 50,600 acres net acres of land in Elko County, Nevada. The 
Company owns, or otherwise controls 100% of the subsurface mineral rights on a total of 29,942 acres of land held as 
patented and unpatented lode claims. This includes 1,455 unpatented claims owned by the Company and 207 unpatented 
claims held under lease. The Company also owns or leases 30 patented claims. There is also a total of 23,628 gross acres of 
private lands of which the Company’s ownership of the subsurface mineral rights varies from 49.2% to 100%, for a net 
position of approximately 20,658 gross acres. 

Private surface and private mineral property are wholly owned and subject to lease agreement payments and property 
taxes (paid on an annual basis) as determined by Elko County. Unpatented lode mining claims grant the holder 100% of the 
locatable mineral rights and access to the surface for exploration activities which cause insignificant surface disturbance. 
Ownership of the unpatented mining claims is in the name of the holder (locator), subject to the paramount title of the 
United States of America, under the administration of the United States Bureau of Land Management (the “BLM”). Under 
the Mining Law of 1872, which governs the location of unpatented mining claims on federal lands, the locator has the right 
to explore, develop, and mine minerals on unpatented mining claims without payments of production royalties to the U.S. 
government, subject to the surface management regulation of the BLM. Currently, annual claim-maintenance fees are the 
only federal payments related to unpatented mining claims. The mineral rights do not expire if the unpatented claims are 
maintained by paying an annual fee of $165 per claim to the U.S. Department of Interior, BLM prior to the end of the business 
day on August 31 every year. A notice of intent to hold must also be filed with the Elko County Recorder on or before 
November 1 annually, along with a filing fee of $12.00 per claim, plus a $4.00 document fee.  

The Company has completed its federal claim maintenance fee obligations for the owned and leased unpatented claims for 
the 2023-2024 assessment year. As of the date of this AIF, the Company’s estimated claim maintenance fee cost for 2024 
for the owned and leased unpatented claims is $387,788, and the Company’s total estimated cost to maintain its property 
package for 2024 is $2,658,564. 

Portions of the unpatented and private lands are encumbered with royalties predominantly in the form of standard Net (or 
Gross) Smelter Return (“NSR” or “GSR”) and Mineral Production (“MP”) royalty agreements, or Net Profit Interest (“NPI”) 
agreements, ranging from 1% to 5%. Additional details as well as the locations and aerial distribution of the currently 
relevant royalty encumbrances for the South Railroad Project are set forth in Section 4.2 of the South Railroad Report.  

As of the effective date of the South Railroad Report, the authors thereof were not aware of any significant factors or risks 
that may affect access, title, or the right or ability to perform work on the property. The Company controls sufficient ground 
and has sufficient permitting in place to access the project and continue future exploration programs. See “Environment and 
Permitting” below for additional information. 

HISTORY 

The Railroad–Pinion property is being explored on an ongoing basis by the Company using geological mapping, geochemical 
and geophysical surveying, and drilling. Exploration work by Gold Standard commenced in 2010 and resulted in the 
identification of 17 prospect areas or zones of mineralization within the property.  

Twenty-one different historical operators are known to have drilled 1,084 holes, for a total of 500,544.1 ft, from 1969 through 
2008. As of the database effective dates of the South Railroad Report, Gold Standard had drilled 1,121 holes for a total of 
953,112 ft. At least 80% of all drilling used RC methods. However, the amount of RC drilling may be understated because 
the hole-types are not known for a substantial number of holes drilled in the late 1980s and 1990s, when RC drilling was 
common. See “Drilling” below for additional information on historic drilling.  
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Several historical Mineral Resource estimates have been estimated by a variety of companies for the Pinion, Dark Star, and 
POD deposits.  These historical Mineral Resources are superseded by the current Mineral Resources presented under the 
heading “Summary of Mineral Reserves and Mineral Resources” above.  See Section 6 of the South Railroad Report for additional 
information on historical estimates on the South Railroad Project.  

The North Railroad portion of the property covers the historic Railroad district. Sources cited in the South Railroad Report 
suggested that historic production records for the district are not very reliable for the period between 1869 and 1905. Only 
the total volumes of tons mined, and commodity produced were reported, if they were reported. These sources estimated 
the total value of production through 1956 to be worth $2 million using the value of the commodity produced for the year 
it was produced. A reported 43,940 total tons of ore were mined with mineral production distributed as follows: 

• Gold - 6,918 ounces 
• Silver - 382,000 ounces 
• Copper - 2,850,000 pounds 
• Lead - 4,340,000 pounds 
• Zinc - 372,000 pounds 

There has been no mineral production reported for the South Railroad portion of the property.  

See “Outlook and Future Plans” below for additional information on Gold Standard and the Company’s activities on the 
property after the date of the South Railroad Report. 

GEOLOGICAL SETTING, MINERALIZATION AND DEPOSIT TYPES 

The South Railroad Project is located in the southern portion of the Carlin trend, centered on the Railroad dome in the Piñon 
Range, which is comprised of Ordovician through Permian marine sedimentary rocks. Eastern assemblage formations 
throughout the property include the Pogonip, Hanson Creek, Eureka Quartzite, Lone Mountain Dolomite, Oxyoke, Beacon 
Peak, Sentinel Mountain Dolomite, and Devils Gate Limestone and Tripon Pass formations. Siliceous clastic units include 
those of the Webb, Chainman, and Tonka formations. The north-south-striking Bullion fault corridor separates Tertiary 
volcanic rocks to the east from the Paleozoic sedimentary units in the range, which have been intruded by a complex of 
Eocene igneous rocks centered south of Bald Mountain, in the core and east flank of the range. 

The gold-silver deposits within the South Railroad Project that are the focus of the South Railroad Report are considered to 
be Carlin-type, sedimentary-rock-hosted deposits. Precious metal mineralization is generally submicroscopic, disseminated, 
and hosted principally in sedimentary rocks, with some mineralization in felsic dikes and sills as well. 

In the South Railroad portion of the property, the Dark Star Main and Dark Star North zones, which comprise the Dark Star 
deposit are hosted primarily within Pennsylvanian-Permian rocks, with minor amounts of gold mineralization found in the 
Chainman Formation and Tertiary conglomerates. The deposits are centered along the roughly north-south Dark Star fault 
corridor, within which is a horst block and associated silicified zone bounded by the West fault and Dark Star fault. Gold 
mineralization in the horst block is hosted in the middle, coarse-grained conglomeratic and bioclastic limestone-bearing 
unit of a Pennsylvanian-Permian undifferentiated sequence interpreted to be equivalent to the Tomera Formation. 
Mineralization dips steeply to the west near the surface at Dark Star Main and Dark Star North, but dips less steeply at depth 
at Dark Star Main. 

Also, in the South Railroad portion of the property, the Pinion deposit is situated in a sequence of Paleozoic sedimentary 
rocks exposed within large horst blocks in which the sedimentary rocks have been broadly folded into a south- to 
southeastward-plunging, asymmetric anticline. The axis of this Pinion anticline trends approximately N50ºW to N60ºW and 
can be traced for approximately 2.0 mi (3.2 km). The limbs of the anticline dip shallowly at 10° to 25° to the west, and more 
steeply at 35° to 50° to the east. Disseminated gold and silver mineralization at the Pinion deposit is strongly controlled by 
a 10 ft to 400 ft-thick (3 m to 120 m-thick) dissolution-collapse breccia at the contact between calcarenite of the Devils Gate 
Limestone and the overlying silty micrite of the Tripon Pass Formation. Gold deposition was contemporaneous with breccia 
development, quartz veins formation, silica ± barite replacement, and infill of open spaces. 
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The Jasperoid Wash disseminated gold deposit, also located in the South Railroad portion of the property, is hosted by 
altered Tertiary feldspar porphyry dikes and their host Pennsylvanian-Permian conglomeratic rocks of a Tomera Formation 
equivalent. The deposit has approximate extents of 4,600 ft (1,400 m) to the north and a width of about 3,600 ft (1,100 m), 
and is partially contained within an elongate, north to south, steeply dipping structural corridor. Drilling shows the deposit 
dips steeply to the west nearby and within Tertiary dikes; east of the dikes, the deposit dips gently to the west. The gold is 
Inferred to be submicroscopic in grain size, however, petrographic studies have yet to be performed. 

In the North Railroad portion of the property, disseminated gold mineralization has been defined by drilling in the North 
Bullion, POD, and Sweet Hollow zones. The mineralization is focused in the footwall of the Bullion fault zone. Faults appear 
to be important controls on mineralization. In general, gold-silver mineralization is localized in gently to moderately dipping, 
strongly sheared rocks of the Webb and Tripon Pass formations, in dissolution-collapse breccia developed above and within 
silty micrite of the Tripon Pass Formation, and calcarenite of the Devils Gate Limestone. The top of gold mineralization varies 
from 350 ft to 1,300 ft (105 m to 400 m) below the surface and varies in dip from 10° to 45° to the east. Gold is associated 
with “sooty” sulfide minerals, silica, carbon, clay, barite, realgar, and orpiment. 

EXPLORATION  

The South Railroad Report summarizes exploration efforts by Gold Standard through to February 23, 2022, the date of the 
South Railroad Report. See “Outlook and Future Plans” below for information on exploration activities completed by Gold 
Standard and Orla subsequent to such date.   

The Railroad–Pinion property was explored on an ongoing basis by Gold Standard using geological mapping, geochemical 
and geophysical surveying, and drilling. Prior to 2015, exploration activities by Gold Standard were focused in the North 
Railroad portion of the property. Work completed in 2015 was largely focused on the Pinion area in the South Railroad 
portion of the property, after its acquisition in 2014. A thorough discussion of these work programs and their results and 
interpretations is available in previous technical reports on the property.  

Exploration work by Gold Standard since 2010 resulted in the identification of 17 prospect areas or zones of mineralization 
within the overall property position, including the Bald Mountain area and North Bullion deposits in the North Railroad-
Pinion portion of the property, the Pinion, Dark Star, and Jasperoid Wash deposits, and other areas of the South Railroad 
portion of the property. Drilling conducted by Gold Standard is summarized below and in Section 10 of the South Railroad 
Report.  

DRILLING 

On October 4, 2021, MDA/RESPEC received a summary of all drilling conducted within the property during 2018 through 
2021 from Gold Standard. This data was used to update the property-wide drilling information summarized in the 2020 
technical report for the property (Ibrado et al. (2020)). In total, there are records from a total of 1,453,656 ft drilled in 2,205 
holes since drilling commenced in 1969. These totals exclude two holes for which MDA/RESPEC has collar locations, but no 
depths drilled, hole type, company or assays. Twenty-one different historical operators are known to have drilled 1,084 
holes, for a total of 500,544 ft, from 1969 through 2008. As of September 21, 2021, Gold Standard had drilled 1,121 holes 
for a total of 953,112 ft, as set forth in the table below. This includes 16 holes for 12,140 ft drilled in the Pinion area after the 
June 2, 2021 effective date of the Pinion resource database; five holes for 1,220 ft drilled in the Dark Star area after the June 
15, 2021 effective date of the Dark Star resource database; and 38 holes for 12,409 ft drilled in the North Bullion area after 
the August 21, 2020 effective date of the North Bullion resource database. The drilling was done using Imperial units of 
measure. 

Approximately 81% of the holes have records to indicate they were drilled with RC methods. There is a total of 33,357 ft 
drilled in 88 historical holes for which MDA/RESPEC had no reliable information on the type of hole or drilling methods used. 
The authors of the South Railroad Report believed the amount of RC drilling may be understated because the historical 
holes with no hole-type attribute were drilled in the late 1980s and 1990s when RC drilling was common. 
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All Railroad-Pinion Drilling 1969 – 2021 

Period 
Rotary 
& RC 
Holes 

Rotary & 
RC (ft) 

Core 
Holes 

Core 
(ft) 

RC + 
Core 
Tail 

Holes 

RC + 
Core 
Tail 
(ft) 

Unknown 
Type 
Holes 

Unknown 
Type (ft) 

Total 
Holes Total (ft) 

Historical 
Drilling 
1969 - 
2008 

938 432,591 58 34,595   88 33,357 1,084 500,544 

Gold 
Standard 

2010 - 
2021 

847 667,707 233 217,607 41 67,798   1,121 953,112 

Totals 1,785 1,100,298 291 252,202 41 67,798 88 33,357 2,205 1,453,656 

See Section 10 of the South Railroad Report for additional information on drilling conducted at the Railroad-Pinion property 
and “Outlook and Future Plans” below for information on drilling activities completed by Gold Standard and Orla subsequent 
to the effective date of the South Railroad Report.  

SAMPLING, ANALYSIS AND DATA VERIFICATION 

Sampling and Analysis – North Railroad 

Commencing in 2010, drilling company employees collected Gold Standard’s RC samples at the rig. Those samples were 
then picked up at the drill sites by representatives of ALS Minerals (“ALS”) or Inspectorate America Corporation 
(“Inspectorate”), a division of Bureau Veritas Mineral Laboratories USA (“Bureau Veritas”) and transported by truck to their 
respective laboratories in either Elko or Reno, Nevada (for ALS), or Elko (for Bureau Veritas). Excessively wet samples were 
kept at the drill sites for a few days to drain and dry prior to collection by the laboratory staff. 

ALS and Bureau Veritas were commercial laboratories independent of Gold Standard. ALS is accredited through the 
International Organization for Standardization/International Electrotechnical Commission (“ISO/IEC”) 17025:2005 for specific 
analytical procedures, while most of their laboratories have attained ISO 9001:2008 certification. Bureau Veritas’ 
laboratories in Sparks, Nevada is accredited to the standard ISO/IEC 17025:2017, RG- MINERAL:2017. The Bureau Veritas 
laboratory in Vancouver, British Columbia is accredited to the standard ISO/IEC 17025:2005 and ISO 9001:2008. 

Core samples were transported daily from the drill sites to Gold Standard’s logging and core-cutting facility in Elko by Gold 
Standard personnel. After logging and marking core-sample intervals by Gold Standard geologists, the core was 
photographed prior to being sawed lengthwise by contractor technicians. Whole HQ-size core was sawed in half. Whole PQ-
size core was sawed in quarters. One half of the HQ core, and three quarters of the PQ core, were returned to the core 
boxes and the remainder was placed in pre-numbered sample bags that were closed with ties. Following insertion of QA/QC 
blanks and certified reference materials (“CRMs”), the core samples were transported by representatives of ALS or Bureau 
Veritas to their respective laboratories for preparation and analysis. 

Samples from Gold Standard’s RC and core drilling at North Bullion in 2010 through 2014, and at Bald Mountain in 2014, 
were prepared at the ALS laboratories in Elko and Reno, Nevada. The samples were dried and crushed in their entirety to 
70% at less than 0.079 in. The crushed samples were riffle-split to obtain 8.82 oz subsamples that were pulverized to 85% 
less than 75 microns. The pulps were shipped by air freight by ALS to the ALS laboratory in North Vancouver, British 
Columbia, for analysis. Gold was determined by 30 g fire-assay fusion with an AA finish (method code Au-AA23). Samples 
assayed at ≥0.292 oz Au/ton were re-analyzed with a second 30 g aliquot by fire-assay fusion and gravimetric finish (method 
code Au-GRA21). Separate aliquots of 0.5 g were analyzed for silver and 34 major, minor and trace elements by ICP following 
an aqua regia digestion. In some cases, the ICP analyses were conducted on pulps from 5.0 ft drill samples. In other cases, 
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ICP analyses were conducted on composited pulps representing 20 ft drill intervals. Samples that assayed >292 oz/t for 
silver or zinc by ICP were re-analyzed using AA following aqua regia digestion of 0.1 g aliquots. 

A minority of the 2010 through 2012 drill samples were analyzed by SGS Canada Inc. (“SGS”) of Vancouver, British Columbia. 
The assay certificates do not indicate how or where the samples were prepared for analysis. At the SGS laboratory in 
Burnaby, British Columbia, gold was determined by 30 g fire-assay fusion with an AA finish and separate aliquots were 
analyzed by ICP for 35 major, minor, and trace elements. SGS was a commercial laboratory independent of Gold Standard. 
MDA is not aware of certifications held by SGS at that time. 

In 2013, pulps from previously prepared samples from North Bullion were analyzed by Bureau Veritas in Sparks, Nevada. 
Gold was determined by 30 g fire-assay fusion with an AA finish. Some of the samples were analyzed using a 30 g aliquot by 
fire-assay fusion and gravimetric finish. In 2014, some of the Bald Mountain drill sample pulps were re-analyzed at Bureau 
Veritas’ laboratory in Vancouver, British Columbia for copper by cyanide-H2SO4 leach. Other pulps were analyzed for 45 
major, minor and trace elements by a combination of ICP and mass spectrometry (“ICP-MS”) after 4-acid digestion. 

Samples from the 2015, 2016, and 2017 drilling at North Bullion and Bald Mountain were analyzed at ALS and Bureau Veritas. 
At ALS the methods and procedures of preparation were the same as those used in 2010 through 2014. Gold was 
determined using ALS method code Au-AA23 and Au-GRA21 principally in the ALS laboratory in North Vancouver. Most gold 
assays on 2017 North Bullion samples were performed in the ALS laboratory in Reno with the same methods (Au-AA23; Au-
GRA21). Separate aliquots of 0.5 g were analyzed for silver and 34 major, minor and trace elements by ICP following an aqua 
regia digestion in the North Vancouver laboratory. In some cases, these were composited pulps representing 20 ft drill 
intervals. 

A significant portion of the samples from the 2016 North Bullion drilling, and the majority of the 2017 North Bullion samples, 
were prepared and analyzed by Bureau Veritas. These samples were prepared in the Bureau Veritas laboratory in Elko. After 
crushing, a 8.0 oz riffle-split subsample was obtained from each drill sample. These subsamples were pulverized to 200-
mesh size and the pulps were shipped to the Bureau Veritas laboratory in Sparks, Nevada. Gold was determined by fire-
assay fusion of 30 g aliquots with an AA finish. The pulps were shipped via air freight by Bureau Veritas to their analytical 
laboratory in Vancouver where they were analyzed for 45 major, minor and trace elements by ICP-MS after four-acid 
digestion. 

Samples from Gold Standard’s 2019 North Bullion drilling were analyzed at Bureau Veritas. At total of 40 major, minor and 
trace elements, including gold, were analyzed by ICP following an aqua regia digestion. The 2020 North Bullion drilling 
samples were analyzed at ALS for gold using a 30 g aliquot by fire-assay fusion followed by an AA finish. 

Sampling and Analysis – South Railroad 

Commencing in 2012, Gold Standard’s RC samples stored by the drill rig were collected at the drill sites by representatives 
of ALS or Bureau Veritas and transported via truck to their respective laboratories in Elko, Nevada. Excessively wet samples 
were kept at the drill sites for a few days to drain and dry prior to collection by the laboratory staff. 

Core samples were transported daily from the drill sites to Gold Standard’s logging and core cutting facility in Elko by Gold 
Standard personnel. After logging and marking core-sample intervals by Gold Standard geologists, the core was 
photographed prior to being sawed lengthwise by contractor technicians. Whole HQ-size core was sawed in half. Whole PQ-
size core was sawed in quarters. One half of the HQ core, and three quarters of the PQ core, were returned to the core 
boxes and the remainder was placed in pre-numbered sample bags that were closed with ties. Following insertion of QA/QC 
blanks and CRM, the core samples were transported by representatives of ALS or Bureau Veritas to their respective 
laboratories for preparation and analysis. 

Samples from Gold Standard’s drilling in 2012, 2014, 2015, 2016, and 2017 were analyzed by ALS. The samples were 
prepared at the ALS laboratory in Elko, Nevada. The samples were dried and crushed in their entirety to 70% at less than 
0.079 in. The crushed samples were riffle-split to obtain 8.0 oz subsamples that were pulverized to 85% at less than 75 
microns. The pulps were shipped via air freight by ALS to the ALS laboratory in North Vancouver, British Columbia, for 
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analysis. Gold was determined by 30 g fire-assay fusion with an AA finish (method code Au-AA23). Samples assayed at ≥0.292 
oz/ton were re-analyzed with a second 30 g aliquot by fire-assay fusion and gravimetric finish (method code Au-GRA21). 
Separate aliquots of 0.5 g were analyzed for silver and 34 major, minor and trace elements by ICP following an aqua regia 
digestion. In some cases, the ICP analyses were conducted on pulps from 5.0 ft drill samples. In other cases, ICP analyses 
were conducted on composited pulps representing 20 ft drill intervals. Some samples in 2014 were analyzed for silver by 
fire-assay fusion of 30 g aliquots with a gravimetric finish. In 2014, some samples were also assayed for 48 major, minor and 
trace elements by ICP-MS after four-acid digestions. During 2017, samples were analyzed for gold by cyanide leach with an 
AA finish. 

In 2018, Pinion area drill samples were analyzed at Bureau Veritas and AAL. At the Bureau Veritas laboratory in Sparks, 
Nevada, samples were crushed in their entirety and riffle-split to obtain 8.0 oz subsamples. These subsamples were 
pulverized to 200-mesh size. Gold was determined by 30 g fire-assay fusion with an AA finish. Some samples were analyzed 
for gold by cyanide leach with an AA finish. The pulps were shipped to the Bureau Veritas laboratory in Vancouver, British 
Columbia. Carbon, CO2, and sulfur were determined by induction-furnace infrared absorption and thermal conductivity 
(“LECO”) analyses of 0.1 g aliquots. Gold, silver, and 35 major, minor and trace elements were assayed by ICP following aqua 
regia digestion of 0.5 g aliquots. Additional silver assays were completed in 2019 at Bureau Veritas using drill-sample pulps 
from previous analyses. Silver was determined by AA following four-acid digestion of 1.0 g aliquots. 

At AAL in Sparks, Nevada, composited pulps of 2018 Pinion area drill samples were analyzed for gold by 30 g fire-assay 
fusion with an AA finish, and in some cases, with a gravimetric finish. Some of the samples were analyzed for gold by cyanide 
leach and an AA finish. Gold, silver, and 49 major, minor and trace elements were determined in some samples by ICP-MS 
following digestion in aqua regia. 

AAL also analyzed selected, previously assayed drill-sample pulps for elemental barium using an energy-dispersive, x-ray 
fluorescence (“XRF-ED”) procedure. Pressed-powder pellets made from 2.0 g aliquots of sample pulps were used for the XRF-
ED analyses, which were performed in 2018 and 2019. Other selected sample pulps were analyzed for barium using XRF-ED 
with 2.0 g pressed-powder pellets. Some of these were also analyzed for barite using wave-length dispersive x-ray 
fluorescence (“XRF-WD”) following lithium metaborate fusion of 0.5 g aliquots. Other sample pulps were analyzed for 
elemental barium by NITON hand-held XRF on both loose-powder aliquots. These were also analyzed by x-ray diffraction 
(“XRD”) for barite, witherite, and calcite, as well as sulfur and carbon by induction-furnace infrared (LECO). 

Gold Standard also performed assays of elemental barium together with 39 major, minor, and trace elements using hand-
held NITON XRF analyzers. These assays were done in 2018 in Elko, Nevada by independent contractor Rangefront 
Geological using selected drill-sample pulps in loose powder form. 

In 2019, the Pinion drilling samples were analyzed at Bureau Veritas. Gold was determined by ICP following an aqua regia 
digestion and by cyanide leach followed by an AA finish. Silver was analyzed by AA following a 4-acid digestion and by ICP 
following an aqua regia digestion. Thirty-seven major, minor and trace elements were analyzed by ICP following an aqua 
regia digestion. Carbon species, sulfur species and CO2 were determined by LECO methods.  

The 2020 drilling samples from Pinion were analyzed at Paragon Geochemical (“Paragon”). Paragon is an independent 
commercial analytical laboratory in Sparks, Nevada with ISO/IEC 17025 certification. Thirty-four major, minor and trace 
elements were analyzed by ICP following an aqua regia digestion. Some of the samples were analyzed by ICP following a 4-
acid digestion. Silver was analyzed by AA and by ICP following a 4-acid digestion. Gold was determined using a 30 g fire-
assay fusion with an ICP finish. Gold was also analyzed by cyanide leach of a 30 g aliquot with an AA finish. 

In 2021, Pinion drilling samples were analyzed at AAL, Bureau Veritas and Paragon. The same methods of analysis used at 
each of these three laboratories in prior years were also used for the 2021 drilling samples. Gold Standard obtained XRF 
barium assays in-house using NITON and Olympus units, and through AAL and Paragon Laboratories. 

Gold Standard’s 2015 drilling samples from the Dark Star area were mostly analyzed by Bureau Veritas after preparation in 
the Bureau Veritas laboratory in Elko, Nevada. The samples were crushed in their entirety and riffle-split to obtain 8.0 oz 
subsample. These subsamples were pulverized to 200-mesh size. Gold was determined by 30 g fire-assay fusion with an AA 
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finish in Bureau Veritas’ laboratory in Sparks, Nevada. Composited pulps were analyzed in Bureau Veritas’ laboratory in 
Vancouver, British Columbia, for gold, silver and 35 major, minor and trace elements by ICP-MS following aqua regia 
digestion of 0.5 g aliquots. Some of the 2015 pulps were re-analyzed by ALS in in North Vancouver, British Columbia, for 
gold by 30 g fire-assay fusion with an AA finish. 

The 2016 and 2017 drilling samples from the Dark Star area were analyzed in part by Bureau Veritas and in part by ALS, with 
sample preparation in their respective laboratories in Elko, Nevada, using the same procedures that were used for the Pinion 
area samples as summarized above. The ALS assays were carried out in their Reno and North Vancouver laboratories where 
gold was determined by 30 g fire-assay fusion with an AA finish. Samples with ≥0.292 oz Au/ton were re-analyzed with a 
second 30 g aliquot by fire-assay fusion and gravimetric finish. Silver and 34 major, minor, and trace elements were assayed 
by ICP following aqua regia digestion of 0.5 g aliquots. 

The Bureau Veritas assays of the 2016 and 2017 Dark Star drilling samples were performed in Bureau Veritas’ laboratories 
in Sparks, Nevada, and Vancouver, British Columbia. Gold was determined by fire-assay fusion of 30 g aliquots with an AA 
finish and in some cases with a gravimetric finish. Some samples were analyzed for gold by cyanide leach and an AA finish, 
and some samples were analyzed for gold with a screen-fire assay procedure. Gold, silver, and 35 major, minor, and trace 
elements were assayed in the Vancouver laboratory by ICP-MS following aqua regia digestion of 0.5 g aliquots. 

The 2018 and 2019 drilling samples from the Dark Star area were prepared in either Bureau Veritas’ Elko or Sparks, Nevada, 
laboratories and analyzed in their Sparks and Vancouver laboratories. Gold and multi-element assays were carried out with 
the same methods and procedures used for the 2016-2017 samples. In addition, some samples were analyzed for carbon 
species, sulfur species, and CO2 by LECO methods. 

Bureau Veritas was the principal laboratory for the analysis of the 2020 and 2021 Dark Star drilling samples. Silver was 
analyzed by AA following a 4-acid digestion, as well as by ICP following an aqua regia digestion. Gold was determined using 
a 30 g fire-assay fusion with an AA finish. Gold was also analyzed using a 30 g cyanide leach with an AA finish. Thirty-seven 
major, minor and trace elements, including gold and silver, were analyzed by ICP following an aqua regia digestion. Carbon 
species, sulfur species and CO2 were determined with LECO methods.  

ALS analyzed some of the 2020 Dark Star samples for gold using a 30 g fire-assay fusion with an AA finish, as well as a 30 g 
cyanide leach with an AA finish. Samples that assayed ≥0.292 oz Au/ton were re-analyzed with a second 30 g aliquot by fire-
assay fusion and gravimetric finish. 

AAL analyzed gold in some of the 2021 Dark Star drilling samples using a 30 g cyanide leach with an AA finish. Samples were 
also analyzed for gold using a 30 g fire-assay fusion followed by an ICP finish. Samples that assayed ≥0.292 oz Au/ton were 
re-analyzed with a second 30 g aliquot by fire-assay fusion and gravimetric finish. 

The 2017 drilling samples from the Jasperoid Wash area were analyzed in part by Bureau Veritas and in part by ALS following 
preparation at their respective laboratories in Elko, Nevada. Gold and multi-element analyses were performed at their 
respective laboratories in Sparks, Nevada, Vancouver and North Vancouver, British Columbia, using the same methods and 
procedures used for the 2016-2018 Dark Star samples as summarized above.  

All of the 2018 drill samples from Jasperoid Wash were prepared and analyzed by Bureau Veritas in Sparks, Nevada and 
Vancouver, British Columbia, using the same methods and procedures used for the 2016-2019 Dark Star samples as 
summarized above. 

The 2019 drill samples from Jasperoid Wash were analyzed at Bureau Veritas. Thirty-seven major, minor and trace element, 
including gold and silver, were analyzed by ICP following an aqua regia digestion. Gold was also analyzed by cyanide leach. 
Carbon species, sulfur species and CO2 were determined with LECO methods. In 2020, some of the earlier Jasperoid Wash 
drilling samples were analyzed for silver using AA following a 4-acid digestion.  

Gold Standard’s 2017 and 2018 drilling samples from the Dixie area were prepared by Bureau Veritas in Sparks, Nevada and 
Elko, Nevada. Analyses were conducted in the Bureau Veritas Sparks and Vancouver laboratories. Gold was determined by 
fire-assay fusion of 30 g aliquots with an AA finish. Some samples were analyzed for gold by cyanide leach and an AA finish. 
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Gold, silver and 35 major, minor and trace elements were assayed in the Vancouver laboratory by ICP-MS following aqua 
regia digestion of 0.5 g aliquots. Composited pulps from the 2018 drilling were analyzed for carbon species, sulfur species 
and CO2 by LECO methods in the Vancouver laboratory. 

Most RC samples from Gold Standard’s 2018 drilling at the Ski Track area were prepared by Bureau Veritas in Sparks, Nevada 
and Elko, Nevada. Analyses were conducted in the Bureau Veritas Sparks and Vancouver laboratories. Gold was determined 
by fire-assay fusion of 30 g aliquots with an AA finish. Some samples were analyzed for gold by cyanide leach and an AA 
finish. Gold, silver, and 35 major, minor and trace elements were assayed in the Vancouver laboratory by ICP-MS following 
aqua regia digestion of 0.5 g aliquots. Composited pulps from the 2018 drilling were analyzed for carbon species, sulfur 
species, and CO2 by LECO methods in the Vancouver laboratory. 

For additional information on the specific assaying and analytical procedures used by historic operators of the property 
prior to Gold Standard, see Section 11 of the South Railroad Report.  

Data Verification  

Mr. Lindholm is satisfied that the Pinion, Dark Star, Jasperoid Wash, and North Bullion drilling databases are in good 
condition. Various audits and checks were performed by MDA to verify collar coordinates, down-hole deviation surveys, 
geology, and assay data in the drill-hole database. All Gold Standard gold assay data was verified using digital laboratory 
certificates. However, about one third of the Pinion assays and one quarter of the Dark Star assays from historical drill 
campaigns were unsupported with original assay certificates. The same is true at North Bullion, where Gold Standard drilling 
makes up only 28% of the database, almost all of which is in the North Bullion deposit. The drill-hole data at the POD, Sweet 
Hollow and South Lodes deposits is almost entirely historical. Drill-hole data lacking adequate supporting documentation, 
as well as data from holes observed during sectional modeling to be inconsistent with surrounding holes, were treated as 
lower confidence, or excluded from use in modeling and estimation.  

In 2019, Gold Standard supplemented their Pinion silver database with re-assayed individual samples for which composites 
of multiple intervals had previously been analyzed. Over 50% of the original certificates were available for all silver data and 
were used for verification. QA/QC data was also evaluated, and the silver data was deemed acceptable for use in estimation 
of classified Mineral Resources. 

There is no evidence of significant historical QA/QC programs for drilling prior to 2014. For Gold Standard programs at Dark 
Star, Pinion, and Jasperoid Wash, the QA/QC program was minimal in 2014 through 2016 but was more comprehensive in 
2017 to 2020. Similarly at North Bullion, over the full-time span of the Gold Standard drilling from 2010 to 2012 there is a 
reasonable implementation of QA/QC protocols, but during some periods of time it is less substantial. The results and 
amount of QA/QC data, as well as non-remedied QA/QC “failures,” were considered in Mineral Resource classification for 
the Dark Star, Pinion, Jasperoid Wash and North Bullion deposits. Mr. Lindholm concludes that the Dark Star, Pinion, and 
Jasperoid Wash analytical data are adequate for the purposes used in the South Railroad Report, subject to issues described 
in Section 12 of the South Railroad Report. The issues described in Section 12 of the South Railroad Report were considered 
in assigning levels of confidence and the classification of the Mineral Resources.  

Cyanide-soluble gold assays at Dark Star and Pinion were verified, but no QA/QC data was available for evaluation. Carbon 
and sulfur species data were audited and determined to be adequate for use in their respective estimates done for waste 
handling and metallurgical characterization. No QA/QC data was associated with the carbon and sulfur analyses. 

Barium was estimated in the Pinion deposit block model for metallurgical characterization. Barium analyses were done 
using pressed-powder energy-dispersive XRF-ED and loose-powder NITON XRF analytical methods. These methods were 
evaluated by running additional analyses on duplicate pulp samples by various methods. After evaluating the reliability and 
relationship of barium assays produced by the two methods, and verification of the data, the data was used to model and 
estimate NITON XRF-derived barium grades. 
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MINERAL PROCESSING AND METALLURGICAL TESTING 

The current study of the South Railroad portion of the Railroad-Pinion project focuses on two main sources of ore, for which 
Mineral Reserves are declared: the Pinion and Dark Star deposits. These deposits have different geo-metallurgical 
characteristics, which are briefly summarized as follows: 

• The Pinion deposit can be characterized as hard and abrasive material, with a steep feed P80 vs. gold recovery 
response. Much of the gold is contained in the rock ground mass and requires fine crushing (-1/4” inch) to liberate 
gold for the most efficient cyanide-leach extraction. Gold recovery has proven to be sensitive to high barite/silica 
content in the mulilithic breccia (mlbx) ore type. Gold recovery from the high-barite/silica materials benefits the 
most from fine crushing. This deposit can be heap leached without crushing, at low gold recovery, conventionally 
crushed and leached at modestly higher gold recovery, or HPGR-crushed at higher gold recovery. 
 

• The Dark Star deposit can be characterized as hard and moderately abrasive material, with a flat feed P80 vs. gold 
recovery response. Most of the gold is contained in fractures that have been oxidized and accessible to cyanide 
solutions that easily pass through the rock matrix. Consequently, high gold extractions are achieved at coarse 
particle size, requiring no crushing prior to heap leaching. 

A large number of variability and master composites (mostly from PQ core) were selected by Gold Standard for feasibility 
level testing on the Dark Star and Pinion Deposits. Standard metallurgical testing protocols consisted of bottle roll leach 
testing at 80 percent passing (P80) size targets of 75 microns (200 mesh) and 1,700 microns (10 mesh), and column leaching 
testing at various P80 sizes ranging from 0.375 inch to 1.0 inch (9.5 mm to 25 mm). Additional composites were crushed 
using High Pressure Grinding Rolls (HPGR), at medium press force, and subjected to column leaching. The total number of 
metallurgical tests, by deposit, is presented in the table below. 

Summary of Leach Tests Performed 

Test Procedure 
Number of Tests 

Dark Star Pinion 
Bottle Roll P80 Target = 75 microns (200 mesh) 121 195 
Bottle Roll P80 Target = 1,700 microns (10 mesh) 121 207 
Conv. Crush Columns P80 Target = 0.375-1.0 inch (9.5-25 mm) 99 90 
HPGR Crush Columns P80 Target = 0.20-0.24 inch (5-6 mm) 11 23 

ROM heap leach head grade vs. gold recovery models were developed for Dark Star and Pinion and silver recovery models 
were developed for Pinion. Silver recovery was not modelled for Dark Star as silver grades are too low to be of economic 
significance. 

Due to the multiple material types, and the dependence of gold recoveries on head grades and crush size, 71 gold and silver 
recovery vs head grade equations were developed, along with recovery vs solution-to-ore ratio equations. Of the recovery 
equations, 28 are for Pinion oxide and transition ROM ores and 16 are for Dark Star oxide and transition ROM ores. The 
recovery equations can be found in Section 13 of the South Railroad Report.  

The gold and silver recovery equations for each ore type were delivered to the mine modelers for incorporation into the 
block calculations. 

The overall life-of-mine ROM average gold recovery for the Dark Star deposit is estimated at 71.9 percent and the Pinion 
deposit is estimated at 56.3 percent. 

The major reagent consumptions for heap leaching of Pinion and Dark Star ore have been taken from available metallurgical 
test results from column leach tests on crushed material. No test data exists at the ROM particle size, so the selected reagent 
consumptions have been estimated based on test results on the coarsest samples tests 1.5 inch (37 mm). Cyanide 
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consumptions have been estimated at 0.44 lb/ton (0.22 kg/tonne) for Pinion and 0.46 lb/ton (0.23 kg/tonne) for Dark Star. 
Lime consumption is estimated at 2.0 lb/ton (1.0 kg/tonne) for both Pinion and Dark Star ores. 

The process selected for recovery of gold and silver from the Pinion and Dark Star ore is a conventional ROM heap leach. 
Oxide and transition ore types will be mined by standard open pit mining methods from two separate pits. The ore will be 
truck-stacked on the heap as ROM ore directly, without crushing, in 30-foot lifts. Lime will be added directly to the haul 
trucks for pH control.  

The stacking rate will be in accordance with the mine plan. The ROM ore placement is equivalent to a LOM average of 22,000 
tonnes per day, with the peak in Year 5 of an average of 29,700 tonnes per day. 

Gold and silver in the stacked ore will be leached with a dilute cyanide solution using a drip irrigation system at application 
rates in the range of 4,800-6,100 gallons per minute. The leached gold and silver will be recovered from solution using a 
carbon adsorption circuit. The gold and silver will be stripped from carbon using a desorption process, followed by 
electrowinning to produce a precipitate sludge. The precipitate sludge will be processed using a retort oven for drying and 
mercury recovery, and then refined in a melting furnace to produce gold and silver doré bars. 

MINERAL RESOURCE ESTIMATE 

See “Summary of Mineral Reserve and Mineral Resource Estimates” above for the Company’s current Mineral Resource 
estimates for the South Railroad Project. 

The estimated Mineral Resources presented were classified in order of increasing geological and quantitative confidence 
into Inferred, Indicated, and Measured categories to be in accordance with the CIM Standards. Mineral Resources are 
reported at cutoffs that are reasonable for deposits of this nature given anticipated mining methods and plant processing 
costs, while also considering economic conditions, because of the regulatory requirements that a Mineral Resource exists 
“in such form and quantity and of such a grade or quality that it has reasonable prospects for eventual economic extraction.” 

MDA modeled geology and metal domains for the Dark Star, Pinion, and Jasperoid Wash deposits, then estimated and 
classified gold Mineral Resources. A silver estimate was also produced for the Pinion deposit. Gold Standard provided the 
geologic modeling for the various deposits and were intimately involved with metal domain modeling. Block sizes were 30 
ft x 30 ft x 30 ft for Dark Star and Pinion, and 20 ft x 20 ft x 20 ft for Jasperoid Wash. The block size for modeling and 
estimation at the North Bullion deposits model was 10 ft x 10 ft x 10 ft for evaluation of underground potential, but reblocked 
to 30 ft x 30 ft x 30 ft to optimize open pits. Estimation was done using inverse-distance methods with powers ranging from 
two to four. Multiple models were estimated in order to optimize the estimation parameters. 

The estimate of Mineral Resources for the Railroad-Pinion property is the block-diluted inverse-distance estimate and is 
reported at variable cutoffs for open-pit and underground mining. The cutoff for oxidized and transitional redox material in 
an open pit is 0.005 oz Au/ton (0.171 g Au/t), whereas the cutoff for sulfide material is 0.045 oz Au/ton (1.543 g Au/t). Potential 
sulfide underground resources, present only at the North Bullion deposit, are reported at a cutoff of 0.100 oz Au/ton (3.429 
g Au/t). Mineral Resources were classified as Measured, Indicated or Inferred for each deposit separately. Factors considered 
for classification include results of data verification and QA/QC results, the level of geologic understanding of each deposit, 
and performance of past Mineral Resource block models with new drilling.  

The Mineral Resources set forth under the heading “Summary of Mineral Reserve and Mineral Resource Estimates” present the 
optimized pit- and underground grade shell-constrained estimated Mineral Resources for the Dark Star, Pinion, Jasperoid 
Wash, and North Bullion deposits based on a $1,750/oz gold price.  

Barium was estimated into the Pinion deposit block model for use in metallurgical characterization of the Pinion mineralized 
material. The average barium grade is ~2.25% for the gold mineralization grading at least 0.005 oz Au/ton (0.171 g Au/t). 
Factoring between barium analytical results were required, which added some uncertainty to the model. 
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Cyanide-soluble gold block models were produced for the Pinion and Dark Star deposits. These estimates appear 
reasonable in areas with Gold Standard drilling, however, there is less confidence in some areas where cyanide-soluble gold 
data is lacking, such as where historical drilling is predominant. 

An acid-base accounting model was generated for Pinion and Dark Star to characterize waste material for mine planning 
and handling. An organic carbon model was also produced to evaluate effects on metallurgy at Pinion. Because of limited 
data, these estimates can only be considered as guides for environmental planning and metallurgy. 

MINERAL RESERVE ESTIMATE 

See “Summary of Mineral Reserve and Mineral Resource Estimates” above for the Company’s current Mineral Reserve estimates 
for the South Railroad Project. 

Measured and Indicated Mineral Resources were used as the basis to define Mineral Reserves for both the Dark Star and 
Pinion deposits. Mineral Reserve definition was done by first identifying ultimate pit limits using economic parameters and 
applying pit optimization techniques. The resulting optimized pit shells were then used for guidance in pit design to allow 
access for equipment and personnel. Modifying factors including mining, processing, metallurgical, infrastructure, 
economic, marketing, legal, environmental, social, and governmental factors have been applied in the estimate of Mineral 
Reserves. 

RESPEC provided the final production schedule to M3 who developed the final cash-flow model which demonstrates that 
the Pinion and Dark Star deposits make a positive cash flow and are reasonable with respect to statement of Mineral 
Reserves for these deposits. Within the designed pits there are a total of 267.2 million tonnes of waste associated with the 
in-pit Mineral Reserves. This results in an overall project strip ratio of 4.1 tonnes of waste for each ton of material processed. 

MINING OPERATIONS 

The Feasibility Study for the South Railroad Project includes mining at both the Dark Star and Pinion deposits; both are 
planned as open-pit, truck and shovel operations. The truck and shovel method provides reasonable costs and selectivity 
for these deposits. 

The production schedule considers the processing of material by ROM. All ROM material will be dumped in place directly on 
the ROM leach pad. Monthly periods were used to create the production schedule with pre-stripping starting in Dark Star 
at month -6. Start of ROM processing is assumed to be month 2. 

The total Dark Star mining rate would ramp up from 18,000 tonnes per day to about 73,000 tonnes per day over a period of 
six months. A maximum of 99,000 tonnes per day is used in the production schedule during the peak mining of deeper Dark 
Star material. Pre-production mining is planned to start in Dark Star North and then progress to Pinion in Year 1. The 
maximum mining rate required in Pinion is 114,000 tonnes per day.  

The Feasibility Study has assumed owner mining to keep the cost lower than it would be with contract mining. The 
production schedule was used along with additional efficiency factors, cycle times, and productivity rates to develop the first 
principle hours required for primary mining equipment to achieve the production schedule. Primary mining equipment 
includes drills, loaders, hydraulic shovels, and 181-tonne capacity haul trucks. 

Waste storage facility designs were created for the Feasibility Study to contain the material that is not processed. A 1.3 swell 
factor was assumed which provides for both swell when mined and re-compaction when placed into the facility. 

PROCESSING AND RECOVERY OPERATIONS 

The process selected for recovery of gold and silver from the Pinion and Dark Star ore is a conventional heap-leach recovery 
circuit. The ore will be mined by standard open pit mining methods from two separate pits. Pinion and Dark Star ore will be 
truck-stacked on the heap as ROM ore directly, without crushing. 
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Oxide and transition material types will be leached with a dilute cyanide solution. The leached gold and silver will be 
recovered from solution using a carbon adsorption circuit. Gold and silver will be stripped from carbon using a desorption 
process, followed by electrowinning to produce a precipitate sludge. The precipitate sludge will be processed using a retort 
oven for drying and mercury separation and recovery, and then refined in a melting furnace to produce gold and silver doré 
bars. 

The Pinion and Dark Star deposits have a total estimated Mineral Reserve of 65.2 million tonnes. The total estimated mine 
life is 8 years; solution application on the heap leach pad will continue for an additional 2.5 years after mining operations 
have ceased to recover additional solubilized metal ounces. The nominal ore placement rate on the pad is an average of 8 
million tonnes per annum, equivalent to 22,000 tonnes per day. 

The gold and silver recoveries for heap leaching of the Pinion and Dark Star ore have been taken from the recommendations 
detailed in Section 13 of the South Railroad Report, as discussed above under “Mineral Processing and Metallurgical Testing”. 
For the Pinion and Dark Star Mineral Resources, the overall life-of-mine average gold recovery for the ore is estimated at 
64.5 percent. For the Pinion and Dark Star Mineral Resources, the overall life-of-mine average silver recovery for the ore is 
estimated at 11 percent. 

INFRASTRUCTURE, PERMITTING AND COMPLIANCE ACTIVITIES 

Infrastructure 

Project infrastructure for South Railroad has been developed to support the mining and heap leaching operations. Electrical 
power will be generated onsite by generators powered by liquified natural gas (LNG). Project buildings located at the site 
will include Security and Emergency services, Administration, Change House, Crushing, Truck Shop, ADR/Refinery Plant, and 
Laboratory buildings. These will mainly be located between Pinion and Dark Star pits for ease of access and be connected 
by local roads and haul routes. 

Environment and Permitting 

Gold Standard conducted environmental baseline studies over the past several years as part of their ongoing permitting 
efforts and in preparation for the submittal of permit applications for conduct mining operations. The main portion for the 
project area has been surveyed for surface water resources, including Waters of the United States (“WOTUS”), biological 
resources, and cultural resources. The project access road, and the water management area remain to be surveyed. In 2018, 
Gold Standard commenced material characterization testing of the mineralized material and waste rock to determine the 
metal leaching and acid generation potential. Additionally, an evaluation of the groundwater resources was commenced to 
determine groundwater supply potential, as well as the potential impacts from groundwater pumping and pit lake 
development. Gold Standard has had several meetings with BLM since January 2019 to determine any additional baseline 
data collection needs for the permitting process. 

Within and adjacent to the project area there are greater sage grouse and golden eagles. These species will have an effect 
on how the project is permitted and what mitigation in required or proposed. The Company is working with the BLM on the 
management of these species. 

The review and approval process for the Plan Application by the BLM constitutes a federal action under the National 
Environmental Policy Act (“NEPA”) and BLM regulations. Thus, for the BLM to process the Plan Application the BLM is 
required to comply with the NEPA and prepare either an Environmental Assessment (“EA”), or an Environmental Impact 
Statement (“EIS”). The BLM has determined that this process requires an EIS, due to the mine dewatering and potential pit 
lake. The Company will also need an Individual Section 404 Permit from the United States Army Corps of Engineers, and this 
agency will be a cooperating agency on the NEPA documents. 

As of the date of this AIF, the Notice of Intent is with the BLM for review. The Company expects the Notice of Intent to be 
filed in the Federal Register in 2024.  
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There are a number of environmental permits issued by the Nevada Department of Environmental Protection (“NDEP”) that 
are necessary to develop the project and which the Company needs to permit the project. The NDEP issues permits that 
address water and air pollution, as well as land reclamation. The Nevada Division of Water Resources (“NDWR”) issues water 
rights for the use and management of water. 

South Railroad is a previously explored mineral property with exploration related disturbance. However, there have been 
very long periods of non-operation. There are no known ongoing environmental issues with any of the regulatory agencies. 
Gold Standard conducted baseline data collection for a couple of years for environmental studies required to support the 
Plan Application and permitting process. The waste and mineralized material characterization and the hydrogeologic 
evaluation are currently in their latter stages of development. Material characterization indicates the need to manage a 
significant portion of the waste rock as potentially acid generating in engineered facilities. Additional results to date indicate 
limited cultural issues, air quality impacts appear to be within State of Nevada standards, traffic and noise issues are present 
but at low levels, and socioeconomic impacts are positive. 

Social and community impacts have been and are being considered and evaluated for the Plan Amendment and Plan 
Application performed for the project in accordance with the NEPA and other federal laws. Potentially affected Native 
American tribes, tribal organizations, and/or individuals are consulted during the preparation of all plan amendments to 
advise on the proposed projects that may have an effect on cultural sites, resources, and traditional activities. 

Potential community impacts to existing population and demographics, income, employment, economy, public finance, 
housing, community facilities, and community services are evaluated for potential impacts as part of the NEPA process. 
There are no known social or community issues that would have a material impact on the project’s ability to extract Mineral 
Resources. Identified socioeconomic issues (employment, payroll, services and supply purchases, and state and local tax 
payments) are anticipated to be positive. 

A Tentative Plan for Permanent Closure (“TPPC”) for the project would be submitted to the NEDP with the Water Pollution 
Control Permit application. In the TPPC, the proposed heap leach closure approach would consist of fluid management 
through evaporation, covering the heap leach pad and waste rock facilities with growth media, and then revegetating. The 
design of the process components is not sufficiently advanced to determine the closure costs. Any residual heap leach or 
waste rock facilities drainage will be managed with evaporation cells. 

Gold Standard developed a Water Management Plan for South Railroad in support of the Feasibility Study. The Water 
Management Plan formed the basis for evaluating the infrastructure and associated cost to manage water through the life 
cycle of the mine. The purpose of the Water Management Plan is to present the water management strategies that focus 
on water as an asset and allow the Company to proactively plan and manage water from development to post-closure such 
that operational and stakeholder water needs are met, and that human health and the environment are protected. 

CAPITAL AND OPERATING COSTS  

The capital expenditure schedule for the LOM as set forth in the South Railroad Report is shown in the table below. 

Capital Expenditure Schedule 

Capital Expenditure ($000) 
Initial Sustaining Total 

Year -1 Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 
Year 

10  

Mine Pre-Prod. $22,640 - - - - - - - - - - $22,640 
Mine Capital $13,943 $10,703 $16,798 $16,306 $16,914 $16,284 $10,884 $9,147 $5,588 - - $116,568 
Process $152,458 $27,169 $8,953 $15,149 $6,798 $13,850 $5,375 $2,563 $1,329 $1,223 $1,644 $236,511 
Owner’s Cost $1,157 - - - - - - - - - - $1,157 
Total $190,197 $37,872 $25,751 $31,455 $23,712 $30,133 $16,259 $11,710 $6,918 $1,223 $1,644 $376,873 

The total production cost includes mine operations, process plant operations, general and administration, reclamation and 
closure, and government fees. The following table below shows the operating costs as set forth in the South Railroad Report 
over the LOM by area. 
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LOM Operating Costs 

LOM Operating Cost ($000) 
Mining  $616,504 
Process Plant $147,424 
G&A  $37,750 
Refining  $5,153 
Total Operating Cost $806,832 
Royalty  $10,911 
Salvage Value -$12,410 
Reclamation/Closure $22,569 
Total Production Cost $827,901 

The Feasibility Study indicates an average gold production over the estimated 8-year LOM of about 124,000 ounces per year, 
with peak production in Year 2 of 197,000 ounces of gold. Cash costs are estimated to be $792 per ounce of gold after by-
product credit, and AISC is estimated to be $1,021 per ounce of gold 2. The resulting after-tax cash flow is $403.2 million, for 
an after-tax NPV (5%) of $314.8 million and an estimated payback period of 1.9 years. A summary of the pre-tax and after-
tax Feasibility Study economic indicators is shown in the following table. 

Economic Analysis Summary 

Indicators  Before-Tax After-Tax 
LOM Cash Flow ($000) $497,330  $403,162 
NPV @ 5% ($000) $388,866  $314,791 
NPV @ 10% ($000) $307,248  $247,592 
IRR 49.2% 44.3% 
Payback (years) 1.9 1.93 

Sensitivity Analysis 

The following table shows the sensitivity analysis of the key economic indicators (cash flow, NPV, IRR, and payback) to 
changes in gold prices. 

Sensitivity Analysis 

Financial Indicators Spot Case Base +$150 Base Case Base -150 Base -250 
Gold Price (per troy oz) $1,899  $1,800  $1,650  $1,500  $1,400  
Silver Price (per troy oz) $21.50  $21.50  $21.50  $21.50  $21.50  
Pre-tax Cash Flow, $M $753.9  $651.9  $497.3 $342.8  $239.8  
Pre-tax Net Present Value (5%) in 
$M 

$603.0  $517.9  $388.9  $259.9  $173.9  

Pre-tax Internal Rate of Return 
(IRR) 

68.2% 60.8% 49.2% 36.5% 27.2% 

Pre-tax Payback (Years) 1.6 1.7 1.9 2.1 2.4 
After-tax Cash Flow, $M $606.3  $526.1  $403.2  $280.9  $199.0  
After-tax Net Present Value (5%) in 
$M 

$486.4  $418.7  $314.8  $211.2  $141.6  

After-tax Internal Rate of Return 
(IRR) 

62.1% 55.3% 44.3% 32.6% 24.0% 

 

2
 Note:  Total cash cost and AISC are non-GAAP measures. See “Introductory Notes and Cautionary Statements – Non-GAAP Measures” for additional information. 
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Financial Indicators Spot Case Base +$150 Base Case Base -150 Base -250 
After-tax Payback (Years) 1.6  1.7  1.9  2.2  2.4  

EXPLORATION, OUTLOOK, AND FUTURE PLANS 

2022 Exploration 

Upon taking ownership of the South Railroad Project in August 2022, the Company accelerated exploration activities and 
expanded the project’s 2022 program. The 2022 program objectives included: (i) confirming historical drill results, and (ii) 
providing additional information, including increased drill hole spacing density, specific gravity measurements, and material 
for preliminary metallurgical test work necessary for Mineral Resources estimation upgrade and growth. In 2022, a total 
9,796m of RC and 777m of diamond drill core drilling were completed.  

2023 Exploration 

Orla continued exploration efforts at South Railroad in 2023. The 2023 exploration program, consisting of 10,942m of RC 
drilling and 3,753m of core drilling, focused on (i) infill drilling of the North Bullion Sulphide Deposit to upgrade the Mineral 
Resource to Indicated category, (ii) near deposit drilling at Pinion and Dark Star to test extensions/continuity of 
mineralization, (iii) testing extensions of satellite deposits, and (iv) testing regional exploration targets.  

Planned 2024 Exploration 

Orla’s 2024 planned exploration program at South Railroad includes approximately 16,000 m in exploration drilling. 
Exploration drilling in 2024 will continue near-deposit exploration to potentially grow the resources at known deposits. 
Regional exploration will drill test selected exploration targets to test the potential for the discovery of additional satellite 
deposits, including Carlin- epithermal- and skarn-type gold and base metal type mineralization. Geological and geochemical 
field work will also be completed to develop and advance early-stage targets to the drill-stage across the >25 km strike length 
of the property.  

OTHER MINERAL PROJECTS 

Cerro Quema Project 

The Cerro Quema Project is located on the Azuero Peninsula in the Los Santos Province of Southwestern Panama, about 45 
km southwest of the city of Chitre. The project includes a pre-feasibility-stage, open-pit, heap leach gold project, a copper-
gold sulphide resource, and various exploration targets. Additional information on the Cerro Quema Project is set forth in 
the technical report titled “Project Pre-Feasibility Updated NI 43-101 Technical Report on the Cerro Quema Project Province 
of Los Santos, Panama”, dated effective January 18, 2022 (the “Cerro Quema Report”). 

On October 27, 2023, Panama’s President, Laurentino Cortizo Cohen, signed Executive Decree No. 23/2023 (“Decree 23-
2023”). Decree 23-2023 (i) banned the granting of new concessions for the exploration, extraction, transportation and 
exploitation of metal mining in Panama, (ii) rejected all pending requests for the granting of new concessions for the 
exploration, extraction, transport and exploitation of metal mining and (iii) ordered MICI to dispose of the files within three 
months of the passing of Decree 23-2023. On November 3, 2023, the National Assembly of Panama passed Law 407, which 
instituted a moratorium on granting, renewing, or extending concessions for the exploration, extraction, transportation or 
exploitation of metal mining in Panama. On December 15, 2023, MCQSA, the Company’s subsidiary that holds the Cerro 
Quema Project, received three resolutions from MICI. The resolutions rejected the request for extension for the three mining 
concessions comprising the Cerro Quema Project, retroactively declared the concessions canceled, and declared the area 
comprising the concessions to be a reserve area under the Panamanian mining code. Under the Panamanian mining code, 
MICI is prohibited from granting mining concessions for exploration or extraction on a reserve area. On December 26, 2023, 
MCQSA filed requests for reconsideration of MICI’s decisions. On March 11, 2024, MICI rejected the requests for 
reconsideration. 
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As a result of the foregoing, the Company has removed the Mineral Resources and Mineral Reserve estimates for the Cerro 
Quema Project from the "Summary of Mineral Reserve and Mineral Resource Estimates" set forth in this AIF. In the event that 
the Company is able to reach an agreement with the Panamanian government or Law 407 is repealed, the Company expects 
to publicly report on such estimates again in future periods. For additional information, please refer to the Cerro Quema 
Report and the Company’s annual information form for the year ended December 31, 2022. 

The Company is exploring all legal remedies available to protect its historical investments and potentially unlock additional 
value for its stakeholders. The Company intends to file a Notice of Intent to Arbitrate under the FTA. The Notice of Intent 
facilitates consultations between the Government of Panama and the Company. In the event that such consultations are 
unsuccessful, the Company expects to proceed to file a Request for Arbitration. See “Risk Factors – The Cerro Quema Project” 
for additional information.  

The Company does not expect to expend additional funds on developing the Cerro Quema Project until it has greater 
certainty with respect to its mining concessions, as well as the fiscal and legal stability in Panama.  

Lewis Project 

The Lewis Project was acquired by the Company through its acquisition of Gold Standard. The project is strategically located 
adjacent to the north and within the Plan of Operations boundary of Nevada Gold Mines' Phoenix Operation. The Lewis 
Project has an Inferred Mineral Resource of 206,000 ounces of gold (7.74 million tonnes at 0.83 g/t gold) and several 
additional prospective targets that have the potential to expand the resource base. For additional detail, see the technical 
report entitled "Technical Report and Mineral Resource Estimate for the Lewis Project, Lander County, Nevada, USA” dated 
June 15, 2020 and an effective date of May 1, 2020, which is available on SEDAR and EDGAR under Gold Standard’s profile 
at www.sedarplus.ca and www.sec.gov, respectively, as well as the Company’s website. The Lewis Project is not considered 
to be a material project for the Company. No exploration activities are planned at the Lewis Project in 2023.

http://www.sedarplus.ca/
http://www.sec.gov/
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RISK FACTORS 

In addition to the usual risks associated with an investment 
in a mineral exploration, development, and operating 
company, the Company believes that, in particular, the risk 
factors set out below should be considered.  It should be 
noted that this list is not exhaustive and that other risk 
factors may apply.  If any of these risks materialize into 
actual events or circumstances or other possible additional 
risks and uncertainties of which the Directors of the 
Company are currently unaware or which they consider not 
to be material in relation to the Company’s business, 
actually occur, the Company’s assets, liabilities, financial 
condition, results of operations (including future results of 
operations), business, and business prospects could be 
materially adversely affected.  In such circumstances, the 
price of the Company’s securities could decline, and 
investors may lose all or part of their investment.  An 
investment in the Company may not be suitable for all 
investors.   

UNCERTAINTY IN THE ESTIMATION OF 
MINERAL RESERVES AND MINERAL 
RESOURCES   

The figures for Mineral Reserves and Mineral Resources 
contained in this AIF are estimates only and no 
assurance can be given that the anticipated tonnages 
and grades will be achieved, that the indicated level of 
recovery will be realized, or that Mineral Reserves or 
Mineral Resources will be mined or processed profitably.  
The Company cannot give any assurance that such 
estimates will be achieved. Failure to achieve such 
estimates could have an adverse impact on the 
Company’s future cash flows, profitability, results of 
operations and financial condition.   

Until a deposit is actually mined and processed, the 
quantity of metal and grades must be considered as 
estimates only. Actual Mineral Reserves or Mineral 
Resources may not conform to geological, metallurgical, 
or other expectations, and the volume and grade of ore 
recovered may differ from estimated levels. There are 
numerous uncertainties inherent in estimating Mineral 
Reserves and Mineral Resources, including many factors 
beyond the Company’s control. Such estimation is a 
subjective process, and the accuracy of any Mineral 
Reserve or Mineral Resource estimate is a function of the 
quantity and quality of available data and of the 

assumptions made and judgments used in engineering 
and geological interpretation.  It is inherently impossible 
to have full knowledge of particular geological 
structures, faults, voids, intrusions, natural variations in 
and within rock types and other occurrences. Failure to 
identify such occurrences in the Company’s assessment 
of Mineral Reserves and Mineral Resources may have a 
material adverse effect on the Company’s future cash 
flows, results of operations, and financial condition.   

Short-term operating factors relating to the Mineral 
Reserves, such as the need for orderly development of 
the ore bodies or the processing of new or different ore 
grades, may cause the mining operation to be 
unprofitable in any particular accounting period.  In 
addition, there can be no assurance that gold recoveries 
in small scale laboratory tests will be duplicated in larger 
scale tests under on-site conditions or during 
production.  Fluctuations in gold, silver, and base or 
other precious metals prices, results of drilling, 
metallurgical testing and production, and the evaluation 
of studies, reports, and plans subsequent to the date of 
any estimate may result in a revision of estimates from 
time to time or may render the estimates uneconomic to 
exploit.  Mineral Resource and Mineral Reserve data is 
not indicative of future results of operations.  Estimated 
Mineral Resources or Mineral Reserves for the 
Company’s properties are evaluated from time to time 
and may require adjustments or downward revisions 
based upon further exploration or development work, 
geological interpretation, drilling results, metal prices, or 
actual production experience.  Any material reductions 
in estimates could have a material adverse effect on the 
Company’s results of operations and financial condition.   

The category of Inferred Mineral Resource is the least 
reliable Mineral Resource category and is subject to the 
most variability.  Due to the uncertainty which may 
attach to Inferred Mineral Resources, there is no 
assurance that Inferred Mineral Resources will be 
upgraded to Proven Mineral Reserves and Probable 
Mineral Reserves as a result of continued exploration.  
Mineral Resources that are not Mineral Reserves do not 
have demonstrated economic viability.   

DEPENDENCE ON THE CAMINO ROJO OXIDE 
MINE 

The Camino Rojo Oxide Mine accounts for all of the 
Company's current production and is expected to 
continue to account for all of its production in the near 
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term. Any adverse condition affecting mining, 
processing conditions, expansion plans, or ongoing 
permitting at the Camino Rojo Oxide Mine could have a 
material adverse effect on the Company's financial 
performance and results of operations. Even though the 
Company has established mining operations and 
estimates of future production, various factors, 
including costs, actual mineralization, consistency and 
reliability of ore grades, processing rates, and 
commodity prices can affect cash flow and profitability, 
and there can be no assurance that current or future 
estimates of these factors will reflect actual results and 
performance. The cost and availability of suitable 
machinery, supplies, mining equipment, and skilled 
labour, the existence of competent operational 
management and prudent financial administration, as 
well as the availability and reliability of appropriately 
skilled and experienced consultants, can also affect 
successful project operations. The activities of the 
Company at the Camino Rojo Oxide Mine may also be 
subject to prolonged disruption from a variety of risks 
normally encountered in production of precious metals 
as further described below under “Risk Factors – 
Exploration, Development and Production Risks”. The 
failure of the Company to achieve its production 
estimates could have a material and adverse effect on its 
future cash flows, profitability, results of operations, and 
financial condition. 

INDEBTEDNESS 

As of December 31, 2023, Orla had indebtedness under 
its Revolving Facility as discussed under the heading 
“General Development of the Business – Developments 
During 2023”. As a result, the Company is required to use 
a portion of its cash flow to service principal and interest 
on its debt, which will limit the cash flow available for 
other business opportunities. The Company’s ability to 
make scheduled payments of the principal of, to pay 
interest on, or to refinance indebtedness depends on its 
future performance, which is subject to economic, 
financial, competitive, and other factors beyond its 
control. The Company may not generate cash flow from 
operations in the future sufficient to service debt and 
make necessary capital expenditures. If the Company is 
unable to generate such cash flow, it may be required to 
adopt one or more alternatives, such as selling assets, 
restructuring debt, or obtaining additional equity capital 
on terms that may be onerous or highly dilutive. The 
Company’s ability to refinance its indebtedness will 
depend on the capital markets and its financial condition 

at such time. The Company may not be able to engage 
in any of these activities or engage in these activities on 
desirable terms, which could result in a default. The 
terms of the Revolving Facility also require the Company 
to satisfy various affirmative and negative covenants 
and financial ratios. These covenants and ratios limit, 
among other things, the Company’s ability to incur 
further indebtedness, create certain liens on assets, 
engage in certain types of transactions, or pay dividends. 
The Company can provide no assurances that in the 
future, it will not be limited in its ability to respond to 
changes in its business or competitive activities or be 
restricted in its ability to engage in mergers, acquisitions, 
or dispositions or acquisitions of assets. Furthermore, a 
failure to comply with these covenants and ratios would 
likely result in an event of default under the Revolving 
Facility and would allow the lenders to accelerate the 
debt, which could materially and adversely affect the 
Company’s business, financial condition, and results of 
operations, as well as the market price of the Company’s 
securities.  

EXPLORATION, DEVELOPMENT, AND 
PRODUCTION RISKS 

The business of exploring for minerals, development, 
and mining involves a high degree of risk.  The 
operations of the Company may be disrupted by a 
variety of risks and hazards normally encountered in the 
exploration, development, and production of precious 
metals, including, without limitation, unusual and 
unexpected geologic formations, seismic activity, rock 
bursts, cave-ins, flooding, and other conditions involved 
in the drilling and removal of material, any of which 
could result in damage to, or destruction of, mines and 
other producing facilities, personal injury or loss of life, 
and damage to tailings dams, property, and 
environmental damage, all of which may result in 
possible legal liability.  The occurrence of any of these 
events could result in a prolonged interruption of the 
Company’s activities that would have a material adverse 
effect on its business, financial condition, results of 
operations, and prospects.  Further, the Company may 
be subject to liability or sustain losses in relation to 
certain risks and hazards against which it cannot insure 
or for which it may elect not to insure.  The occurrence 
of operational risks and/or a shortfall or lack of 
insurance coverage could have a material adverse 
impact on the Company’s results of operations and 
financial condition.   
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The exploration for and development of mineral 
deposits involves significant risks, which even a 
combination of careful evaluation, experience and 
knowledge may not eliminate.  While the discovery of an 
ore body may result in substantial rewards, few 
properties that are explored are ultimately developed 
into producing mines.  Even when mineralization is 
discovered, it may take several years until production is 
possible, during which time the economic feasibility of 
production may change.  Major expenses may be 
required to locate and establish Mineral Reserves, to 
develop metallurgical processes, and to construct 
mining and processing facilities at a particular site.  It is 
impossible to ensure that the exploration or 
development programs planned by Orla will result in a 
profitable commercial mining operation.  Whether a 
mineral deposit will be commercially viable depends on 
a number of factors, some of which are: the particular 
attributes of the deposit, such as size, grade and 
proximity to infrastructure, metal prices that are highly 
cyclical, and government regulations, including 
regulations relating to prices, taxes, royalties, land 
tenure, land use, importing and exporting of minerals, 
and environmental protection.  The exact effect of these 
factors cannot be accurately predicted, but the 
combination of these factors may result in the Company 
not receiving an adequate return on invested capital.  
There is no certainty that the expenditures made 
towards the search and evaluation of mineral deposits 
will result in discoveries or development of commercial 
quantities of ore.  Development projects have no 
operating history upon which to base estimates of future 
capital and operating costs.  For development projects, 
Mineral Resource estimates and estimates of operating 
costs are, to a large extent, based upon the 
interpretation of geologic data obtained from drill holes 
and other sampling techniques, and feasibility and pre-
feasibility studies, which derive estimates of capital and 
operating costs based upon anticipated tonnage and 
grades of ore to be mined and processed, ground 
conditions, the configuration of the ore body, expected 
recovery rates of minerals from ore, estimated 
operating costs, and other factors.  As a result, actual 
production, cash operating costs, and economic returns 
could differ significantly from those estimated.  It is not 
unusual for new mining operations to experience 
problems during the start-up phase, and delays in the 
commencement of production can often occur.   

FOREIGN COUNTRY AND POLITICAL RISK   

The Company’s principal mineral properties are located 
in Mexico and the United States.  The Company is subject 
to certain risks as a result of conducting foreign 
operations, including, but not limited to: currency 
fluctuations; possible political or economic instability 
that may result in the impairment or loss of mineral titles 
or other mineral rights; opposition from environmental 
or other non-governmental organizations; government 
regulations relating to the mining industry; 
renegotiation, cancellation, or forced modification of 
existing contracts; expropriation or nationalization of 
property; changes in laws or policies or increasing legal 
and regulatory requirements including those relating to 
taxation, royalties, imports, exports, duties, currency, or 
other claims by government entities, including 
retroactive claims and/or changes in the administration 
of laws, policies, and practices; uncertain political and 
economic environments; war, terrorism, narco-terrorist 
actions or activities, sabotage, and civil disturbances; 
delays in obtaining or the inability to obtain or maintain 
necessary governmental or similar permits or to operate 
in accordance with such permits or regulatory 
requirements; currency fluctuations; import and export 
regulations, including restrictions on the export of gold 
or other minerals; limitations on the repatriation of 
earnings; and increased financing costs.  Any changes in 
regulations or shifts in political attitudes are beyond the 
control of the Company and may adversely affect its 
business.   

The introduction of new tax laws, regulations, or rules, 
or changes to, or differing interpretation of, or 
application of, existing tax laws, regulations, or rules in 
any of the countries in which the Company currently 
conducts business or in the future may conduct 
business, could result in an increase in taxes, or other 
governmental charges, duties, or impositions.  No 
assurance can be given that new tax laws, rules, or 
regulations will not be enacted or that existing tax laws 
will not be changed, interpreted, or applied in a manner 
that could result in the Company being subject to 
additional taxation or that could otherwise have a 
material adverse effect on the Company.   

Although the Company believes that its exploration and 
production activities are currently carried out in 
accordance with all applicable rules and regulations, 
new rules and regulations may be enacted, and existing 
rules and regulations may be applied in a manner that 
could limit or curtail production or development of the 
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Company’s properties.  Amendments to current laws 
and regulations governing the operations and activities 
of the Company or more stringent implementation 
thereof could have a material adverse effect on the 
Company’s business, financial condition, and results of 
operations.   

The Company does not carry political risk insurance.   

The Company’s primary operations are currently 
conducted in Mexico. Violence in Mexico is well 
documented and has, over time, been increasing. 
Conflicts between the drug cartels and violent 
confrontations with authorities are not uncommon. 
Other criminal activity, such as kidnapping and 
extortion, is also an ongoing concern. Many incidents of 
crime and violence go unreported and efforts by police 
and other authorities to reduce criminal activity are 
challenged by a lack of resources, corruption, and the 
pervasiveness of organized crime. Incidents of criminal 
activity have occasionally affected the communities in 
the vicinity of the Company’s operations. Such incidents 
may prevent access to the Company’s mines or offices; 
halt or delay operations and production; result in harm 
to employees, contractors, visitors, or community 
members; increase employee absenteeism; create or 
increase tension in nearby communities; or otherwise 
adversely affect the Company’s ability to conduct 
business. The Company can provide no assurance that 
security incidents, in the future, will not have a material 
adverse effect on its operations. 

Additionally, on May 8, 2023, the Mexican government 
completed a decree reforming various provisions of the 
mining law (the "Decree"), which was published in the 
Official Gazette and became law on May 9, 2023. The 
Decree makes significant changes to the current mining 
laws, including but not limited to: reducing new mining 
license concession terms; restricting the granting of 
mining concessions requiring public auctions; imposing 
conditions on water use and availability; imposing 
regulations on mining concession transfers; imposing 
additional grounds for cancellation of mining 
concessions and further limitations on mining in 
protected areas; granting preferential rights to mining 
strategic minerals to state owned enterprises; imposing 
additional requirements for financial instruments to be 
provided to guarantee preventive, mitigation, and 
compensation measures resulting from the social 
impact assessment, as well as potential damages that 
may occur during mining activities. The full impact of the 
Decree on the Company is currently unknown, as the 

Mexican Government has yet to publish the associated 
regulations. 

On June 16, 2023, the Company filed an “Amparo” in the 
Second District Court of the State of Zacatecas against 
the Decree on various grounds. An Amparo is a judicial 
action to protect a party’s rights from acts or omissions 
of governmental authorities that violate the rights and 
guarantees of such party that are protected by the 
Mexican Constitution. On August 25, 2023, the District 
Court judge declined to grant the Company’s motion to 
suspend application of the Decree while the Company 
awaits a final judgment on its Amparo, which decision 
the Company has appealed. The hearing for the Amparo 
was held in December 2023. In February 2024, District 
Court dismissed the Company’s Amparo, which the 
Company intends to appeal to the Collegiate Circuit 
Court of Mexico. If our challenge to the Decree is not 
successful, the changes to the mining law may have 
material impacts on our current and future exploration 
activities and operations in Mexico, the extent of which 
is yet to be determined. 

THE CERRO QUEMA PROJECT  

The Company holds an interest in the Cerro Quema 
Project, located in Panama.  

On October 27, 2023, Panama’s President, Laurentino 
Cortizo Cohen, signed Decree 23-2023, which (i) banned 
the granting of new concessions for the exploration, 
extraction, transportation and exploitation of metal 
mining in Panama, (ii) rejected all pending requests for 
the granting of new concessions for the exploration, 
extraction, transport and exploitation of metal mining 
and (iii) ordered MICI to dispose of the files within three 
months of the passing of Decree 23-2023. On November 
3, 2023, the National Assembly of Panama passed Law 
407, which instituted a moratorium on granting, 
renewing, or extending concessions for the exploration, 
extraction, transportation or exploitation of metal 
mining in Panama. On December 15, 2023, MCQSA, the 
Company’s subsidiary that holds the Cerro Quema 
Project, received three resolutions from MICI, the 
Panamanian Ministry of Commerce and Industry. The 
resolutions rejected the Company’s request for 
extension for the concessions comprising the Cerro 
Quema Project, retroactively declared the concessions 
canceled, and declared the area comprising the 
concessions to be a reserve area under the Panamanian 
mining code. Under the Panamanian mining code, MICI 
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is prohibited from granting mining concessions for 
exploration or extraction on a reserve area.  

As a result of these developments and certain other 
factors, the Company incurred an impairment charge of 
$72.4 million in respect of the Cerro Quema Project for 
the financial year ended December 31, 2023. 

The Company is exploring all legal remedies available to 
protect its historical investments and potentially unlock 
additional value for its stakeholders, including pursuing 
its rights under the FTA. In accordance with the 
provisions of the FTA, the Company expects that it will 
submit a Notice of Intent to Arbitrate to the Government 
of Panama. The Notice of Intent facilitates consultations 
between the Government of Panama and the Company. 
In the event that such consultations are unsuccessful, 
the Company expects to proceed to file a Request for 
Arbitration. This arbitration process may not be effective 
or successful. Even if successful, there is no certainty as 
to the quantum or timing of any award on damages 
and/or compensatory interest, recovery of all, or any, 
legal costs, or the Company’s ability to enforce any 
award against Panama. If consultations and the 
arbitration process are unsuccessful, the Company will 
lose its ability to monetize or put the Cerro Quema 
Project into production. 

General elections in Panama are scheduled for May 5, 
2024.  

PERMITTING RISKS   

The Company’s operations in each of the jurisdictions in 
which it operates are subject to receiving and 
maintaining permits (including environmental permits) 
from appropriate governmental authorities.  
Furthermore, prior to any development on any of its 
properties, the Company must receive permits from 
appropriate governmental authorities.  The Company 
can provide no assurance that necessary permits will be 
obtained, that previously issued permits will not be 
suspended for a variety of reasons, including through 
government or court action, or that delays will not occur 
in connection with obtaining all necessary permits, 
renewals of permits for existing operations, or 
additional permits for any possible future changes to 
operations, or additional permits associated with new 
legislation. In addition, the timing of permits is uncertain 
and processing times may be negatively affected by 
unforeseen circumstances, such as COVID-19. The 
Company can provide no assurance that it will continue 

to hold or obtain, if required to, all permits necessary to 
develop or continue operating at any particular site, 
which would materially adversely affect its operations.   

At Camino Rojo, the Company has experienced 
permitting delays and denials by the Mexican federal 
environmental authority, SEMARNAT, in connection with 
the amendments to the MIA required for the mine as set 
forth in the 2021 Camino Rojo Report. The Company 
understands that other mining projects in Mexico are 
also experiencing extended delays and denials of 
permits due to the policies of the current Mexican 
Administration. Protracted delays in obtaining the 
amendments to the MIA may require the Company to 
revise mine plans or curtail expected production, which 
could materially adversely affect Camino Rojo’s 
operations. 

For the Company’s South Railroad Project, the BLM will 
need to publish the Notice of Intent in the Federal 
Register to officially commence the Environmental 
Impact Statement process for the project pursuant to 
NEPA. Once the Notice of Intent is published in the 
Federal Register, public scoping meetings can 
commence in conjunction with the Environmental 
Impact Statement. If successful, this process will 
culminate in the BLM issuing a Record of Decision permit 
for the project. The Company will also need an Individual 
Section 404 Permit from the United States Army Corps 
of Engineers and this agency will be a cooperating 
agency on the NEPA documents.   

South Railroad will also require various other 
environmental permits issued by the Nevada 
Department of Environmental Protection and from 
other state and local agencies. In particular, South 
Railroad is located in greater sage grouse habitat and the 
project will be subject to the Nevada Conservation Credit 
System (the “CCS”), a regulatory framework designed to 
offset the impact to greater sage-grouse from 
anthropogenic disturbances, such as mining. The CCS 
will require South Railroad (as a debit generator) to 
acquire or purchase credits under the system, which 
may lead to increased operational costs and potential 
delays. Further, changes in the greater sage grouse 
population, evolving interpretations of existing rules 
under the CCS or alterations in the credit system itself 
may lead to additional costs and delays. There can be no 
assurance that the Company will acquire sage grouse 
credits on economically acceptable terms.  
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ENVIRONMENTAL AND OTHER REGULATORY 
REQUIREMENTS   

The activities of the Company are subject to 
environmental regulations promulgated by government 
agencies from time to time.  Environmental legislation 
generally provides for restrictions and prohibitions on 
spills, releases, or emissions of various substances 
produced in association with certain mining industry 
operations, such as seepage from tailings disposal areas, 
which would result in environmental pollution.  A breach 
of such legislation may result in imposition of fines and 
penalties.  In addition, certain types of operations 
require the submission and approval of environmental 
impact assessments. Environmental legislation is 
evolving to stricter standards and enforcement, and 
fines and penalties for noncompliance are more 
stringent. Environmental assessments of proposed 
projects carry a heightened degree of responsibility for 
companies and directors, officers, and employees.  The 
cost of compliance with changes in governmental 
regulations has a potential to reduce the profitability of 
operations.  Environmental hazards may exist on the 
properties in which the Company holds its interests or 
on properties that will be acquired which are unknown 
to the Company at present and which have been caused 
by previous or existing owners or operators of those 
properties.   

The Company’s current or future activities, including 
exploration and development activities and operations 
of the Company require licenses, permits, or other 
approvals from various governmental authorities and 
activities are and will be governed by laws and 
regulations governing exploration, labour standards, 
occupational health, waste disposal, toxic substances, 
land use, environmental protection, safety, mine 
permitting, and other matters. Companies engaged in 
exploration and development activities generally 
experience increased costs and delays as a result of the 
need to comply with applicable laws, regulations, and 
permits.  There can be no assurance that all permits that 
the Company may require for exploration and 
development will be obtainable on reasonable terms or 
on a timely basis, or that such laws and regulations 
would not have an adverse effect on any project that the 
Company may undertake.  The Company believes it is in 
substantial compliance with all material laws and 
regulations that currently apply to its activities and that 
it does not currently have any material environmental 
obligations.  However, there may be unforeseen 

environmental liabilities resulting from exploration, 
development, and/or mining activities and these may be 
costly to remedy.   

The Company does not maintain insurance against all 
environmental risks.  As a result, any claims against the 
Company may result in liabilities that could have a 
significant adverse effect on the operations and financial 
condition of the Company.   

Failure to comply with applicable laws, regulations, and 
permitting requirements may result in enforcement 
actions thereunder, including orders issued by 
regulatory or judicial authorities causing operations to 
cease or be curtailed, and may include corrective 
measures requiring capital expenditures, installation of 
additional equipment, or remedial actions.  Parties 
engaged in exploration and development operations 
may be required to compensate those suffering loss or 
damage by reason of the exploration and development 
activities and may have civil or criminal fines or penalties 
imposed for violations of applicable laws or regulations 
and, in particular, environmental laws.   

Amendments to current laws, regulations, and permits 
governing operations and activities of exploration 
companies, or more stringent implementation thereof, 
could have a material adverse impact on the Company 
and cause increases in expenditures and costs or 
require abandonment or delays in developing new 
mining properties.   

The Company cannot give any assurances that breaches 
of environmental laws (whether inadvertent or not) or 
environmental pollution will not materially or adversely 
affect its financial condition.  There is no assurance that 
future changes to environmental regulation, if any, will 
not adversely affect the Company.   

For example, an ecological tax implemented by the state 
Congress of Zacatecas in 2017 could have a significant 
impact on the economics of the Camino Rojo Project. 
This tax is applied to cubic metres of material extracted 
during mining, square metres of material impacted by 
dangerous substances, tonnes of carbon dioxide 
produced during mining processes, and tonnes of waste 
stored in landfills. Due to the uncertainty of application 
of this tax and turbulence between active mining 
companies and the State of Zacatecas, the long-term 
effects and implementation of this ecological tax are 
currently unknown and were not considered in the 2021 
Camino Rojo Report. The Company has received 
assessments in respect of this tax; however, the 
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Company’s view is that the sections of the law pursuant 
to which these assessments have been issued do not 
apply to the Company at this time and, accordingly, the 
Company has filed the appropriate appeals. We expect 
this matter will be resolved by judicial process.  Due to 
this uncertainty, no amounts have been accrued in the 
Company’s financial statements in respect of this 
ecological tax. The amounts eventually paid in respect of 
this tax could be material.  

THE CAMINO ROJO PROJECT MINERAL 
RESOURCE ESTIMATE ASSUMES THAT THE 
COMPANY CAN ACCESS MINERAL TITLES AND 
LANDS THAT ARE NOT CONTROLLED BY THE 
COMPANY   

All of the mineralization comprised in the Company’s 
Mineral Resource estimate with respect to the Camino 
Rojo Project is contained on mineral titles controlled by 
Orla. However, the Mineral Resource estimate assumes 
that the north wall of the conceptual floating pit cone 
used to demonstrate reasonable prospects for eventual 
economic extraction extends onto lands where mineral 
title is held by Fresnillo and that waste would be mined 
on Fresnillo’s mineral titles. On December 21, 2020, Orla 
announced that it had completed the Layback 
Agreement. The Layback Agreement allows Orla to 
expand the Camino Rojo Oxide Mine pit onto part of 
Fresnillo’s mineral concession located immediately 
north of Orla’s property. This expansion will increase 
oxide ore available for extraction on Orla’s property 
below the pit outlined in Orla’s previous 2019 Camino 
Rojo Report.   

However, the Layback Agreement is only with respect to 
the portion of the heap leach material included in the 
current Mineral Reserve. As such, any potential 
development of the Camino Rojo Project that includes 
an open pit encompassing the entire Mineral Resource 
estimate would be dependent on an additional 
agreement with Fresnillo (or any potential subsequent 
owner of the mineral titles). It is estimated that 
approximately two-thirds of the mill resource estimate 
and one-quarter of the leach resource estimate 
comprising the Mineral Resource estimate are 
dependent on this additional agreement being entered 
into with Fresnillo. The leach Mineral Resource 
dependent on the additional agreement is mainly 
comprised of less oxidized transitional material with the 
lowest predicted heap-leach recoveries.  

Delays in, or failure to obtain, an additional agreement 
with Fresnillo would affect the development of a 
significant portion of the Mineral Resources of the 
Camino Rojo Project that are not included in the 2021 
Camino Rojo Report mine plan, in particular by limiting 
access to significant mineralized material at depth.  
There can be no assurance that the Company will be able 
to negotiate such additional agreement on terms that 
are satisfactory to the Company and Fresnillo or that 
there will not be delays in obtaining the necessary 
additional agreement.  Should such a subsequent 
agreement with Fresnillo not be obtained on favourable 
terms, the economics of any potential mine 
development using the full Mineral Resource estimate 
would be significantly negatively impacted.   

MINERAL RESOURCE ESTIMATIONS FOR THE 
CAMINO ROJO PROJECT ARE ONLY 
ESTIMATES AND RELY ON CERTAIN 
ASSUMPTIONS   

The estimation of Mineral Resources relies on the 
judgment of the independent Qualified Person 
preparing the estimates. The process relies on the 
quantity and quality of available data and is based on 
knowledge, mining experience, analysis of drilling 
results, and industry practices. Valid estimates made at 
a given time may significantly change when new 
information becomes available. 

In particular, the estimation of Mineral Resources for the 
Camino Rojo Project has assumed that there is a 
reasonable prospect for reaching an additional 
agreement with Fresnillo with respect to the mill 
resource included in the Mineral Resource estimate.  
While the Company believes that the Mineral Resource 
estimates for the Camino Rojo Project are well 
established and reflect best estimates, by their nature 
resource estimates are imprecise and depend on 
inferences that may ultimately prove to be inaccurate, 
including the assumption that an additional agreement 
with Fresnillo will be reached. 

Although all mineralization included in the Company’s 
Mineral Resource estimate for the Camino Rojo Project 
are located on mineral concessions controlled by the 
Company, failure to reach an additional agreement with 
Fresnillo would result in a significant reduction of the 
Mineral Resource estimate by limiting access to Mineral 
Resources below the current Mineral Reserves. Any 
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material changes in Mineral Resource estimates may 
have a material adverse effect on the Company.   

SURFACE RIGHTS 

Camino Rojo 

There are four ejido communities in the vicinity of the 
main area of drilling at the Camino Rojo Project and 
other ejido lands cover most of the rest of the property.  
The lands that are used by the Company for the open pit 
mine and heap leach facility are subject to an 
expropriation agreement between the Company and the 
Ejido San Tiburcio. Currently, the Company has the legal 
possession of such lands until 2043. For exploration 
activities, the Company enters into temporary 
occupation agreements with the ejido communities, 
which allow the Company to use the surface of the lands 
for its mining activities for a set period of time.  In 
Mexico, mining rights that are covered under a 
concession do not include direct ownership or 
possession rights over the surface, or surface access, 
and at any particular time the Company may be involved 
in negotiations with various ejido communities to enter 
into new temporary occupation agreements or other 
surface access agreements or amend existing 
agreements. Failure to reach new agreements or 
disputes regarding existing agreements may cause, 
blockades, suspension of operations, delays to projects, 
and, on occasion, may lead to legal disputes.  Any such 
failure to reach new agreements or disputes regarding 
existing agreements may have a material adverse effect 
on the Company’s business.  

South Railroad 

Access to the Company’s South Railroad Project and 
certain mineral properties at the project are or will be 
governed by surface use agreements or other forms of 
access rights or agreements such as easements and 
rights-of-way. Failure to meet or otherwise satisfy 
required contractual obligations and make payments 
with respect to such agreements and rights or to 
otherwise obtain such agreements or rights may result 
in loss of access to the project or to certain 
mineral properties.  

TITLE MATTERS 

The acquisition of title to mineral tenures in Mexico and 
the United States is a detailed and time-consuming 

process.  Although the Company has diligently 
investigated title to all mineral tenures and, to the best 
of its knowledge, title to all of its properties is in good 
standing, this should not be construed as a guarantee of 
title. The Company can provide no assurances that there 
are no title defects affecting its properties. Other parties 
may dispute title to any of the Company’s mineral 
properties and any of the Company’s properties may be 
subject to prior unregistered liens, agreements, 
transfers or claims, and title may be affected by, among 
other things, undetected encumbrances or defects or 
governmental actions.  Title to the Company’s properties 
may also be affected by undisclosed and undetected 
defects.  If any claim or challenge is made regarding title, 
the Company may be subject to monetary claims or be 
unable to develop properties as permitted or to enforce 
its rights with respect to its properties. 

Certain of the Company’s mineral rights at the South 
Railroad Project consist of unpatented mining claims. 
Unpatented mining claims are unique real property 
interests and are generally considered to be subject to 
greater risk than other real property interests because 
the legal validity of unpatented mining claims is often 
uncertain. Unpatented mining claims provide only 
possessory title and their legal validity is often subject to 
contest by third parties or the federal government. 
These uncertainties relate to such things as the 
sufficiency of mineral discovery, proper posting and 
marking of mining claim boundaries and location 
monuments, assessment work, unregistered 
agreements, undetected defects, and possible conflicts 
with other mining claims. Since a substantial portion of 
all mineral exploration, development and mining in the 
western United States now occurs on unpatented 
mining claims, this uncertainty is inherent in the mining 
industry.  

The South Railroad Project is also subject to annual 
compliance with assessment work or fee requirements, 
property taxes, lease payments and other contractual 
payments and obligations. Any failure to make such 
payments or comply with such requirements or 
obligations could result in the loss of all or a portion of 
the Company’s interest in the South Railroad Project.  

In addition, certain of the Company’s subsurface mineral 
rights to the South Railroad Project are secured or 
controlled by a contractual interest in private surface 
and mineral property in the form of various surface use 
agreements and mining/mineral leases. Subject to the 
terms of those agreements and leases, certain of those 
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agreements and leases may not have provisions for 
automatic renewal. If the Company is not able to 
negotiate for the extension of those agreements and 
leases they may expire and no longer form part of the 
Company’s mineral portfolio, which may have a material 
adverse effect on the Company’s business.  

WATER RIGHTS 

The Company’s current and future mining operations 
will require significant quantities of water for mining, ore 
processing and related support facilities. In particular, 
the Company’s properties in Mexico and Nevada are in 
areas where water is scarce and competition among 
users for continuing access to water is significant. 
Continuous production and project development is 
dependent on the Company’s ability to acquire and 
maintain water rights and claims and to defeat claims 
adverse to current water uses in legal proceedings. The 
Company cannot predict the potential outcome of future 
legal proceedings relating to enforcement of water 
rights, claims and uses, or potential pressure from other 
users of water, government agencies and officials, 
and/or non-governmental organizations to limit the 
amount of water made available to or used for mining 
activities, regardless of legally valid water rights. Water 
shortages may also result from weather or 
environmental and climate impacts outside of the 
Company’s control, see “Risk Factors – Climate Change 
Risk”. Shortages in water supply or the inability to 
acquire and maintain water rights could result in 
development delays, as well as production and 
processing interruptions. In addition, the scarcity of 
water in certain regions could result in increased costs 
to obtain sufficient quantities of water for the Company 
to develop projects or conduct operations.  

The loss of some or all water rights, ongoing litigation to 
enforce existing or new water rights, ongoing shortages 
of water to which the Company has rights and/or 
significantly higher costs to obtain sufficient quantities 
of water could result in the Company’s inability to 
develop its projects, maintain production at current or 
expected levels, require the Company to curtail or shut 
down mining operations and could prevent the 
Company from pursuing expansion or development 
opportunities, which could adversely affect the 
Company’s results of operations and financial condition. 
Laws and regulations may be introduced in some 
jurisdictions in which the Company operates which 
could also limit access to sufficient water resources, 

adversely affecting existing operations or expansion or 
development plans. 

For example, in Nevada, where the Company’s South 
Railroad Project is located, all water belongs to the public 
and is subject to appropriation for beneficial uses, such 
as mining. The Nevada State Engineer is responsible for 
administering and enforcing Nevada water law, which 
includes the appropriation of surface and ground water 
in the State. Water rights may be acquired by making an 
application to the State Engineer to acquire new water 
rights, or by leasing or purchasing existing water rights 
from a third party. New water rights are issued by the 
State Engineer based on prior appropriation (also known 
as “first in time, first in right”), which prioritizes parties 
with senior water rights in the event of overallocation, 
and water availability within an applicable hydrographic 
basin. The acquisition of water rights in Nevada is a 
systemic issue in mining and if water rights cannot be 
obtained on economically viable terms by the Company, 
the development of the South Railroad Project will be 
delayed or may no longer be economically feasible. 

NATURAL DISASTERS, TERRORIST ACTS, 
HEALTH CRISES AND OTHER DISRUPTIONS 
AND DISLOCATIONS, INCLUDING BY THE 
COVID-19 PANDEMIC, WHETHER THOSE 
EFFECTS ARE LOCAL, NATIONWIDE OR 
GLOBAL 

Upon the occurrence of a natural disaster, pandemic, or 
upon an incident of war, riot, or civil unrest, the impacted 
country, and the overall global economy, may not 
efficiently and quickly recover from such an event, which 
could have a material adverse effect on the Company. 
Terrorist attacks, public health crises including 
epidemics, pandemics, outbreaks of new infectious 
diseases or viruses, and related events can result in 
volatility and disruption to global supply chains, 
operations, mobility of people, patterns of consumption 
and service, and the financial markets, which could 
affect interest rates, credit ratings, credit risk, inflation, 
business, financial conditions, results of operations, and 
other factors relevant to the Company.  

Global markets have been adversely impacted by 
emerging infectious diseases and/or the threat of 
outbreaks of viruses, other contagions or epidemic 
diseases, including the novel COVID-19, and many 
industries, including the mining industry, have been 
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impacted. The outbreak has led to a widespread crisis 
that is adversely affecting the economies and financial 
markets of many countries. If increased levels of 
volatility continue, or in the event of a rapid 
destabilization of global economic conditions, there may 
be an adverse effect on commodity prices, demand for 
metals, availability of equity or credit, investor 
confidence, and general financial market liquidity, all of 
which may adversely affect the Company’s business and 
the market price of the Company’s securities. In addition, 
there may not be an adequate response to emerging 
infectious diseases, or significant restrictions may be 
imposed by a government, either of which may impact 
mining operations. There are potentially significant 
economic and social impacts, including labour shortages 
and shutdowns, delays and disruption in supply chains, 
social unrest, government or regulatory actions or 
inactions, including quarantines, travel restrictions, 
declaration of national emergencies, permanent 
changes in taxation or policies, decreased demand or 
the inability to sell and deliver doré or concentrates and 
resulting commodities, declines in the price of 
commodities, delays in permitting or approvals, 
suspensions or mandated shut downs of operations, 
governmental disruptions, or other unknown events 
with potentially significant impacts. At this time, the 
Company cannot accurately predict what impacts there 
will be or what effects these conditions will have on the 
business, including those uncertainties relating to the 
ultimate geographic spread, the duration of the 
outbreak, and the length of restrictions or responses 
that have been or may be imposed by the governments. 
Given the global nature of the Company’s operations, 
the Company may not be able to accurately predict 
which operations will be impacted. Any outbreak or 
threat of an outbreak of a contagious or epidemic 
disease could have a material adverse effect on the 
Company, its business and operational results, and the 
market price of its securities. 

FINANCING RISKS 

The Company’s mining, process, exploration, and 
development activities may require additional financing. 
Historically, the Company has been financed through 
the issuance of Common Shares, debt, and other equity 
securities. Although the Company has been successful in 
the past in obtaining financing, there can be no 
assurance that additional funding, if required, will be 
available to it in the future to fulfill the Company’s 
existing obligations or further exploration and 

development and, if obtained, on terms favourable to 
the Company. The ability of the Company to arrange 
additional financing in the future will depend, in part, on 
prevailing capital market conditions as well as the 
business performance of the Company. If the Company 
raises additional financing through the issuance of 
Common Shares or securities convertible into Common 
Shares, this may result in dilution to the equity 
ownership of the Company’s existing shareholders. 
Failure to obtain required financing could result in delay 
or indefinite postponement of its anticipated activities in 
the coming years and could cause the Company to 
forfeit its interests in some or all of the Company’s 
properties or to reduce or terminate the Company’s 
operations. Failure to obtain required financing would 
have a material adverse effect on the Company’s 
business, financial condition, and results of operations. 

PRODUCTION ESTIMATES   

The Company has Mineral Reserve estimations for 
certain of its projects as set forth in this AIF. Such 
estimates are based on a Pre-Feasibility or Feasibility 
Study. The Company has also published production and 
cost guidance for 2024. The Company cannot give any 
assurance that such estimates will be achieved. Failure 
to achieve such estimates could have an adverse impact 
on the Company’s future cash flows, profitability, results 
of operations, and financial condition. The realization of 
estimates is dependent on, among other things, the 
accuracy of Mineral Reserve and Mineral Resource 
estimates, the accuracy of assumptions regarding 
grades and recovery rates, ground conditions (including 
hydrology), the physical characteristics of deposits, the 
presence or absence of particular metallurgical 
characteristics, and the accuracy of the estimated rates 
and costs of mining, haulage, and processing. Actual 
production may vary from estimates for a variety of 
reasons, including the actual ore mined varying from 
estimates of grade or tonnage; dilution and metallurgical 
and other characteristics (whether based on 
representative samples of ore or not); short-term 
operating factors such as the need for sequential 
development of ore bodies; mine failures or slope 
failures; industrial accidents; natural phenomena such 
as inclement weather conditions, floods, droughts, rock 
slides, and earthquakes; encountering unusual or 
unexpected geological conditions; changes in power 
costs and potential power shortages; shortages of 
principal supplies needed for mining operations, 
including explosives, fuels, chemical reagents, water, 
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equipment parts, and lubricants; plant and equipment 
failure; the inability to process certain types of ores; 
labour shortages or strikes; and restrictions or 
regulations imposed by government agencies or other 
changes in the regulatory environment. Such 
occurrences could also result in damage to mineral 
properties or mines, interruptions in production, injury 
or death to persons, damage to property of the 
Company or others, monetary losses, and legal liabilities, 
in addition to adversely affecting mineral production.  

COST ESTIMATES 

Capital and operating cost estimates discussed herein 
may not prove accurate. Capital and operating cost 
estimates are based on the interpretation of geological 
data, feasibility studies, anticipated climatic conditions, 
market conditions for required products and services, 
and other factors and assumptions regarding foreign 
exchange currency rates. Any of the following events 
could affect the ultimate accuracy of such estimate: 
unanticipated changes in grade and tonnage of ore to be 
mined and processed; incorrect data on which 
engineering assumptions are made; delay in 
construction schedules, unanticipated transportation 
costs; the accuracy of major equipment and 
construction cost estimates; labour negotiations; 
changes in government regulation (including regulations 
regarding prices, cost of consumables, royalties, duties, 
taxes, permitting, and restrictions on production quotas 
on exportation of minerals); and title claims. Changes in 
the Company’s anticipated production costs could have 
a major impact on any future profitability. Changes in 
costs of the Company’s anticipated mining and 
processing operations could occur as a result of 
unforeseen events, including international and local 
economic and political events, a change in commodity 
prices, increased costs (including oil, steel, and diesel) 
and scarcity of labour, and could result in changes in 
profitability or Mineral Reserve and Mineral Resource 
estimates. Many of these factors may be beyond the 
Company’s control. There is no assurance that actual 
costs will not exceed such estimates. Exceeding cost 
estimates could have an adverse impact on the 
Company’s future results of operations or financial 
condition.  

METAL PRICES  

The Company’s long-term viability depends, in large part, 
upon the market price of gold and silver. Market price 

fluctuations of gold could adversely affect the 
profitability of the Company’s operations and lead to 
impairments and write downs of mineral properties. 
Metal prices have fluctuated widely, particularly in 
recent years. The marketability of metals is also affected 
by numerous other factors beyond the control of the 
Company, including government regulations relating to 
price, royalties, global consumption patterns, supply of, 
and demand for, metals, speculative activities, allowable 
production, and importing and exporting of minerals, 
the effect of which cannot accurately be predicted. There 
can be no assurance that the price of any commodities 
will be such that any of the properties in which the 
Company has an interest may be mined at a profit.  

Declining metal prices can also impact operations by 
requiring a reassessment of the feasibility of a particular 
project. Even if a project is ultimately determined to be 
economically viable, the need to conduct such a 
reassessment may cause substantial delays and/or may 
interrupt operations until the reassessment can be 
completed, which may have a material adverse effect on 
the Company’s results of operations.  

UNKNOWN LIABILITIES IN CONNECTION 
WITH ACQUISITIONS  

As part of the Company’s acquisitions, the Company has 
assumed certain liabilities and risks. While the Company 
conducted thorough due diligence in connection with 
such acquisitions, there may be liabilities or risks that 
the Company failed, or was unable, to discover in the 
course of performing the due diligence investigations or 
for which the Company was not indemnified. Any such 
liabilities, individually or in the aggregate, could have a 
material adverse effect on the Company’s financial 
position and results of operations. 

GLOBAL FINANCIAL CONDITIONS  

Market events and conditions, including the disruptions 
in the international credit markets and other financial 
systems, along with political instability, falling currency 
prices expressed in United States dollars, ongoing 
hostilities in Ukraine and sanctions imposed by nations 
on Russia and Belarus, the uncertainty surrounding 
global supply chain, inflation, interest rates, and the 
critical measures implemented by governments globally 
related to the recent spread of diseases have resulted in 
commodity prices remaining volatile. These conditions 
have also caused fear and a loss of confidence in global 
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credit markets, resulting in a climate of greater volatility, 
tighter regulations, less liquidity, widening credit 
spreads, increased credit losses, and tighter credit 
conditions. Notwithstanding various actions by 
governments, concerns about the general condition of 
the capital markets, financial instruments, banks and 
investment banks, insurers, and other financial 
institutions have caused the broader credit markets to 
be volatile. These events are illustrative of the effect that 
events beyond the Company’s control may have on: 
commodity prices; demand for metals, including gold 
and silver; availability of credit; investor confidence; and 
general financial market liquidity, all of which may 
adversely affect the Company’s business.   

These factors may impact the ability of the Company to 
obtain equity or debt financing in the future and, if 
obtained, on terms favourable to the Company. 
Increased levels of volatility and market turmoil can 
adversely impact the Company’s operations and the 
value, and the price of the Common Shares could be 
adversely affected.   

UNINSURED RISKS   

Exploration, development, and production operations 
on mineral properties involve numerous risks, including 
but not limited to unexpected or unusual geological 
operating conditions, rock bursts, cave-ins, fires, floods, 
landslides, earthquakes, and other environmental 
occurrences, risks relating to the storage and shipment 
of precious metal concentrates or doré bars, and 
political and social instability. Such occurrences could 
result in damage to mineral properties, damage to 
underground development, damage to production 
facilities, personal injury or death, environmental 
damage to the Company’s properties or the properties 
of others, delays in the ability to undertake exploration, 
monetary losses, and possible legal liability. Should such 
liabilities arise, they could reduce or eliminate future 
profitability and result in increasing costs and a decline 
in the value of the securities of the Company.   

Although the Company maintains insurance to protect 
against certain risks in such amounts as it considers 
reasonable, its insurance policies do not cover all the 
potential risks associated with a mining company’s 
operations. The Company may also be unable to 
maintain insurance to cover these risks at economically 
feasible premiums. Insurance coverage may not 
continue to be available or may not be adequate to cover 
any resulting liability. Moreover, insurance against risks 

such as environmental pollution or other hazards as a 
result of exploration and production is not always 
available to the Company or to other companies in the 
mining industry on acceptable terms. The Company 
might also become subject to liability for pollution or 
other hazards which it may not be insured against or 
which the Company may elect not to insure against 
because of premium costs or other reasons. The 
Company does not currently maintain insurance against 
political risks, underground development risks, 
production facilities risks, business interruption or loss 
of profits, theft of doré bars, the economic value to re-
create core samples, environmental risks, and other 
risks. Furthermore, insurance limits currently in place 
may not be sufficient to cover losses arising from 
insured events. Losses from any of the above events 
may cause the Company to incur significant costs that 
could have a material adverse effect upon its financial 
performance and results of operations. 

CLIMATE CHANGE 

A number of governments have introduced or are 
moving to introduce climate change legislation and 
treaties at the international, national, state/provincial, 
and local levels. Regulation relating to emission levels 
(such as carbon taxes), energy efficiency, and reporting 
of climate-change related risks is becoming more 
stringent. If the current regulatory trend continues, this 
may result in increased costs at some or all of the 
Company’s operations. In addition, the physical risks of 
climate change may also have an adverse effect on the 
Company’s operations. These risks include, among other 
things, extreme weather events, resource shortages, 
changes in rainfall and in storm patterns and intensities, 
water shortages, and extreme temperatures. Climate-
related events such as mudslides, floods, droughts and 
fires can also have significant impacts, directly and 
indirectly, on the Company’s operations and could result 
in damage to facilities, disruptions in accessing its sites 
with labour and essential materials or in shipping 
products from its mines, risks to the safety and security 
of its personnel and to communities, shortages of 
required supplies such as fuel and chemicals, inability to 
source enough water to supply its development and 
operations (see “Risk Factors – Water Rights” above), and 
the temporary or permanent cessation of one or more 
of the Company’s operations. 

There can be no assurance that efforts to mitigate the 
risks of climate changes will be effective and that the 
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physical risks of climate change will not have an adverse 
effect on the Company’s business, financial condition, 
and results of operations. 

COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE 

The mineral exploration business is competitive in all of 
its phases. The Company competes with numerous 
other companies and individuals, including competitors 
with greater financial, technical, and other resources 
than the Company, in the search for and acquisition of 
exploration and development rights on desirable 
mineral properties, for capital to finance its activities, 
and in the recruitment and retention of qualified 
employees. There is no assurance that the Company will 
continue to be able to compete successfully with its 
competitors in acquiring exploration and development 
rights, financing, or recruiting and retaining employees. 

CONFLICTS OF INTEREST   

The Company’s Directors and officers may serve as 
directors or officers of other companies or have 
significant shareholdings in other resource companies 
and, to the extent that such other companies may 
participate in ventures in which the Company may 
participate, the Directors of the Company may have a 
conflict of interest in negotiating and concluding terms 
respecting the extent of such participation. In the event 
that such a conflict of interest arises at a meeting of the 
Company’s Directors, a Director who has such a conflict 
will abstain from voting for or against the approval of 
such participation or such terms. In accordance with the 
CBCA, the Directors of the Company are required to act 
honestly, in good faith and in the best interests of the 
Company.  

COMPLIANCE WITH ANTI-CORRUPTION LAWS   

The Company is subject to various anti-corruption laws 
and regulations including, but not limited to, the 
Canadian Corruption of Foreign Public Officials Act, the US 
Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, and similar laws in any 
country in which the Company conducts business. In 
general, these laws prohibit a company and its 
employees and intermediaries from bribing or making 
other prohibited payments to foreign officials or other 
persons to obtain or retain business or gain some other 
business advantage. In recent years, there has been a 
general increase in both the frequency of enforcement 
and the severity of penalties under such laws, resulting 

in greater scrutiny and punishment to companies 
convicted of violating anti-corruption and anti-bribery 
laws. Furthermore, a company may be found liable for 
violations by not only its employees, but also by its 
contractors and third-party agents.  

The Company’s Camino Rojo Project is located in Mexico 
and the Cerro Quema Project is located in Panama, both 
of which countries which are perceived as having fairly 
high levels of corruption. Orla cannot predict the nature, 
scope, or effect of future anti-corruption regulatory 
requirements to which the Company’s operations might 
be subject or the manner in which existing laws might be 
administered or interpreted.   

Failure to comply with the applicable legislation and 
other similar foreign laws could expose the Company 
and/or its senior management to civil and/or criminal 
penalties, other sanctions and remedial measures, legal 
expenses, and reputational damage, all of which could 
materially and adversely affect the Company’s business, 
financial condition, and results of operations. Likewise, 
any investigation of any potential violations of the 
applicable anti-corruption legislation by Canadian, 
American, or foreign authorities could also have an 
adverse impact on the Company’s business, financial 
condition, and results of operations.  

As a consequence of these legal and regulatory 
requirements, the Company has instituted policies with 
regard to anti-corruption and anti-bribery, as well as 
business ethics, which have been designed to ensure 
that Orla and its employees comply with applicable anti-
corruption laws and regulations. However, there can be 
no assurance or guarantee that such efforts have been 
and will be completely effective in ensuring the 
Company’s compliance, and the compliance of its 
employees, consultants, contractors, and other agents, 
with all applicable anti-corruption laws and regulations.   

SHARE PRICE FLUCTUATIONS   

The Common Shares are listed and posted for trading on 
the TSX and the NYSE American. An investment in the 
Company’s securities is highly speculative. In recent 
years, the securities markets have experienced a high 
level of price and volume volatility, and the market price 
of securities of many companies, particularly those 
considered exploration, development, and early-
production stage companies such as the Company, have 
experienced wide fluctuations in price which have not 
necessarily been related to the operating performance, 
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underlying asset values, or prospects of such 
companies. There can be no assurance that continual 
fluctuations in price will not occur.  

TAX MATTERS  

The Company is subject to income taxes and other taxes 
in a variety of jurisdictions and the Company’s tax 
structure is subject to review by both Canadian and 
foreign taxation authorities. The Company’s taxes are 
affected by a number of factors, some of which are 
outside of its control, including the application and 
interpretation of the relevant tax laws and treaties. If the 
Company’s filing position were to be challenged for 
whatever reason, this could have a material adverse 
effect on the Company’s business, results of operations, 
and financial condition.   

CURRENCY FLUCTUATIONS   

The Company’s operations in Mexico and the United 
States make it subject to foreign currency fluctuations 
and such fluctuations may materially affect the 
Company’s financial position and results. The Company 
reports its financial results in U.S. dollars, with the 
majority of transactions denominated in U.S. dollars, 
Canadian dollars, and Mexican pesos. As the exchange 
rates of the Canadian dollar and Mexican peso fluctuate 
against the U.S. dollar, the Company will experience 
foreign exchange gains or losses. As at the date of this 
AIF, the Company does not have any outstanding 
forward contracts and does not use an active hedging 
strategy to reduce the risk associated with currency 
fluctuations but may decide to do so in the future. 

LIMITED OPERATING HISTORY   

The Company has a limited history of generating 
operating revenues and profits and the development of 
the Company’s other properties will require the 
commitment of substantial financial resources. The 
amount and timing of expenditures will depend on a 
number of factors, some of which are beyond the 
Company’s control, including the progress of ongoing 
exploration, studies, and development, the results of 
consultant analysis and recommendations, and the 
execution of any joint venture agreements with strategic 
parties, if any. There can be no assurance that the 
Company will continue to generate profits in the future.   

LITIGATION RISK   

All industries, including the mining industry, are subject 
to legal claims, with and without merit. Defence and 
settlement costs of legal claims can be substantial, even 
with respect to claims that have no merit. Due to the 
inherent uncertainty of the litigation and dispute 
resolution process, the litigation process could take 
away from management time and efforts and the 
resolution of any particular legal proceeding to which 
the Company may become subject could have a material 
adverse effect on the Company’s financial position, 
results of operations, or the Company’s property 
development or operations. 

ACQUISITIONS AND INTEGRATION 

From time to time, the Company examines opportunities 
to acquire additional mining assets and businesses. Any 
acquisition that the Company may choose to complete 
may be of a significant size, may change the scale of the 
Company’s business and operations, and may expose 
the Company to new geographic, political, operating, 
financial, and geological risks. The Company’s success in 
its acquisition activities depends on its ability to identify 
suitable acquisition candidates, negotiate acceptable 
terms for any such acquisition, and integrate the 
acquired operations successfully with those of the 
Company. Any acquisitions would be accompanied by 
risks. For example, there may be a significant change in 
commodity prices after the Company has committed to 
complete the transaction and established the purchase 
price or exchange ratio; a material property may prove 
to be below expectations; the Company may have 
difficulty integrating and assimilating the operations and 
personnel of any acquired companies, realizing 
anticipated synergies and maximizing the financial and 
strategic position of the combined enterprise, and 
maintaining uniform standards, policies and controls 
across the organization; the integration of the acquired 
business or assets may disrupt the Company’s ongoing 
business and its relationships with employees, 
customers, suppliers, and contractors; and the acquired 
business or assets may have unknown liabilities which 
may be significant. In the event that the Company 
chooses to raise debt capital to finance any such 
acquisition, the Company’s leverage will be increased. If 
the Company chooses to use equity as consideration for 
such acquisition, existing shareholders may experience 
dilution. Alternatively, the Company may choose to 
finance any such acquisition with its existing resources. 
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There can be no assurance that the Company would be 
successful in overcoming these risks or any other 
problems encountered in connection with such 
acquisitions.   

NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATION 
INTERVENTION   

In recent years, certain communities of both indigenous 
people and others, as well as non-governmental 
organizations, have been vocal and negative with 
respect to mining activities. The Company’s relationship 
with the communities in which it operates is critical to 
ensure the future success of its existing operations and 
the construction and development of its projects. 
Community groups or non-governmental organizations 
may create or inflame public unrest and anti-mining 
sentiment among the inhabitants in areas of mineral 
development. These communities and organizations 
have taken such actions as protests, road closures, work 
stoppages, and initiating lawsuits for damages. Such 
organizations can be involved, with financial assistance 
from various groups, in mobilizing sufficient local anti-
mining sentiment to prevent the issuance of required 
permits for the development of mineral projects of other 
companies. While the Company is committed to 
operating in a socially responsible manner and obtain 
and increase its social acceptance to operate, there is no 
guarantee that the Company’s efforts in this respect will 
mitigate this potential risk. Any actions by communities 
and non-governmental organizations may have a 
material adverse effect on the Company’s development 
activities, financial position, cash flow, and results of 
operations. 

OUTSIDE CONTRACTOR RISKS 

Certain aspects of the Company’s mining operations, 
such as drilling, blasting, development, transportation, 
and other day-to-day operations, are conducted by 
outside contractors. As a result, the Company is subject 
to a number of risks, including: reduced control over the 
aspects of the tasks that are the responsibility of the 
contractors; failure of the contractors to perform under 
their agreements with the Company; inability to replace 
the contractors if their contracts are terminated; 
interruption of services in the event that the contractors 
cease operations due to insolvency or other unforeseen 
events; failure of the contractors to comply with 
applicable legal and regulatory requirements; and 
failure of the contractors to properly manage their 

workforce resulting in labour unrest or other 
employment issues. 

UNRELIABLE HISTORICAL DATA 

The Company has compiled technical data in respect of 
its projects, some of which was not prepared by the 
Company. While the data represents a useful resource 
for the Company, much of it must be verified by the 
Company before being relied upon in formulating 
exploration programs.  

NO DIVIDENDS 

No dividends on the Common Shares have been paid by 
the Company to date and the Company may not declare 
or pay any cash dividends in the foreseeable future. Any 
payments of dividends will be dependent upon the 
financial requirements of the Company to finance future 
growth, the financial condition of the Company, and 
other factors which the Company’s Board of Directors 
may consider appropriate in the circumstances. In 
addition, under the terms of the Revolving Facility, the 
Company is restricted from paying a dividend on the 
Common Shares unless certain covenants and ratios are 
met. See “Dividends” below. 

FOREIGN SUBSIDIARIES 

The Company conducts certain of its operations through 
foreign subsidiaries and some of its assets are held in 
such entities. Any limitation on the transfer of cash or 
other assets between the Company and such entities, or 
among such entities, could restrict the Company’s ability 
to fund its operations efficiently. Any such limitations, or 
the perception that such limitations may exist now or in 
the future, could have an adverse impact on the 
Company’s valuation and stock price. 

ACCOUNTING POLICIES AND INTERNAL 
CONTROLS 

The Company prepares its financial reports in 
accordance with IFRS applicable to publicly accountable 
enterprises. In preparing financial reports, management 
may need to rely upon assumptions, make estimates, or 
use their best judgment in determining the financial 
condition of the Company. Significant accounting 
policies are described in more detail in the Company’s 
annual consolidated financial statements. In order to 
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have a reasonable level of assurance that financial 
transactions are properly authorized, assets are 
safeguarded against unauthorized or improper use, and 
transactions are properly recorded and reported, the 
Company has implemented and continues to analyze its 
internal control systems for financial reporting. Although 
the Company believes its financial reporting and annual 
consolidated financial statements are prepared with 
reasonable safeguards to ensure reliability, the 
Company cannot provide absolute assurance. 

INTERNAL CONTROL OVER FINANCIAL 
REPORTING PURSUANT TO THE SARBANES-
OXLEY ACT  

The Company is required to assess its internal controls 
in order to satisfy the requirements of the Sarbanes–
Oxley Act of 2002 (“SOX”). SOX requires an annual 
assessment by management of the effectiveness of the 
Company’s internal control over financial reporting. 
Beginning with the Company’s 2023 fiscal year, its 
auditor is also required to attest to the effectiveness of 
the Company’s internal control over financial reporting. 
The Company may fail to achieve and maintain the 
adequacy of its internal control over financial reporting, 
as such standards are modified, supplemented, or 
amended from time to time, and the Company may not 
be able to ensure that it can conclude on an ongoing 
basis that it has effective internal controls over financial 
reporting in accordance with SOX and the Company’s 
auditor may issue an adverse opinion on the 
effectiveness of its internal control over financial 
reporting. The Company’s failure to satisfy the 
requirements on an ongoing, timely basis could result in 
the loss of investor confidence in the reliability of its 
financial statements which, in turn, could harm the 
Company’s business and negatively impact the trading 
price of its securities. In addition, any failure to 
implement required new or improved controls, or 
difficulties encountered in their implementation, could 
harm the Company’s operating results or cause it to fail 
to meet its reporting obligations. There can be no 
assurance that the Company will be able to remediate 
material weaknesses, if any, identified in future periods, 
or maintain all of the controls necessary for continued 
compliance, and there can be no assurance that the 
Company will be able to retain sufficient skilled finance 
and accounting personnel.  

Future acquisitions of companies, if any, may provide 
the Company with challenges in implementing the 

required processes, procedures, and controls in its 
acquired operations. Future acquired companies, if any, 
may not have disclosure controls and procedures or 
internal control over financial reporting that are as 
thorough or effective as those required by securities 
laws currently applicable to the Company. 

No evaluation can provide complete assurance that the 
Company’s internal control over financial reporting will 
detect or uncover all failures of persons within the 
Company to disclose material information otherwise 
required to be reported. The effectiveness of the 
Company’s controls and procedures could also be 
limited by simple errors or faulty judgments. In addition, 
as the Company continues to expand, the challenges 
involved in implementing appropriate internal controls 
over financial reporting will increase and will require that 
the Company continue to improve its internal controls 
over financial reporting. Although the Company intends 
to devote substantial time and incur costs, as necessary, 
to ensure compliance, the Company cannot be certain 
that it will be successful in complying with these 
requirements on an ongoing basis. 

The Company’s internal control over financial reporting 
may not prevent or detect all misstatements because of 
inherent limitations. Additionally, projections of any 
evaluation of effectiveness to future periods are subject 
to the risk that controls may become inadequate 
because changes in conditions or deterioration in the 
degree of compliance with the Company’s policies and 
procedures. 

As described in the Company’s management’s 
discussion and analysis for the financial year ended 
December 31, 2023, the Company’s management 
determined that its internal controls over financial 
reporting and disclosure controls and procedures were 
not effective for the most recently completed financial 
year as a result of material weaknesses. The Company 
identified that management’s review controls at its 
Mexican operating subsidiary were not designed or 
operating effectively. The Company also identified that 
there were ineffective information technology general 
controls in areas of user access and change 
management over an IT system that supports the 
Company’s financial reporting process. Although the 
Company is implementing a remediation plan for these 
material weaknesses, there can be no assurance that 
such remediation will be successful for future periods. 
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ENFORCEMENT OF CIVIL LIABILITIES  

Substantially all of the assets of the Company are located 
outside of Canada and certain of the Directors of the 
Company are resident outside of Canada. As a result, it 
may be difficult or impossible to enforce judgments 
granted by a court in Canada against the assets of the 
Company or the Directors of the Company residing 
outside of Canada. 

POSSIBLE U.S. FEDERAL INCOME TAX 
CONSEQUENCES FOR U.S. INVESTORS 

The Company may be treated as a “passive foreign 
investment company” under the U.S. Internal Revenue 
Code, which could result in adverse U.S. federal income 
tax consequences for U.S. investors. Prospective U.S. 
investors should be aware that they could be subject to 
certain adverse U.S. federal income tax consequences if 
the Company is classified as a passive foreign 
investment company (“PFIC”) for U.S. federal income tax 
purposes. The determination of whether the Company 
is a PFIC for a taxable year depends, in part, on the 
application of complex U.S. federal income tax rules, 
which are subject to differing interpretations, and such 
determination will depend on the composition of the 
Company’s income, expenses, and assets from time to 
time and the nature of the activities performed by its 
officers and employees. Prospective U.S. investors 
should consult their own tax advisors regarding the 
likelihood and consequences of the Company being 
treated as a PFIC for U.S. federal income tax purposes, 
including the advisability of making certain elections that 
may mitigate certain possible adverse income tax 
consequences but may result in an inclusion in gross 
income without receipt of such income.  

INFORMATION AND CYBER SECURITY  

The Company’s information systems, and those of its 
third-party service providers and vendors, are 
vulnerable to an increasing threat of continually evolving 
cyber security risks. Unauthorized parties may attempt 
to gain access to these systems or the Company’s 
information through fraud or other means of deceiving 
the Company’s third-party service providers or vendors.  

The Company’s operations depend, in part, on how well 
the Company and its suppliers, protect networks, 
equipment, information technology (“IT”) systems and 
software against damage from a number of threats. Orla 

has entered into agreements with third parties for 
hardware, software, telecommunications, and other 
services in connection with its operations. The Company 
also depends on the timely maintenance, upgrade, and 
replacement of networks, equipment, IT systems, and 
software, as well as pre-emptive expenses to mitigate 
the risks of failures. Any of these and other events could 
result in information system failures, delays, and/or 
increases in capital expenses. The failure of information 
systems or a component of information systems could, 
depending on the nature of any such failure, adversely 
impact the Company’s reputation and results of 
operations. 

Although to date the Company has not experienced any 
known material losses relating to cyber attacks or other 
data/information security breaches, there can be no 
assurance that Orla will not incur such losses in the 
future. The Company’s risk and exposure to these 
matters cannot be fully mitigated because of, among 
other things, the evolving nature of these threats. As a 
result, cyber security and the continued development 
and enhancement of controls, processes, and practices 
designed to protect systems, computers, software, data, 
and networks from attack, damage, or unauthorized 
access remain a priority.  

Any future significant compromise or breach of the 
Company’s data/information security, whether external 
or internal, or misuse of data or information, could result 
in additional significant costs, lost sales, fines, and 
lawsuits, and damage to the Company’s reputation. In 
addition, as the regulatory environment related to 
data/information security, data collection and use, and 
privacy becomes increasingly rigorous, with new and 
constantly changing requirements applicable to the 
Company’s business, compliance with those 
requirements could also result in additional costs. As 
cyber threats continue to evolve, the Company may be 
required to expend additional resources to continue to 
modify or enhance protective measures or to investigate 
and remediate any security vulnerabilities. 

SIGNIFICANT SHAREHOLDERS 

The Company has significant shareholders that may be 
able to exert influence over the direction of the 
Company’s business. 

To the Company’s knowledge, as of March 18, 2024, 
Newmont, Fairfax Financial Holdings Limited, Pierre 
Lassonde, and Agnico Eagle, as well as their respective 
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affiliates (collectively, the “Significant Shareholders”), 
each held approximately 13.7%, 17.7%, 10.1% and 8.8%, 
respectively, of the Common Shares. In addition, 
Newmont and Agnico Eagle are each a party to an 
investor rights agreement with the Company, which, 
among other things, provides each with certain pro rata 
rights to maintain their equity interest in the Company 
and rights to Board appointees. See the Company’s most 
recent Management Information Circular for additional 
information.  

The Significant Shareholders, either in unison and/or 
individually, may have some influence in determining 
the outcome of any corporate transaction or other 
matter submitted to the shareholders of the Company 
for approval, including business combinations and any 
proposed sale of all or substantially all of the Company’s 
assets. Unless full participation of a number of other 
shareholders takes place in such shareholder meetings, 
the Significant Shareholders may be able to approve on 
their own, or effectively prevent the approval, of any 
such significant corporate transactions. 

Further, the significant ownership of Common Shares by 
the Significant Shareholders may affect the market price 
and liquidity of the Common Shares. The effect of these 
rights and their influence may impact the price that 
investors are willing to pay for Common Shares. If any of 
these parties sells a substantial number of Common 
Shares in the public market, the market price of the 
shares could decrease. 

GOLD INDUSTRY CONCENTRATION 

Orla is concentrated in the gold mining industry, and as 
such, the Common Shares and Orla’s profitability will be 
particularly sensitive to changes in, and its performance 
will depend to a greater extent on, the overall condition 
of the gold mining industry. Orla may be susceptible to 
an increased risk of loss, including losses due to adverse 
occurrences affecting the Company more than the 
market as a whole, as a result of the fact that its 
operations are concentrated in the gold mining sector. 

SHAREHOLDER ACTIVISM 

Publicly traded companies are often subject to demands 
or publicity campaigns from activist shareholders 
advocating for changes to corporate governance 
practices, such as executive compensation practices, 
social issues, or for certain corporate actions or 

reorganizations. There can be no assurance that the 
Company will not be subject to any such campaign, 
including proxy contests, media campaigns, or other 
activities. Responding to challenges from activist 
shareholders can be costly and time consuming and may 
have an adverse effect on the Company’s reputation. In 
addition, responding to such campaigns would likely 
divert the attention and resources of the Company’s 
management and Board, which could have an adverse 
effect on the Company’s business and results of 
operations. Even if the Company were to undertake 
changes or actions in response to activism, activist 
shareholders may continue to promote or attempt to 
effect further changes and may attempt to acquire 
control of the Company. If shareholder activists are 
ultimately elected to the Board, this could adversely 
affect the Company’s business and future operations. 
This type of activism can also create uncertainty about 
the Company’s future strategic direction, resulting in 
loss of future business opportunities, which could 
adversely affect the Company’s business, future 
operations, profitability, and the Company’s ability to 
attract and retain qualified personnel.
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DESCRIPTION OF CAPITAL STRUCTURE  

COMMON SHARES  

The authorized share capital of the Company consists of an unlimited number of Common Shares without par value and 
an unlimited number of Class A preferred shares. As of December 31, 2023, there were 315,073,995 Common Shares and 
no Class A preferred shares issued and outstanding and, as of the date of this AIF, there were 315,073,995 Common 
Shares and no Class A preferred shares issued and outstanding. The Class A preferred shares were issued in connection 
with the Company’s acquisition of Pershimco, and all such shares were cancelled in accordance with their terms. 

Holders of Common Shares are entitled to receive notice of any meetings of shareholders of the Company, to attend and 
to cast one vote per Common Share at all such meetings. Holders of Common Shares do not have cumulative voting rights 
with respect to the election of Directors and, accordingly, holders of a majority of the Common Shares entitled to vote in 
any election of Directors may elect all Directors standing for election. Holders of Common Shares are entitled to receive 
on a pro rata basis such dividends, if any, as and when declared by the Board at its discretion from funds legally available 
for the payment of dividends and upon the liquidation, dissolution or winding up of the Company are entitled to receive 
on a pro rata basis the net assets of the Company after payment of debts and other liabilities, in each case subject to the 
rights, privileges, restrictions, and conditions attaching to any other series or class of shares ranking senior in priority to 
or on a pro rata basis with the holders of Common Shares with respect to dividends or liquidation. The Common Shares 
do not carry any pre-emptive, subscription, redemption, or conversion rights, nor do they contain any sinking or purchase 
fund provisions. 

WARRANTS  

None of the Company’s outstanding share purchase warrants are listed and posted for trading on the TSX or the NYSE 
American and none of the Company’s outstanding share purchase warrants are governed by the terms of a warrant 
indenture.  

The following table summarizes information about the number of warrants outstanding as of December 31, 2023 and as 
of the date of this AIF: 

Expiry date Exercise price  December 31, 2023 Date of this AIF 
December 18, 2026  C$3.00   28,253,200   28,253,200 
Total number of warrants   28,253,200 28,253,200 

   
Weighted average exercise price  C$3.00  C$3.00 

STOCK OPTIONS, RESTRICTED SHARE UNITS, DEFERRED SHARE UNITS AND BONUS SHARES  

As at March 18, 2024:  

• 4,129,227 Common Shares are issuable on exercise of outstanding stock options; 

• 580,219 Common Shares are issuable upon vesting of outstanding Restricted Share Units;  

• 701,927 Common Shares are issuable upon vesting of outstanding Deferred Share Units (or cash may be 
payable in lieu thereof); and  

• 1,278,476 Common Shares are issuable on exercise of outstanding Replacement Options.  
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In addition, the Company has granted an entitlement to its Chairman of the Board to receive a one-time award of 500,000 
Common Shares (“Chairman Bonus Shares”) at a deemed price of C$1.39 per Chairman Bonus Share in consideration for 
his acting as Chairman of the Board, which Chairman Bonus Shares have certain vesting restrictions. The Chairman Bonus 
Shares will vest and become issuable on the date that Mr. Jeannes ceases to act as a director of the Company, unless the 
Chairman Bonus Shares sooner vest upon a change of control of the Company as defined in the award agreement.  

DIVIDENDS  

The Company has not paid any dividends on its Common Shares since its incorporation. The Company has no present 
intention of paying dividends on its Common Shares, as it anticipates that all available funds will be invested to finance 
the growth of its business. The payment of future cash dividends, if any, will be reviewed periodically by the Board and 
will depend upon, among other things, conditions then existing including earnings, financial condition, and capital 
requirements, restrictions in financing agreements, business opportunities and conditions, and other factors. In addition, 
under the terms of the Revolving Facility, the Company is prohibited from declaring, paying, or setting aside for payment 
any dividend on the Common Shares unless certain financial covenants and ratios are met. See “Risk Factors – No 
Dividends”.  

MARKET FOR SECURITIES  

TRADING PRICE AND VOLUME  

The Common Shares are currently listed and posted for trading on the TSX under the symbol “OLA” and on the NYSE 
American under the symbol “ORLA”. The following table sets forth information relating to the trading of the Common 
Shares on the TSX and NYSE American for the most recently completed financial year ended December 31, 2023. 

TSX  NYSE AMERICAN 

Month High 
(C$) 

Low 
(C$) Volume  Month High 

($) 
Low 
($) Volume 

January 2023 5.84 5.00 8,911,694  January 2023 4.36 3.72 3,382,417 

February 2023 5.97 5.10 14,015,445  February 2023 4.40 3.79 3,075,711 

March 2023 6.90 5.48 14,709,260  March 2023 5.01 4.00 8,238,700 

April 2023 6.71 5.98 11,815,641  April 2023 5.02 4.39 7,770,107 

May 2023 6.48 5.50 9,035,840  May 2023 4.82 4.04 6,669,348 

June 2023 6.29 5.10 9,123,156  June 2023 4.68 3.83 6,034,043 

July 2023 6.35 5.44 8,346,537  July 2023 4.82 4.08 5,421,728 

August 2023 6.50 5.85 6,828,080  August 2023 4.81 4.36 5,168,126 

September 2023 6.52 4.78 15,335,208  September 2023 4.82 3.53 6,515,322 

October 2023 4.91 4.19 8,247,057  October 2023 3.60 3.02 12,399,849 

November 2023 4.55 3.89 12,773,315  November 2023 3.33 2.79 15,616,648 

December 2023 4.62 3.53 14,814,243  December 2023 3.50 2.60 13,256,709 

The price of the Common Shares as quoted by the TSX and NYSE American on December 31, 2023 was C$4.32 and $3.25, 
respectively, and on March 18, 2024 was C$4.94 and $3.63, respectively. 
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PRIOR SALES 

Except as disclosed below with respect to the Company’s equity compensation arrangements, the Company did not issue 
any securities in its most recent financial year that are of a class that is not listed or quoted for trading on a marketplace. 
During 2023, the Company issued the following securities under its equity compensation arrangements:  

Type of Security Number of Securities Date Issued 
Issue Price / 

Exercise Price 
Stock options 445,988 March 27, 2023 $6.58 
 11,272 May 23, 2023 $6.07 
Performance share units(1)(2) 198,737 March 27, 2023 $6.601 
Restricted share units(1) 283,032 March 27, 2023 $6.58 
 12,397 May 23, 2023 $6.07 
Deferred share units(1) 98,781 March 27, 2023 $6.58 
 18,484 June 21, 2023 $5.41 
 24,937 November 20, 2023 $4.01 
Notes:  
(1) Represents the deemed value of the performance share units, restricted share units or deferred share units on the date 

of award by the Company, although no money has been, or will be, paid to the Company in connection with the settlement 
of such rights. 

(2) The Company’s performance share units are settled in cash. 

For detailed information about the Company’s equity compensation arrangements, specifically, the Company’s stock 
option plan, performance share unit plan, restricted share unit plan and deferred share unit plan, including the 
compensation principles that govern the grants made, please refer to the Management Information Circular of the 
Company dated May 11, 2023 prepared for its most recent annual meeting of shareholders held on June 21, 2023 and 
filed on SEDAR+ at www.sedarplus.ca and on EDGAR at www.sec.gov. This information will also be contained in the 
Management Information Circular of the Company to be prepared in connection with the Company’s 2024 annual meeting 
of shareholders currently scheduled to be held in June 2024, which will be available on SEDAR+ at www.sedarplus.ca and 
on EDGAR at www.sec.gov.  

DIRECTORS AND OFFICERS   

NAME, OCCUPATION AND SECURITY HOLDING   

The following table sets out the name, province or state, and country of residence of each current Director and executive 
officer of the Company, their respective positions held with the Company and their respective principal occupations during 
the preceding five years. 

Name, Province and Country of 
Residence, and Position 

Director/ Executive 
Officer Since 

Principal Occupation for the Past Five Years 

Jason D. Simpson 3 

President, Chief Executive Officer 
and Director   

Ontario, Canada  

November 2018 Director, President and Chief Executive of the Company 
since November 2018; Chief Operating Officer of Torex Gold 
Resources Inc. (mining company) from January 2013 to 
November 2018.   

http://www.sedarplus.ca/
http://www.sec.gov/
http://www.sedarplus.ca/
http://www.sec.gov/
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Name, Province and Country of 
Residence, and Position 

Director/ Executive 
Officer Since 

Principal Occupation for the Past Five Years 

Charles A. Jeannes 1, 2, 4   

Director  
(Non-Executive Chairman of the 
Board of Directors)   

Nevada, USA  

June 2017 Non-Executive Chairman of the Board of Directors; Director 
of Tahoe Resources Inc. from January 2017 to February 
2019; Director of Pan American Silver Corp. since February 
2019 and Wheaton Precious Metals Corp. (formerly Silver 
Wheaton Corp.) since November 2016 (mining companies); 
former President and Chief Executive Officer of Goldcorp 
(mining company) from 2009 until April 2016, and Executive 
Vice President, Corporate Development from 2006 until 
2008; serves as a Trustee of the Wolf Pack Athletic 
Association of the University of Nevada (a non-profit Board). 

Tim Haldane 3, 5 

Director 

Arizona, USA 

June 2017 Mining professional with international project development 
experience; previously Senior Vice-President of Operations 
- USA and Latin America at Agnico Eagle (mining company) 
from 2014 until February 2017. 

Jean Robitaille 2, 5   

Director 

Ontario, Canada 

December 2016 Executive Vice-President, Chief Strategy & Technology 
Officer at Agnico Eagle (mining company) since 2022; Over 
35 years at Agnico Eagle, including as Senior Vice-President, 
Corporate Development, Business Strategy & Technical 
Services (2020-2022), Senior Vice-President, Business 
Strategy & Technical Services (2014-2019), Senior Vice-
President, Technical Services and Project Development 
(2008 to 2013), Vice-President, Metallurgy and Marketing, 
General Manager, Metallurgy and Marketing and Mill 
Superintendent and Project Manager; prior to Agnico Eagle, 
Mr. Robitaille worked as a metallurgist with Teck Mining 
Group (mining company); director of Pershimco Resources 
Inc. (2011 to 2016). 

David Stephens 1, 4 

Director   

Ontario, Canada 

March 2018 Partner, Agentis Capital Mining Partners (capital markets 
advisory) and consultant (mining and technology) from 
2019-present; VP, Marketing and Director at San Cristobal 
Mining Inc. from 2023-present; Head of Engineering at Vrify 
Technologies Inc. (mining investment technology) from 
2020-2022; Vice President, Corporate Development and 
Marketing at Goldcorp (mining company) from 2017-2019; 
Vice President, Treasurer of Goldcorp (2016-2017). 

Elizabeth McGregor 1, 2 

Director 

British Columbia, Canada 

June 2019 Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer of Tahoe 
Resources Inc. (mining company) from August 9, 2016 until 
the acquisition by Pan American Silver Corp. on February 22, 
2019; prior to her role as Chief Financial Officer, she served 
as Tahoe Resources Inc.’s VP Treasurer; Goldcorp (mining 
company) from 2007 to 2013, where she held various 
financial roles including Director of Project Finance and Cost 
Control; Administration Manager at the Peñasquito mine; 
and Director of Risk. She has served as a director of Kinross 
Gold Corporation (“Kinross”) since November 6, 2019. 
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Name, Province and Country of 
Residence, and Position 

Director/ Executive 
Officer Since 

Principal Occupation for the Past Five Years 

Tamara Brown 2, 3, 5 

Director 

Ontario, Canada 

June 2022 Partner, Oberon Capital Corporation (boutique investment 
bank) from 2022 to present; Director, Lithium Royalty Corp. 
(mining royalty company) from 2023 – present and 29 
Metals Limited (mining company) from 2023 – present. 
Previous experience also includes positions as a non-
executive director of Lundin Gold, Eastmain Resources and 
Superior Gold; as well as Vice President, Investor Relations 
and Corporate Development (Americas) for Newcrest 
Mining; Vice President, Corporate Development and 
Investor Relations for Primero Mining; and Director of 
Investor Relations for IAMGOLD (all mining companies). 

Ana Sofía Ríos 3, 4 

Director 

Mexico 

June 2023 Partner, Chevez Ruiz Zamarripa (law firm) since 2019. 
Previous experience as a Founding Partner at Tuloyer (law 
firm) and general counsel at Alsis Funds (financial advisor). 
Currently an alternate independent board member of 
Grupo Corporativo Cever, S.A. de C.V. (a private Mexican 
corporate group that manages vehicle dealerships and 
restaurant brands) and the Vice-president Legal Committee, 
Banking Commission of the International Chamber of 
Commerce - Mexico (ICC Mexico). 

Rob Krcmarov 5 

Director 

Ontario, Canada 

November 2023 Currently an independent board member with Coeur 
Mining (mining company), Osisko Gold Royalties (royalty 
company) and Major Drilling (mining drilling company). 
Previously, held various positions at Barrick Gold 
Corporation (mining company) from 2001 to 2023, most 
recently as Executive Vice President Exploration and 
Growth.  

Scott Langley 6 

Director 

Ontario, Canada 

June 2022 Vice President, Corporate Development, Newmont 
Corporation (mining company) since 2022. Previously was 
the Managing Director, Head of North American Metals & 
Mining, Bank of America (finance) from 2019 to 2022 and 
Managing Director, National Bank (finance) from 2016 to 
2019.  

Etienne Morin   

Chief Financial Officer 

British Columbia, Canada 

April 2018 Chief Financial Officer of the Company since April 2018; 
previously held various financial and capital markets roles 
at Goldcorp (mining company) from 2006 to 2018, including 
Director, Investor Relations, Director, Corporate 
Development, and Director, Business Planning and Financial 
Evaluations. 

Andrew Cormier 

Chief Operating Officer 

Ontario, Canada 

April 2020 Chief Operating Officer of the Company since April 2020; 
previously was VP Development and Construction at Alamos 
Gold Inc. from 2013 to 2020; Project Manager at AuRico Gold 
Inc. 2007 to 2013; Principal Metallurgist at SNC-Lavalin from 
2004 to 2007; he worked for various mining companies in 
operations; from 1993 to 2004. 
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Name, Province and Country of 
Residence, and Position 

Director/ Executive 
Officer Since 

Principal Occupation for the Past Five Years 

Sylvain Guerard 

Senior Vice President, Exploration 

Ontario, Canada 

August 2020 Senior Vice President, Exploration of the Company since August 
2020; Senior Vice President Exploration at McEwen Mining Inc. 
from 2017 to August 2020; Senior Vice President, Exploration at 
Kinross from 2014 to 2016 and various other roles at Kinross 
from 2009 to 2014 (all mining companies). 

Chafika Eddine 

Chief Sustainability Officer 

Panama 

March 2022 Chief Sustainability Officer of the Company since March 2022; 
Sustainability and Governance Consultant for various mining 
companies, including Lundin Mining and New Gold, 2015 to 
March 2022; Corporate Social Responsibility Manager (Director 
level) for Hudbay Minerals, 2012 to 2015; Vice-President 
Corporate Affairs for Bear Creek Mining, 2004 to 2009. 

Paul Mann 

Vice President, Finance and 
Accounting  

British Columbia, Canada 

April 2022 Vice President, Finance and Accounting of the Company since 
2022 and previously the Company’s Corporate Controller from 
2018 to 2022. Previously was Corporate Controller, Fortuna 
Silver Mines (mining company) from 2016 to 2018 and VP 
Finance and Reporting at Hunter Dickinson (mining 
management services) from 2007 to 2016. 

Andrew Bradbury  

Vice President, Corporate 
Development and Investor 
Relations 

Ontario, Canada 

April 2022 Vice President, Corporate Development and Investor Relations 
of the Company since 2022 and previously Director, Investor 
Relations from 2020 to 2022. Previously held roles in corporate 
development and business improvement at Teranga Gold 
Corporation (mining company).  

Brendan DePoe 

Corporate Counsel and Corporate 
Secretary 

British Columbia, Canada 

April 2023 Corporate Counsel and Corporate Secretary of the Company 
since 2021. Previously was an associate at Blake, Cassels & 
Graydon LLP (law firm) from 2013 to 2021. 

 
Notes:   
(1) Member of the Audit Committee.  Ms. McGregor is the Chairperson of the Audit Committee.  
(2) Member of the Human Resources and Compensation Committee. Mr. Robitaille is the Chairman of the Human Resources and Compensation 

Committee.   
(3) Member of the Environmental, Sustainability, Health & Safety Committee. Ms. Brown is the Chairman of the Environmental, Sustainability, Health & 

Safety Committee.   
(4) Member of the Corporate Governance & Nominating Committee. Mr. Stephens is the Chairman of the Corporate Governance & Nominating 

Committee.   
(5)  Member of the Technical Committee. Mr. Haldane is the Chairman of the Technical Committee. 
(6) Mr. Langley is Newmont’s nominee to the Board in accordance with the investor rights agreement between Newmont and the Company dated 

November 7, 2017. 

Each Director’s term of office expires at the next annual meeting of shareholders of the Company or when his/her 
successor is duly elected or appointed, unless his/her term ends earlier in accordance with the articles or by-laws of the 
Company, he/she resigns from office or he/she becomes disqualified to act as a Director of the Company.   

As at March 18, 2024, and based on the disclosure available on the System for Electronic Disclosure by Insiders (“SEDI”), 
the Directors and executive officers of the Company, as a group, beneficially own, directly or indirectly, or exercise control 
or direction over 7,968,429 Common Shares, representing approximately 2.53% of the total number of Common Shares 
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outstanding before giving effect to the exercise of stock options, restricted share units, deferred share units or warrants 
to purchase Common Shares held by such Directors and executive officers. 

CEASE TRADE ORDERS, BANKRUPTCIES, PENALTIES OR SANCTIONS   

To the knowledge of the Company, none of the Directors or executive officers of the Company is, as at the date of this AIF, 
or was within ten years before the date of this AIF, a director, chief executive officer or chief financial officer of any 
company (including the Company), that: (a) was subject to a cease trade order or similar order or an order that denied the 
relevant company access to any exemption under securities legislation, which order was in effect for a period of more 
than 30 consecutive days (an “Order”) that was issued while the director or executive officer was acting in the capacity as 
director, chief executive officer or chief financial officer; or (b) was subject to an Order that was issued after the director 
or executive officer ceased to be a director, chief executive officer or chief financial officer and which resulted from an 
event that occurred while that person was acting in the capacity as director, chief executive officer or chief financial officer.   

None of the Directors or executive officers of the Company or, to the Company’s knowledge, any shareholder holding a 
sufficient number of securities of the Company to affect materially the control of the Company have been subject to: (a) 
any penalties or sanctions imposed by a court relating to securities legislation or by a securities regulatory authority or 
have entered into a settlement agreement with a securities regulatory authority, or (b) any other penalties or sanctions 
imposed by a court or regulatory body that would likely be considered important to a reasonable investor in making an 
investment decision. 

None of the Directors or executive officers of the Company, or, to the Company’s knowledge, any shareholder holding a 
sufficient number of securities of the Company to affect materially the control of the Company: (a) is, as at the date of this 
AIF, or has been within ten years before the date of this AIF, a director or executive officer of any company (including the 
Company) that, while that person was acting in that capacity, or within a year of that person ceasing to act in that capacity, 
became bankrupt, made a proposal under any legislation relating to bankruptcy or insolvency or was subject to or 
instituted any proceedings, arrangement or compromise with creditors or had a receiver, receiver manager or trustee 
appointed to hold its assets; or (b) has, within the ten years before the date of this AIF, become bankrupt, made a proposal 
under any legislation relating to bankruptcy or insolvency, or become subject to or instituted any proceedings, 
arrangement or compromise with creditors, or had a receiver, receiver manager or trustee appointed to hold the assets 
of the director, executive officer or shareholder.   

CONFLICTS OF INTEREST   

To the best of the Company’s knowledge, and other than as disclosed in this AIF, there are no known existing or potential 
conflicts of interest between the Company and any of the Company’s Directors or officers. However, certain of the 
Directors and officers of the Company are directors, officers and/or shareholders of other private and publicly listed 
companies, including companies that engage in mineral exploration and development and therefore it is possible that a 
conflict may arise between their duties to the Company and their duties to such other companies. All such conflicts will 
be dealt with pursuant to the provisions of the applicable corporate legislation and the Company’s Code of Business 
Conduct and Ethics. In the event that such a conflict of interest arises at a meeting of the Directors, a Director affected by 
the conflict must disclose the nature and extent of his interest and abstain from voting for or against matters concerning 
the matter in respect of which the conflict arises. Directors and executive officers are required to disclose any conflicts or 
potential conflicts to the Board of Directors as soon as they become aware of them. See the section of this AIF entitled 
“Risk Factors – Conflicts of Interest”.   

LEGAL PROCEEDINGS AND REGULATORY ACTIONS   

Except as set forth below, there are no material legal proceedings or regulatory actions involving Orla or its properties as 
at the date of this AIF, and Orla is not aware of any such proceedings or actions currently contemplated.  
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As discussed in this AIF under “Mineral Projects – Other Mineral Projects – Cerro Quema Project” and “Risk Factors – The Cerro 
Quema Project”, the Company is exploring all legal remedies available to protect its historical investments and potentially 
unlock additional value for its stakeholders in connection with the Government of Panama’s decision to cancel the mining 
concessions comprising the Cerro Quema Project. The Company intends to file a Notice of Intent to Arbitrate under the 
FTA, which facilitates consultations between the Government of Panama and the Company. In the event that such 
consultations are unsuccessful, the Company expects to proceed to file a Request for Arbitration. Although the Company 
intends to pursue these legal remedies, the Company’s preference is an amicable resolution with the Government of 
Panama the results in a positive outcome for all stakeholders. 

INTEREST OF MANAGEMENT AND OTHERS IN MATERIAL TRANSACTIONS   

No Director or executive officer of the Company, no person or company that beneficially owns, or controls or directs, 
directly or indirectly, more than 10% of any class or series of the Company’s outstanding voting securities and no associate 
or affiliate of any of such persons or companies has any material interest, direct or indirect, in any transaction within the 
three most recently completed financial years or during the current financial year that has materially affected or is 
reasonably expected to materially affect the Company.   

TRANSFER AGENTS AND REGISTRARS   

The transfer agent and registrar for the Common Shares is Computershare Investor Services Inc. at its principal offices in 
Vancouver, British Columbia and Toronto, Ontario. The co-transfer agent and registrar for the Common Shares in the 
United States of America is Computershare Trust Company, N.A. in Canton, Massachusetts, Jersey City, New Jersey and 
Louisville, Kentucky.  

MATERIAL CONTRACTS   

The only material contracts entered into by the Company within the financial period ended December 31, 2023 or since 
such time or before such time that are still in effect, other than those in the ordinary course of business, are as follows: 

1. The Amended Credit Agreement in respect of the Revolving Facility. See “General Development of the Business – 
Developments During 2023” for further details. 

2. The Layback Agreement. See “General Development of the Business – Developments During 2021” for further details. 

INTERESTS OF EXPERTS   

QUALIFIED PERSONS UNDER NI 43-101   

The following persons have been named as having prepared or certified a report, valuation, statement, or opinion 
described or included in a filing, or referred to in a filing, made under National Instrument 51-102 – Continuous Disclosure 
Obligations during, or relating to, the Company’s financial year ended December 31, 2023:   

• 2021 Camino Rojo Report – Carl E. Defilippi, RM, SME of KCA, Matthew D. Gray, Ph.D., C.P.G. of RGI, Michael 
G. Hester, FAusIMM of IMC and John J. Ward, C.P.G. of John Ward, RG, Groundwater Consultant, LLC. Mr. 
Hester is also the qualified person responsible for the updated Mineral Resource estimate for the Camino 
Rojo Oxide Mine as set out in this AIF under “Summary of Mineral Reserve and Mineral Resource Estimates”.  
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• South Railroad Report – Matthew Sletten, PE of M3, Benjamin Bermudez, PE of M3, Art S. Ibrado, PE, of Fort 
Lowell Consulting PLLC, Michael Lindholm, CPG, of RESPEC, Thomas Dyer, PE, of RESPEC, Jordan Anderson, 
QP RM-SME, of RESPEC, Gary L. Simmons, QP-MMSA of GL Simmons Consulting, LLC, Richard DeLong, QP-
MMSA, RG, PGm, of EM Strategies, and Kevin Lutes, PE, of NewFields Mining Design & Technical Services. 

None of the foregoing persons, or any director, officer, employee, or partner thereof, as applicable, received or has 
received a direct or indirect interest in the Company’s property or the property of any of the Company’s associates or 
affiliates. Each of the aforementioned persons are independent of the Company and held an interest in either less than 
1% or none of the Company’s securities or the securities of any associate or affiliate of the Company at the time of 
preparation of the respective reports and after the preparation of such reports and estimates, and they did not receive 
any direct or indirect interest in any of the Company’s securities or the securities of any associate or affiliate of the 
Company in connection with the preparation of the applicable report. None of the aforementioned persons nor any 
director, officer, employee, or partner, as applicable, of the aforementioned companies or partnerships is currently 
expected to be elected, appointed, or employed as a director, officer or employee of the Company or of any associate or 
affiliate of the Company. 

All scientific and technical information in this AIF has been reviewed and approved by J. Andrew Cormier, P.Eng., and 
Sylvain Guerard, P. Geo., each of whom is a “Qualified Person” under NI 43-101. Mr. Stephen Ling, Director of Technical 
Services at Orla and a “Qualified Person” under NI 43-101, is responsible for the updated Mineral Reserve estimates for 
the Camino Rojo Oxide Mine as set out in this AIF under “Summary of Mineral Reserve and Mineral Resource Estimates”. 

As of the date hereof, Mr. Cormier held 82,200 Common Shares, 553,663 stock options, 48,843 restricted share units, and 
45,447 performance share units, Mr. Guerard held 7,530 Common Shares, 264,932 stock options, and 34,195 restricted 
share units, and Mr. Ling held 11,272 stock options and 12,397 restricted share units. 

AUDITORS   

The Company’s independent auditors are Ernst & Young LLP, Chartered Professional Accountants, who have issued an 
Independent Auditor’s Report in respect to the Company’s consolidated financial statements for the year ended December 
31, 2023. Ernst & Young LLP has advised the Company that they are independent with respect to the Company within the 
context of the CPA Code of Professional Conduct of the Chartered Professional Accountants of British Columbia and in 
compliance with Rule 3520 of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States) (PCAOB). 

AUDIT COMMITTEE INFORMATION   

The Audit Committee has the responsibility of, among other things: overseeing financial reporting, internal controls, the 
audit process and the establishment of “whistleblower” and related policies; recommending the appointment of the 
independent auditor and reviewing the annual audit plan and auditor compensation; pre-approving audit, audit related 
and tax services to be provided by the independent auditor; and reviewing and recommending approval to the Board of 
Directors of annual and quarterly financial statements and management’s discussion and analysis.   

The Audit Committee’s charter sets out its responsibilities and duties, qualifications for membership, procedures and 
reporting to the Company’s Board of Directors. A copy of the charter is attached hereto as Schedule “A” to this AIF.   

COMPOSITION OF THE AUDIT COMMITTEE   

The Audit Committee is comprised of three Directors. The following table sets out the name of each current Audit 
Committee member and whether they are “independent” and “financially literate”. To be considered independent, a 
member of the Audit Committee must not have any direct or indirect material relationship with the Company. A material 
relationship is a relationship which could, in the view of the Board, reasonably interfere with the exercise of a member’s 
independent judgement. To be considered financially literate, a member of the Audit Committee must have the ability to 
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read and understand a set of financial statements that present a breadth and level of complexity of accounting issues 
that are generally comparable to the breadth and complexity of the issues that can reasonably be expected by the 
Company’s financial statements.   

Name of Member Independent  Financially Literate 

Elizabeth McGregor Yes(1) Yes(1) 

Charles A. Jeannes Yes(1) Yes(1) 

David Stephens Yes(1) Yes(1) 
Note: 
(1) As defined under National Instrument 52-110 Audit Committees (“NI 52-110”) and within the meaning of the applicable NYSE American 
listing standards and requirements. 

RELEVANT EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE   

The education and experience of each Audit Committee member that is relevant to the performance of his or her 
responsibilities as an Audit Committee member and, in particular, any education or experience that would provide the 
member with: an understanding of the accounting principles used by Orla to prepare its financial statements; the ability 
to assess the general application of such accounting principles in connection with the accounting for estimates, accruals 
and provisions; experience preparing, auditing, analyzing, or evaluating financial statements that present a breadth and 
level of complexity of accounting issues that are generally comparable to the breadth and complexity of issues that can 
reasonably be expected to be raised by Orla’s financial statements, or experience actively supervising one or more 
persons engaged in such activities; and an understanding of internal controls and procedures for financial reporting, is 
set out below. 

ELIZABETH MCGREGOR 

Ms. McGregor served as the Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer of Tahoe Resources Inc. from August 2016 
until the acquisition by Pan American Silver Corp. in February 2019. Ms. McGregor is a Canadian Chartered Professional 
Accountant (CPA, CA) and, prior to her role as Chief Financial Officer, served as Tahoe Resources Inc.’s VP Treasurer. She 
directed financial planning, corporate liquidity, financial reporting and risk management. Prior to joining Tahoe Resources 
Inc., she worked at Goldcorp from 2007 to 2013 where she held various financial roles including Director of Project Finance 
and Cost Control; Administration Manager at the Peñasquito mine; and Director of Risk. Ms. McGregor has also served as 
a director of Kinross Gold Corporation since November 6, 2019. Ms. McGregor began her career at KPMG as Audit 
Manager. She holds a B.A. (Hons) from Queen’s University in Kingston. 

DAVID STEPHENS 

Mr. Stephens is a partner at Agentis Capital Mining Partners, which provides capital markets advisory services.  Mr. 
Stephens is also VP, Marketing and a director of San Cristobal Mining Inc.  He also provides consulting services in the 
mining and technology industries through his private consulting company. He was the Vice President, Corporate 
Development and Marketing at Goldcorp until its acquisition by Newmont, having previously served as Vice President and 
Treasurer. Prior to joining Goldcorp, Mr. Stephens spent ten years working in investment banking and equity research at 
various organizations including Macquarie Capital Markets Canada Ltd. and Orion Securities. Mr. Stephens holds a 
Bachelor’s degree in Electrical Engineering and Computer Science from Harvard University. 

CHARLES JEANNES 

Mr. Jeannes served as President and Chief Executive Officer of Goldcorp from 2009 until April 2016, and Executive Vice 
President, Corporate Development from 2006 until 2008. From 1999 until the acquisition of Glamis Gold Ltd. (“Glamis”) by 
Goldcorp, he was Executive Vice President, Administration, General Counsel and Secretary of Glamis. Prior to joining 
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Glamis, Mr. Jeannes worked for Placer Dome Inc., most recently as Vice President of Placer Dome North America. He is 
also currently a Director of Pan American Silver Corp. and Wheaton Precious Metals Corp. (formerly Silver Wheaton Corp.) 
and serves as a Trustee of the Wolf Pack Athletic Association of the University of Nevada (a non-profit Board). He holds a 
Bachelor of Arts degree from UNR and graduated from the University of Arizona School of Law with honours in 1983. He 
practiced law from 1983 until 1994 and has broad experience in capital markets, mergers and acquisitions, public and 
private financing, and international operations.   

AUDIT COMMITTEE OVERSIGHT   

Since the commencement of Orla’s most recently completed financial year, there has not been a recommendation of the 
Audit Committee to nominate or compensate an external auditor which was not adopted by the Board of Directors.   

RELIANCE ON CERTAIN EXEMPTIONS   

At no time since the commencement of the Company’s most recently completed financial year has the Company relied 
on the exemption in Section 2.4, Section 3.2, Section 3.4, Section 3.5 or Section 3.8 of NI 52-110 or an exemption from NI 
52-110, in whole or in part, granted under Part 8 of NI 52-110.   

PRE-APPROVAL POLICIES AND PROCEDURES   

The Audit Committee has established policies and procedures that are intended to control the services provided by the 
Company’s auditors and to monitor their continuing independence. Under these policies, no services may be undertaken 
by the Company’s auditors, unless the engagement is specifically approved by the Audit Committee or the services are 
included within a category that has been pre-approved by the Audit Committee. The maximum charge for services is 
established by the Audit Committee when the specific engagement is approved or the category of services pre-approved. 
Management is required to notify the Audit Committee of the nature and value of pre-approved services undertaken.   

The Audit Committee will not approve engagements relating to, or pre-approve categories of, non-audit services to be 
provided by Orla’s auditors (i) if such services are of a type whereby the performance of which would cause the auditors 
to cease to be independent within the meaning of applicable rules, and (ii) without consideration, among other things, of 
whether the auditors are best situated to provide the required services and whether the required services are consistent 
with their role as auditor.   

EXTERNAL AUDITOR SERVICE FEES   

The aggregate fees billed by the Company’s external auditors in each of the last two financial years are as follows: 

Financial Year Ended Audit Fees (1) Audit-Related Fees (2) Tax Fees (3) All Other Fees (4) 

December 31, 2023 C$1,802,000 C$ NIL C$90,500 C$ NIL 

December 31, 2022 C$698,840 C$NIL C$32,100 C$NIL 
 
Notes:   
(1) Fees billed for professional services rendered by the Company’s external auditor for the audit and review of the financial statements or services 

that are normally provided by the external auditor in connection with statutory and regulatory filings or engagements. 
(2) Fees billed by the Company’s external auditor for assurance-related services that are not included in “audit fees”. 
(3) Fees for professional services rendered by the Company’s external auditor for tax compliance, tax advice and tax planning.   
(4) Fees for products and services provided by the Company’s external auditor, other than services reported under the table headings “Audit Fees”, 

“Audit-Related Fees” or “Tax Fees”.   
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION   

Additional information relating to the Company may be found on SEDAR+ at www.sedarplus.ca, on EDGAR at www.sec.gov 
and on the Company’s website at www.orlamining.com.   

Additional information, including Directors’ and officers’ remuneration and indebtedness, principal holders of the 
Company’s securities and securities authorized for issuance under equity compensation plans, is contained in the  
Management Information Circular of the Company dated May 11, 2023 prepared for its most recent annual meeting of 
shareholders held on June 21, 2023 and filed on SEDAR+ at www.sedarplus.ca and on EDGAR at www.sec.gov.  This 
information will also be contained in the Management Information Circular of the Company to be prepared in connection 
with the Company’s 2024 annual meeting of shareholders, currently scheduled to be held in June 2024 which will be 
available on SEDAR+ at www.sedarplus.ca and on EDGAR at www.sec.gov.  Additional financial information is provided in 
the Company’s audited consolidated financial statements and management discussion and analysis for the financial year 
ended December 31, 2023, which are filed on SEDAR+ at www.sedarplus.ca and on EDGAR at www.sec.gov.   

http://www.sedar.com/
http://www.sec.gov/
http://www.orlamining.com/
http://www.sedarplus.ca/
http://www.sec.gov/
http://www.sedarplus.ca/
http://www.sec.gov/
http://www.sedarplus.c/
http://www.sec.gov/
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SCHEDULE “A”   

ORLA MINING LTD.  

CHARTER OF THE AUDIT COMMITTEE 

INTRODUCTION 

The primary responsibility of the Audit Committee (the “Committee”) is to oversee Orla Mining Ltd.’s (the, “Company” or 
“Orla”) financial reporting process on behalf of the Company’s Board of Directors (the “Board”) in order to assist the 
directors of the Company in meeting their responsibilities with respect to financial reporting by the Company. 

Management is responsible for the preparation, presentation and integrity of the Company's financial statements and for 
the appropriateness of the accounting principles and reporting policies that are used by the Company. The independent 
auditors are responsible for auditing the Company's annual financial statements. 

1. RESPONSIBILITIES AND AUTHORITY 

The role, responsibility, authority and power of the Committee includes, but is not be limited to the following: 

(a) the Committee shall be directly responsible for the appointment and termination (subject to Board and 
shareholder ratification), compensation and oversight of the work of the independent auditors, including 
resolution of disagreements between management and the independent auditors regarding financial 
reporting; 

(b) the Committee shall ensure that at all times there are direct communication channels between the Committee 
and the internal auditors, if applicable, and the external auditors of the Company to discuss and review 
specific issues, as appropriate; 

(c) the Committee shall discuss with the independent auditors (and internal auditors, if applicable) the overall 
scope and plans for their audits, including the adequacy of staff. The Committee shall discuss with 
management and the independent auditors the adequacy and effectiveness of the accounting and financial 
controls, including the Company's policies and procedures to assess, monitor, and manage business risk and 
legal risk; 

(d) the Committee shall, at least annually, obtain and review a report by the independent auditors: 

(i) describing their internal quality control procedures; 

(ii) reviewing any material issues raised by the most recent internal quality control review, or peer 
review, or any inquiry or investigation by a government or professional institute or society, within the 
preceding five years, respecting any independent audit carried out by the independent auditors, and 
any steps taken to deal with any such issues; and 

(iii) outlining all relationships between the independent auditor and the Company in order to assess the 
auditor's independence; 

(e) the Committee shall review and assess the performance of the independent auditors annually and share the 
results with the Board. 

(f) the Committee shall meet separately, on a regular basis, with management and the independent auditors to 
discuss any issues or concerns, current or forthcoming, warranting Committee attention. As part of this 
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process, the Committee shall provide sufficient opportunity for the independent auditors to meet privately 
with the Committee; 

(g) the Committee shall receive regular reports from the independent auditors on critical policies and practices 
of the Company, including all alternative treatment of financial information within generally accepted 
accounting principles which have been discussed with management. Where alternative treatment exists, the 
independent auditors shall be invited to express their opinion as to whether the Company is using best 
practices;  

(h) the Committee shall review management's assertion on its assessment of the effectiveness of internal 
controls as of the end of the most recent fiscal year and the independent auditors' report on management's 
assertion; 

(i) the Committee shall review and discuss earnings press releases (including the non-GAAP measures presented 
in such releases), as well as information and earnings guidance provided to analysts and rating agencies; 

(j) the Committee shall review the interim and annual financial statements and disclosures under management's 
discussion and analysis of financial condition and results of operations with management and the annual 
audited statements with the independent auditors, prior to recommending them to the Board for approval, 
release or inclusion in any reports to shareholders and/or securities commissions; 

(k) the Committee shall receive reports, if any, from corporate legal representatives of evidence of material 
violation of securities laws or breaches of fiduciary duty; 

(l) the Committee shall review and ensure that procedures are in place for the receipt, retention and treatment 
of complaints received by the Company regarding accounting and auditing matters, as well as the confidential, 
anonymous submission by employees of concerns regarding questionable accounting or auditing matters; 

(m) the Committee shall meet as often as it deems appropriate to discharge its responsibilities and, in any event, 
at least four (4) times per year. Additional meetings may be held as deemed necessary by the Chair of the 
Audit Committee (the “Chair”) or as requested by any Committee member or the external auditors or 
management; 

(n) the Committee shall review all issues related to a change of auditor, including the information to be included 
in the notice of change of auditor and the planned steps for an orderly transition; 

(o) the Committee shall pre-approve all non-audit services to be provided to the Company by the external 
auditors; 

(p) the Committee shall assess policies and procedures for cash management and review investment strategies 
for the Company’s cash balances on an annual basis; 

(q) the Committee shall review the Company’s overall tax plan and any material tax planning initiatives on an 
annual basis; 

(r) the Committee shall review the Company’s insurance policies on an annual basis and consider the extent of 
any uninsured exposure and the adequacy of coverage; 

(s) the Committee shall review the Company’s cybersecurity, privacy and data risk exposures and measures taken 
to protect the confidentiality, integrity and availability of information systems and Company (including 
employee) data; 

(t) the Committee shall review and approve the Company's policy with regard to the hiring of current and former 
partners or employees of the present and former external auditors; 
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(u) the Committee shall review the expenses of the Chief Executive Officer and the Chairman of the Board on a 
quarterly basis; 

(v) the Committee shall report on all the foregoing matters to the directors of the Company at the next Board 
meeting following; 

(w) subject to the provisions of Part 3 of National Instrument 52-110, at all times, the membership of the 
Committee shall be such that: 

(i) it shall be comprised of no fewer than three members; 

(ii) each of the members thereof shall be “unrelated directors” or “independent” directors of the 
Company, as may be defined by the Toronto Stock Exchange, the British Columbia Securities 
Commission or any other regulator to which the Company reports or may report in the future; 

(iii) each member of the Committee shall be financially literate in terms of the ability to read and 
understand a set of financial statements; 

(iv) no member of the Committee shall have a material business relationship with the Company;  

(x) no business shall be transacted by the Committee except at a meeting of the members thereof at which; 

(v) a majority of the members thereof are present; 

(vi) by a resolution in writing signed by all of the members of the Committee; 

(y) the minutes of all meetings of the Audit Committee shall be provided to the Board. 

2. WHISTLEBLOWER POLICY 

With regard to the Company’s Whistleblower Policy (the “Whistleblower Policy”), the Committee shall: 

(a) review periodically and recommend to the Board any amendments to the Whistleblower Policy and monitor 
the procedures established by management to ensure compliance; 

(b) review actions taken by management to ensure compliance with the Whistleblower Policy and its response to 
any violations; and 

(c) review all reports received pursuant to the Whistleblower Policy and investigate each complaint and take 
appropriate action within the guidelines set forth in the Whistleblower Policy. 

3. RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE COMMITTEE CHAIR 

The fundamental responsibility of the Chair is to be responsible for the management and effective performance of the 
Committee and to provide leadership to the Committee in fulfilling its Charter and any other matters delegated to it by 
the Board. To that end, the Chair’s responsibilities shall include: 

(a) working with the Chairman of the Board to establish the frequency of Committee meetings and the agendas 
for such meetings; 

(b) providing leadership to the Committee and presiding over Committee meetings; 

(c) facilitating the flow of information to and from the Committee and fostering and environment in which 
Committee members may ask questions and express their viewpoints; 
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(d) reporting to the Board with respect to significant activities of the Committee and any recommendations of the 
Committee; 

(e) addressing, or causing to be addressed, all concerns communicated to the Chair under the Whistleblower 
Policy; 

(f) leading the Committee in annually reviewing and assessing the adequacy of its mandate and evaluating its 
effectiveness in fulfilling its mandate; and  

(g) taking such other steps as are reasonably required to ensure that the Committee carries out its mandate.  

4. ADOPTION 

ADOPTED AND APPROVED by the Board on December 6, 2016. 

AMENDED AND APPROVED by the Committee and the Board on August 5, 2021. 

FURTHER AMENDED AND APPROVED by the Committee and the Board on August 8, 2022. 

FURTHER AMENDED AND APPROVED by the Committee and the Board on August 3, 2023. 
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